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a loud and angry voice, saying,

have done it!
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RELIGIOUS
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To hor A nould be addressed, at Dover, N.catio
n
[]

communications designed for publi

“ar

addressed to Editor The Morning Star, .
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Pulpit.

Dover, N. H.
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Pew.
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high,

far and

me

o'er

stretch

_ While on the horizon’s marge to mock
eye,

the
Q

I am foredoomed to tread?

In vain I call, vain are

my prayers

There comes no sign from
skies;
Be mute, my lips,

out

and tears,

the brazen

»
cease

from

cries,

thy

For Gods coverafl;

His ‘eye ‘can

trace

His hand canguide throughout

maze,

And in his own good time he brings us
SF

hh,

GETS

Did

he not visit your sick,
not hold

I;heéard

a sharp voice from a

spots

scolded.

where

home.

His re-

they

struck,

I was tired of it and

want a change.’

“Thena wall pew spoke:

N

¢You say,

‘¢ Did he not visit your sick? ” I suppose
he visited some folks when they were

sick, but he did not visit

mé, nor mine.

THE PULPIT AND THE PEWS.

has

not

come to me

and strength-

done

so.

I bear

him no ill will, but I want a change.’
** Then a voice in the centerwof the house
said : ¢ You say, * Did he not hold up before you the example of a holy and blameless life 7” Iam sorry to say I do not
think'hé did. I do not know that he did

any thing immoral,
blameless

for

but it is not holy

a minister,

or

or any other

The late administration went out

with

siping in the stores and shops.

power and

left bad impressions, even when
he
spoke the truth; besides, I can not help
thinking that this waste of time accounts

Wh will

not stop to discuss that question, It is
certain
after his seventieth birthday,
Elder Vance found that his services were
no longer sought ; so like a wise man, as
he was, he pitiently accepted the inevitable. * With the small savings of many
years, he purchased a house in a little
village. The great attraction of the place
was the proximity of a church of his own
denomination, where, as he said, he hoped.to enjoy the privileges of the sanctuary.
Glad to be even ‘‘ a door-keeper in the
house of the Lord,” he had thankfully accepted the office of sexton. He came
from the church, where in the performance of his duties, he had been sweeping

‘and dusting.

The troubled expression on

his face attracted the notice of his wife.
She had not studied that face fifty years
for nothing. She could read it like a book.

“What is it, dear P” she said, standing

by him and laying her soft, withered hand

on his grey head.
“1 have had the strangest “dream,” he
replied. ‘It must have been a dream,
though

I

seemed to

be

awake’

all the

time.”
“Oh, do tell me all about it,” she cried
as she seated

herself,

and

her

knitting

needles began to fly. ‘I wonder if you
could have been in a trance.”
*‘I don’t know, dear. You know, we

have been troubled about our ministers
going away; and
blamed the people.
remembering how

obliged

naturally, we have
We could not help
hard it was to be

to leave places

where

we

had

lived, and labored and seen the glory of
the Lord in the salvation of souls: and we
~ made Brother Appleton’s case our own,
and blamed every body that wanted a

change.”

’

it being sociable,

for the frequent

but

his

I am

afraid

this

tongue

mons, and bis failure in pastornl work. I
want a change, but I have not talked hard
of those who do not agree with me, nor
have I threatened to leave the church, if
I can not have my way.’
“Then a timid voice said, ¢ I do not like
to speak about it, but 1 do want a pastor
whose manners and habits I am not

afraid that ry boys shall eopy.

I found

my little Johnny smoking a cigar, and he
defended himself by the example of our

minister.

I want a change.

I want a

pastor who has clean lips.’,
¢¢ Then the pew in which 1 was sitting
spoke:
¢Idid not think much about a

change

ull

he

away.

When

began to talk of going
a minister

does

that, I

know he is only waiting for a chance that

and

saying

hard

I can not see howit will
Hgvail
wn

hope.

The

a

F been otherwise, had the rascalities prac-. eternal principles, and practical work;
ticed in the Post Office Department, which

heart loyalty to Christ, and active efforts

are now coming to light,

a

for men.

month before the fall elections, beyond all

hensive,

been

known

Because, it shows that if not a majority of

are in favor of honest government,
who are hold the balance of power.
as the case now stands, it is a matregret to all good men, that such

This makes a grand,
well

defined,

or three disciples, or

an odium should attach itself to the 'ad-

clearly

a

or

terms
work,

shadow

of

suspicion,
and yet, it is not Juss clear
that he will escape all responsibility in
the matter. Itis a President's. prerogative to appoint all executive officers, who

imposed on him some responsibility, and

are assumed

to

be

the

principles of the Administration.

As

re-

gards the case in hand, it seems that

of membership,
the methods of
offices and agencies needed, lim-

may decide upon the conditions of standing with themselves, but not the conditions of membership in the church; they
may restrict the enjoyment of privileges
of their own creation, but ‘not the privileges of the kingdom of Christ. For
instance, they may decide that men only
shall be received to membership in their
organization ; or that Calvinists only, or
immersed persons only, shall be received,
but tbey must not ferbid any member of

sus-

picions were abroad with respect to the
management of the Post Office Department. The matter was agitated in Congress,and of course came under the cogni~
zance of the President; but there is no
evidence that he made any very thorough
investigation into the matter.
Is it not true, that since the notorious

Christ to confess him,.to

partake

of

his

supper, to be baptized, or to work for the

cle,” our Presidents have been getting in
the way of absenting themselves
from
the seat of government and so from the
the post of duty? * We hear of them at

privileges belong to the

celebrations, and festivities of one kind
and another, not always of national char-

what belongs to the

acter either, or traversing the country,
receiving the ovations
of the people,
manipulated, most likely, by designing
politicians, and sycophants of one class
and another.
I know it will be said,
one burdened with so much care,
harassed by so many perplexities,

that
and
has

need of relaxation and rest. Buf nothing
is more obvious,as a general rule,than that
a public position becomes easy and tolerable,much in proportion to the watchfulness
ot its incumbent and his strict attention to

business. It is true in the case in question, that the trouble has passed over - to
successors, but had it broken out six

months before the end of the late President's administration, it would have cost

and he will go whether we

dure to see him driven away.
£0 100,’
“ Then I heatd a voice

come from the roof,

the glory for his own

They

will

that seemed to

saying: ‘ Give

work.

God

If sinners

have been converted, thank the Lord, and
honor his servant in as much as he has

Those

whom

and to his cause, and that in the

time of

trouble, or danger, they must press closer

‘world, fences out

no

visible,

recognized

through local organizations? I reply,
that we never distinguish: them by that

means, but by the very

me.

I sat a

churches,

whele

of God,

gotten.

month,

when

of

the

selves, to organizé’and act as to them
seems wise and needful.
No local
church is the church of God; all local
churches are churches of God of a secondary grade, provided they are composed of
separated persons, real, Christians.

in the name of Christ,

or

where

few

or

many meet statedly for worship; where
ordained men are present to conduct the
service, or where one or ore: *¢ anointed.

priests

and

kings

unto

God,”

simple

saints,

royal priests, are present.

To

have all things done *‘ decently and in or-

der”, baptism and the supper should be
usually admittjstered in connection with
local churches, but to pronounce them
illegal elsewhere, is to kick against the

tests

our

Lord

It is heresy to claim baptism to be

the

door into the local church, or «an orgahizing act” in the constitution

of a

locul

church. ‘‘ 50 many as have been baptized
into Christ have put on Christ,” but never
do we find baptism

connected,

in any

way or degree, with local church organi

The church of God is unchangeable

but does not create

‘the thing ‘certified,

the pews said. I perceived with shame | The kingdom. or church of God, deand sorrow, that we whosare Set te watch pends no more upon local organizations
holy, but
I got to thinking fe this thing, over the church often forget to watch our- than the Jewish brotherhood does. They
and pondering on the hardships that poor Selves, and go instead of leading the have no nationality, aro coattered;
ministers have to endure ; when it seemed
flock of Christ ‘into green pastures, and exist under most diverse conditions;
to me that I heard the pulpit speak with beside the still waters,” we have our faults act dnd organize
in
various
ways;

These are uses which pertain to all con-

ditions and circumstances of saints, in local churches and out of them; in the congregation and in the sick room; or in the

case of saints isolated aniong heathen

men and sinners:

church of God.
4.

There is'liberty in the

3

Any-church of Christians is a Chris-

on:

not

cal¥

Let specll

ro
_"*_ ar/paat’

LETTER.
May

19, 1881.

and

peculiar conditions.

The quiet and solemnity
scene upon the banks of

of such a day and
your tranquil New

here.
swept

A

sharp

across

the

and eternal. The gates of hell shall not
prevail against it. Itis founded on the

tant and visible to mortal eyes; its second
is triumphant, and visible to immor-

stood guard against the lawlessness of disorderly white men, who have in some instances,

“Rock of Ages.”
tals only.

Its first estate is mili-

The Head is in the

disturbed these occasions.

heavens,

The pastor (a very dark,

and earth remain one with one name, and

‘will ere long be together in glory.

RE
,—-—_.

SPECIAL

hy§”w§€”§ rr ntV

OBJECTS.

»

BY REV. J.T. WARD.
We should

always

distinguish

things

which differ. Confusion results if we do
not, and often error and sin. What I wish
noticed now is the difference between a
gift to our Home or Foreign Mission for

special uses of one’s own selecting, and

a

similar gift for special uses to be selected
by the Society itself.
The selection in one
case is based upon a single judgment, often
not fully informed ; in the other it is based.

choosing, it would most likely. be,;accept-

is why so much is said against

understood
some other
But all the
at such illgiving

stalwart

and loud-

voiced man) conducted the ceremony with all
the zeal and religious sensibility peculiar to
these people. Some 15 personsof both sexes, in
the plain clothes of their daily toil, received
the sacrament.
After each immersion, a goodly number of friends, not halting at the water=
line, waded far out in the shallow water to receive their brother or sister, with shouts and .
waving arms and their wonderful impromptu
songs.
Beautifully simple is the faith of these
people. A national educational system would

intensify their faith into a strong and ehduring
religious sentiment, and make

them

an

ence and power in the affairs of men
nations,
:
THE TWO N. Y. SENATORS,

influ-

and
:

of

We went to the Capitol ‘on Monday, like
many others, to witness possibly, a senatorial
struggle and debate, when an effort was made
to go into extra session regarding the Robertson question, but we were not prepared for
such a genuine sensation as occurred that day.
Senators were busy after the Chaplain’s prayer,
in opening their mail, &c. The crowded gal-leries were giving no attention amid their
whisperings
and greetings, and when the"

Vice-President

handed

the reading elerk let—-

ters to read, not a Senator or spectator wasgiving any attention. An angular Tennesseean (Mr. Harris), sitting in front, caught the one

disruption of a powerful party and the annihi-

latiofi of the fruits of its mission are threatened, then there is subject for reflection.
If
there is any one man that is the Republican
party, it is the President.
No other man en
men, can assume, make or unmake the ‘conditions.
Robertson was a power
against
Grant and for Garfield at Chicago.
The
President proposes to make a national appointment and reward fidelity where no taint:
of bargain or venality is charged.
New. York

for

special objects.
Another
one’s own
and half
party that
sponsible

dusky

his hand to his ear, requested a second reading. The clerk now alive to its importance, read in a firmer tone, and every listener then:
became aware, that after that moment, the
empire State of 5,000,000 people was unrepre-sented upon the floor of the Senate.
Proceed~
ings from that time on, were conducted in an
undecided, hesitating manner, and at one, the
doors of the chamber were closed and the dis- appointed audience scattered through the halls
and out of the building.
With a personal quarrel, as is claimed between a Senator and the Secretary of State, asserted to be the ‘ power behind the throne,”
the country has little to do; but when the

make the subject an especial study, and

ed, though it might be well
that half that sum devoted to
object would do equal ‘good.
whtilesthers would be regret

A thousand

forms lined the bank, filling the air with their
characteristic chants, mingling with the bells
that came from the naval iron-clads close by.

ordering,assisting; present in plan and ingpiration with every saint; the members
are passing over, yet the family heads are
not severed. The whole family in heaven

objection to special work of
choosing is, that when begun
completed, for some cause the
originated the work and is refor it fails to continue it and it

was the pivtoal State in 1880.

It

would

ap-

pear, that a mortgage upon the custom house
was the price expected for its retention in the
Republican column, and not a loyal, hearty
effort for the good of the party—as revealed in
these later days— and now surrendering the

‘is left to die or to burden the Society, that

never thought it the wisest use of money.
Senate tp aDemgeratic majority with power
!
Still another objection is the multiplica- | for mischief if Mey had chosen.
The
sentimént here is, that had it been a
tion of machinery, an article with which National principle, the Semator would have

we are sadly burdened.

It is thought that

been stronger, but being a question of patron-

age, his position is exceedingly weak and
there are grave doubts of his course being approved by the people of New York.

a State; or Q. M., or local, society must be

organized for every special object;
must haveas-many presidents and
urers and constitutions as we have
for which we give directly; all of
is merely folly, for no

such

and we
treasobjects
which

necessity

SICKNESS

ex-

#y, and there will be an increase of effort,
an

increase

good

of gifts

accomplished,

an

and

increase

but no increase

of

of

friction in the working and no loss of efe
ficiency from a mistaken application of
funds. If such special work is discentin.uéd after a time, the result is only the sad

comes

with

any

de-

crease of our Mission income.

‘Whether special work undertaken aids a
special
the

care

of all the work and keeps itself in harmod subordinate to them,
ny with them
work which introduces
and that specia
friction and expends its energies on unwotthy objects or in" ill-advised methods
of labor.

It was my privilege some
‘mention some

‘of

the

time

openings

ago

for

AT THE

The massiyéhiron

ists.

Natt. 26: 26-28, a type of the broken 1 suggest the differemce between

‘body, the church; and 1 Cor, 11: 26, a
testimony of faith and’ hope ‘in Christ.

help

Anacostia and dashed its waters in waves and
spray upen a miniature beach. Sail-boats filled
with noisy occupants, floated by with laughter
‘and song. Three policemen, batons in hand,

result that always

10: 17, the fellowship of all saints in one

:
.

breeze from the Northwest

‘work that consults those having

‘or

does

England rivers was wanting

body, and the blood of atonement; 1 Cor.

found in local churches,

And, if God

with all its weird

church or Q.'M. to increase its gifts I do
‘not here discuss.
The object is only to

whether

know them,

an especial effort to

On Sunday last I stood upon the Anacostia
bridge and observed a spectacle that the readers of the Star must come South to witness,

tiang,

we

and

A COLORED. BAPTISM.

dinanoce,and it can net be monopolized by
local ‘¢hurches. The Scriptures specify
three ‘uses of the supper and only three:

By their fruits

make

ASHINGTON

zation.

Neither is the supper a local church or-

raise

that the work in the far

WASHINGTON, D. C.,

advised use of money. <And this I suppose

3. Baptism and the Lord's supper belong to the church, and not to the churches, and may be administered and enjoyed
by any and all members of the church,
whether organized into local churches, or
«¢ scattered abroad” without stich organization ; where two or three meet casually

church

and East might not be for-

a

who have unusual facilities for informa-

ecclesia alike ; they must not deny to other saints liberties thoy claim for them-

or

effort to

work for God be the rule of your life, and
you will be happy and will make others

tion. The increased number of counselors and their better information are likely
to result in better counsels.
If one should effer either our Home or
Foreign Society 100 dollars per year for a

body

individual

There is work for all, East

God's work?

But when any set or sect claim to be the
church, and despise others, they become
schismatic and should repent.

6.

the

application.

West, at home and abroad. Dear reader,
will you, yourself, in your own church, this:

All the talk about

and

increase

their

an especial

South and West

their

as

some

ceive an offering;

of the. one
monopolize

save

members are first members
church.
They must’ not

not

funds for Bro. Brackett and the great
work there so sadly neglected; or that
Bro. Manning and his mission might re-

has appointed, No one
reckons, all
members of local churches to be Chris-

to his standard ; and above all things, let “geattered abroad,” in the service of
them have fervent ch¥fty- among them- Christ. Yet, local church membeiship
selves, for charity shall cover a multitude
is usually a gabd certificate that one tian: |
of sins.’
“ifests the ** fruits” and is truly separated
“ Then the house was hushed, and the unto God. The certificate is Yaltiable,
stillness seemed to , wake

and not to the

church

that

would make

supremacy of Christ, and the prerogatives
All of these objections are avoided if the
of his own church. Baptism is lawful Botiéties are consulted and the work is
BY REV, GEORGE H, BALL, D. D.
anywhere a penitent believer asks it} the properly conducted. Let the individual,
supper Is lawful any where a devout soul or church, or Q. M., consulting the Socie4. THE CHURCH OR GOD.
desires
to show his love to Christ, but it ty, take upon itself the responsibility of
| The aggregate of visible Christians
is
expedient
to usually observe them in increased gifts, and then with new endeav‘composes the visible church.
The line
ors raise the funds and send them by
‘connection
with
local churches.
which separates the church from the
the old channelsto our Financial Secreta~

been faithful, but let him not dare to disciple and fences in no recognjzed singlory in success, as if it had come through ner. It may be asked, how we can dissinners, except
his wisdom or strength. If there are any tinguish saints from
who have joined the minister and not the
church let them follow him, they are not

Would

Even

support—

opportunity for

will

friction or be useless in

Here
ited only by the fundamental principle
we ¢¢ suffer with him,” there-weshall ¢ be
and privileges of the church of God. They
glorified together.” - Secondary churches
may not assume to be the real church;
rise and fall, - wax and wane, but the
nor deny to any known disciple of Christ
church of God will never fail. It shares
the privitéges which belong to members
of the charch ; nor disown any part of the fortunes of its divine Head, whosothe body of-€hrist, the church; nor usurp { ever is joined to him inherits with him.
exclusive exercise of any prerogatives Blessed are the people who are members
which belong to the real church.. They of the church of God!

stand next to himself, and he can at any
moment send them, without much tere‘mony, into private life. Hence there is

ample

that

happy.

a

cloud of reproach,

gifts

are of the body nevertheless,

bounded

thousand,

Here is most

well

you to heaven, continue it?

compre-

million of them, may "associate together
for general or specific work, - adjust the

even

and therefore members of the

spirit” and the most delightful union.

ministrationof ex-President Hayes, upon
whose personal character there rests no
or

the work undertaken is not

securing organic union among Christians
is predicated upon error as to the nature
of Christian union.” Schism in the church
consists in one get of members saying of
others, you are not of the body. . They

organization, composed of recognized
friends and followers of Christ.
2. ‘While local associations of members of the one church are both lawful
and necessary, they. ought never to be
mistaken for the real church of Christ, nor
allowedto abridge its prerogatives, nor
the prerogatives of its meinbers. Two

possible doubt, the Republican party
would have gone under. And there is a
good deal of significance in this fact, too.
voters
those
But
ter of

special

God

Our Home Mission

work, too, is languishing for funds.

confession agrees with fact, scriptural
union will be realized. To assert that
diversity of organizations, methods, titles,
involves schism is superficial, and illogical. Diversity of gifts and administrations are perfectly consistent with ‘one

the formal,a faith and a life; an invisivirtual confession of its, honesty of pur- ble head and a visible law; an unseen
pose and purity of character. Had it fellowship and a manifested obedience;
was

ed.

unto

cognized, not created.

bonds of fellowship are therefore strong,
uniform, visible, eternal, and delightful.
Its organic life includes the spiritual and

to discover any considerable blemishes in
or peculation,

been made known.

tian church of the second grade. The
whole question of the reality and regularity of its churchly character depends
upon whether its meinbers are separated
church, the body of Christ. The assumption that one local organization of Christians is a true church of God and another
not, springs from misconceptions of the
church, fallacious reasonings from the
church to the churches, assuming them to

by orgaflization

same work, and the same

“Well wife, you see, I had swept the long time pondering” what .this gould. nor detide that others are hot members
+ church and was tired, so I sat down in mean. I could not deny the truth of what ‘with Christ in his body, the church.

. Deacon Smith's pew. The cushion was
soft, and everything seemed peaceful and

bands,—

into local churches.
#0
The facts and principles developed in
this study bring us to the following conclusions:
ol
- 1. ¢ The church of God” is an organ- be alike and the same, when they are
2
:
‘ized body predicated on personal union not.
with Christ and public service in saving | 5. Church union is a fact to be re-

him much mere anxiety and perplexing
labor to have remedied the evil, than to
want him or not, :if he gets it;sol have prevented it, provided, of course, it
thought he might as well go now.’
was in his power to have prevented it.
‘ ‘Do you expect to get a perfect man p” In any case, the people will hold the
cried the pulpit impatiently. ¢ You pick President, the chief executor, responsible
up every little fault, but you forget how
for the character and the success of his’
much he has done for you. See what ad- Administration.
ditions he has made to the church. I can
tell you there are some who will not enTHE OHUROH.

suits him,

make

him, and he never canget over it; so they

things; and
end.”

sharp

Christ has redeemed Wind sanctified’ must
Indeed, I could: rrémernber that their allegiance is to him,

will

difficulty in the church.
not sleep last night thinking of it. There's
Brother Parks, who sets “such' stores by
© Brother Appleton, and he says Brother
Brinks would not raise a handt ‘keep
‘have got to talking,

He called

shallowness of hig gser-

** Certainly we did,” she replied eager- the disciples of Christ.

ly, “and

in

-salvationof men-elsewherer— These latter

as ungrateful, in suffering the old men to
fall so early into the shade, where their

cease.

also

they will notbe known

the most effective

who say, the churches are unwise, as well

usefulness

and

choice of agencies and methods of work.
The members have a common faith, a
common purpose, the same law, the

honesty, which

I have hoped he would

found isolated

| et/Jews are always recognizable, a separate
and
peculiar people,” seldom
confounded with others. Nodess marked
and peculiar are the disciples of Christ.
If they are not recognizable by their acts,

souls.
It has a head, a life, a code of
laws, a mission, and large liberty in the

BY J. F.

sink,

en me ; but he

Elder Vance came into his house, and
seated-himself in the cushioned rockingchair to which he usually betook himself
in times of perplexity and trouble. Elder
Vance had once been a popular preacher,
much admired, and much sought after;
but now he was old. There are those

>

ed for a pastor who would give me sympathy, and when I have been ready to
with some word to comfort

BY MRS. V. G. RAMSEY.

the world.”
> 0-006

especially the duty of seeing that they
and their subordinates administer their
departments of the government on the
principles of the Constitution and of strict

: 1 have seen great sorrow, and have long-

-

church, and

it by way of fraud

left poisoned

this blinding

light

not unite your sons and daughters in holy

that fester and ache.

these tangled, devious

great

capital in the late Presidential campaign.
The utter failure of the party in opposition

proofs were not like the Master's mingled
with pity and love, so instead of curing
the faults of which he complained, they

' ways,

a

If it did not doyou good, it was because
the gospel is a savorof death unto death
unto those who will not hear. Did he

vs

hoWwe'erwe roam,

there

This fact furnished

that ; but you know, he

Content to learn the lesson of the hour,
Content to do the deed that meets my hand,
Leaving the riddle of the burning sand
And brazen skies unto a higher power.

As Isat

the gospel to you? You cannot deny that.

two-edged sword. [ do not complain of

answering years.

are

a reputation for cleanness-and honesty not
surpassed by any since Washington's.

¢It remains to be proved that

*
anxious

:

And leave thy queries to the

and

he was doing you good? Indeed ! Listen to

pew in one corner saying:
¢ Much obliged to you for the chance
of speaking—the pulpit generally does all
the talking. You say he preached the
gospel, certainly he did, and sometimes
it was very sweet and comforting, and
sometimes it was very searching, like a

May I not turn and seek the flowery mead?
Are there no tokens whereby I may read
And learn the end whereunto T am led?

way,

ISTRATION.

¢ Then

Evanish verdant meadows fair and sweet.

“ Are these the ways

.

up before you constantly the example of
a holy and blameless life? Now what
do you say to these things? Speak one at
a time, and let me hear what reasons you
have for your conduct.’

The burning sands are hot beneath my feet,

their

flashed all along the course of my own
life, and I saw so much imperfection that
I longed to go back and retrieve those
lost opportunities. As that can not be, I
am resolved to be faithful to my young
brethren—to exhort them to guard their
hearts, that their lives may be holy; that
they may be indeed examples- to the’

to have wanted

and bury your dead, and did he

1 can not see with eyes so blinding wet.

blocks in

i
him. He was doing you good.’
Pew.
‘That isan assertion which remains to be proved.’

matrimony?

know?
Whether they downward tend or upward go,

skies

ashamed.

| me then. Did he not stand here and preach

What are these paths wherein my feet are set?
And whither lead they? Who may tell or

brazen

be

him no longer?’

“You ought

Pulpit.

.-+" QUESTIONING.

The

to

*Is it persecation to let him go

Pulpit.
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as stumbling
forward.

the pews say, ¢ Yes, he is gone, and some
of us are glad of it.’
‘Then the dialogue went on in this
way:
forty
;

remittances of

etters on business,

you

driven him a then blame them because they do not go

have

«Then I heard a sharp

hment,
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‘So
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creased work in India. "Since that time

WHITE HOUSE.

gates

opening

into

the

Executive grounds are closed.
The portals
of the mansion are unusually deserted.
The
President’s wife, removed from the repose and!
seclusion of the Mentor home, to this life of
social tension, has been wavering upon the
verge, and the Executive oppressed withws
severe domestic affliction, in addition to
grave:

political complications

that

have

beset him..\

Amid the acerbities of political contentions.
and the fierce onslaught of partisans,. comes
the refining influences of human sympathy.
There is a philosophy in our national character, that can deal weighty blows, and yet ex-

tend condolence, for be he President or citizen,
the sorrows of the heart are a connecting

link

The illness is
in the amenities of humanity,
of the character known as * Typho-Malaria,
and can be fairly traced to this unhealthy spot,

not a thousand yards from these oft inundatedh
towlands and marshy shores, subject to change:
of tide and sun. Much has been said regarding:
this unworthy residence for the ruler of 50,
000,000 people, A number of deaths might
hasten apathetic

legislation,

vital consideration,

as

a question of

COLORED

MEN IN OFFICE.
Fiederick Douglfss, who has performed the

duties of Marshal of the District of Columbia
for the past four years with fidelity and general approval, has lately been confirmedby the-

of
Senate, without opposition, as the Recorder of’
Deeds for this locality, at a compensation
some $6,000 per annum. He is now the only:
representative of his race

ant

holding.

an

import-

commission under the Government in this

There is one example in the Diplocountry.
Langston, & man
matic service : Prof. John M.
ted
of extended literary attainments, accredi of
to Hayti as Minister Resident with a salary

The shoe-string, districting,
a:
weeded out the 6 or 8 Senators and
years
Representatives, who were some
counthe

$7,500 per year.

Kuklux. policy.of
the South, bas slowly and

rd

ago identified
try. Ab this
Blanch “K.
from Miss.,

with the legislation of
we observe the name of
closing,
Bruce, thé colored ex-Senator
as
nominated by the President

will be an
Register of the Treasury. This
some'ol’ those interests have been meg. anomaly in Government Office at Washington,
Ex-Senator
the
ability of
tioned with emphasis by our missionaries » | while all coneede theacceptu ly.
ELLIOTT.
on
pesiti
the
fill
to
and other pressing needs of the cause have

]
(

\
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revealed,

Sunday-School Lesson.--June 5.
(For Questions see Star Quarterly and Lesson Papers.)

unconsciously, the

relation

long, wearisome

READINGS.

during the

hours, one relented and

repented. luke only speaks of one as
penitent. If thou be the Christ. Some
render it, ‘‘ Art thou not the Christ?”
‘See these three crosses. Approach the
cross’of the impenitent—here is man by
nature totally depraved. Approach the
man totally.
penitent’s cross—here is

@

The crucifixion. Luke 23: 33—46.
David’s prophetic prayer. Ps.22 :1—20.
Isaiah’s prophecy. Is.53: 1—12.
Christ giving his life.. John 10: 11—18.
Christ’s testimony. Mark 10: 32—45.

Communications.

of

the cross to all the nationalities of the
world.”—Peloubet.
.
39. One
railed on him.
It
is probable that both joined in the taunts

and jeers of the crowd, but

THE CRUCIFIXION.
DAILY

more prophetic than an inscription which

Cobably

side

washed gway*by

THE BIBLE AND SOIENOE.

deposited

BY J. M. WOODMAN.

:

accounts

while -either

No.2

It is from the fourth division of inspiration that we gain all that we know of
Biblical cosmos, or the history of harmo-

it.

for

its

remaining,

was

cut

down

and®

those causes which first

This

river

bottom,

from

four to six hundred feet wide, is found to
have been over serpentine and slate, the
latter of which is undergoing decomposition.

More heat is resultant.

of the rock.

These are samples of thou-

Sun.
Mon.

“2.
© 3.

Palm Sunday. Entry into Jerusalem.
Jesus in the temple, cleansing it.

Tues.

*“ 4.

Last visit to the temple.

Wed.

“ 5.

Conspiracy of the rulers. Jesus at
Bethahy.
Thurs.“ 6. PASSOVER and Lord's Supper.
John,
chaps. 13-17.

Fri.

“7.” Good

Friday.

CRUCIFIXION

and

burial.

Sat.
Sun.

33.

‘‘ 8.
“9.

SABBATH.
EASTER DAY,

THE

When they were come.

Calvary.

A

Latin

word,

RESURRECTION.

See v, 32.

meaning

a

skull, as does the Hebrew name Golgotha.
‘Why it was so called is not known; its
docation is also unknown.
It was then
outside the city walls, but may have been
enclosed by those built more recently.
They crucified * him. The form of the
cross is well known ; to it the person was

mailed by spikes driven through the hands
and feet; the body was supported by “a
stout pin in the upright timber extending
between the legs. When it was placed
in position,

the feet

of

the victim

were

not more than a foot or two from the
ground.
¢‘ It was hard that he suffered
for wicked men, it was more hard that
he suffered of wicked men; and it was
most hard that he suffered with wicked
men, the same death that wicked
. - suffer.”—Bishop Cuthbert.

34.
the

Father, forgive them.
‘Seven

words

upon

men do

The first of
the

Cross.”

«Uttered when they were driving the nails
through his flesh.
Thus Jesus gave
proof of the depth of his love and mercy.
When his blood began to flow his soul
poured itself out in prayer for his murderers.
There is some
difference of
‘opinion as to the ones for whom Jesus
‘offered this prayer.
They know not. This
was true of the Roman soldiers, who were

simply doing the bidding of their masters.
In a certain sense it may ‘have been true
of the Jews, and so the prayer for mercy
toward them would be appropriate. Forty
years’ respite was granted them, during
which they heard the gospel preached.
They. parted his raiment and cast lots.
“* Gambling for the ‘various articles of
clothing taken from the body. John (19:
- 23, 24) tells why it was necessary to cast
lots ; and points to the fulfillment of prophecy (Ps. 22: 18).”—Riddle.
35. Beholding. ~GaZing, as upon a
-gpectacle. Derided. Mocked. Save himself. He could not save himself and save
others, ‘They triumph over him as . if

they had conquered him, whereas he was
‘then more

than a conqueror;

they chal-

lenged him to save himself from the
; “cross, when he was saving others by the

“Toros.” —M. Henry. * For this reason we
‘believe, because
way come down

Christ did not straightfrom the cross, but

finished there his work.”—Bengel.

86.
The soldiers
mocked.
Their
mockery was that of the unthifking rabble.

Vinegar. The sour wine which they

«drank with their mid-day meal,
87. If thou be. Learned of the Jews,
ll ht containing a sneer at them.
superscription.
This was cus7
in order that all might know the

in support of the account.
45. [The veil .
was rent. The
veil which hung between the Holy Place
and the Holy of Holies. This symbolized
the opening of the gates of heaven to all
mankind through the fimshed work of
Christ. SeeHeb. 9: 24, 28; 10: 18, 22.
&
46.

He

gave

up

the

ghost.

Having

committed himself to his Father, he died.
The physical cause was, probably, a rupture of the heart.
THOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS.
I. Jesus had thoughts of mercy toward
men to the last.
f
II. Ignorance may serve to soften the
sentence of the sinner.
III. Men may be so hard in Bost as
to mock the suffering in the face of
death.
IV. The wall of partition was broken
down by the deathdf Christ, so that all
may now enter into the Holiest Place.
TOPICS FOR THOUGHT

AND

STUDY.

I. Punishment by crhcifixion.
II. How far ignorance may lessen the
guilt of the sinner.
III. The intermediate state.
——

GLEANINGS FROM
MAKER

THE NOTE-

the nature of that liquid is

not, by

these

facts, defined.

‘The “water theory will not only
count for

these

things, but

for

ac-

aqueous

rock, so predominant everywhere, for
subsidence and upheavals, for the glacial
periods,and for every other great chanhge of
earth noted in historic or fossil ages. Men
have been altogether too hasty in copying the Grecian myth of central fires.
There can be but little doubt, if our artesian wells of oil had been reached before
the action of volcanic fires had been discovered, oil might have been substituted,

as a theory of the earth's center, for melted rock. All the melted lava, thrown
out upon the earth’s surface, may have
come from

local

veins, or

reservoirs, in

which the decompgsition of coal is taking

place, if actjvé, or took place, if extinct.
This is farther made evident by the

eration of carbonic acid, and

accumulation of ashes.

the

‘The Plutonic

says, ‘If the center were melted rock,
the crust of the earth would melt, instead

of cooling.” Neither does the fact of the
increase of heat in some localities, as you
lower

The devil is subtle, and

knowledge, but not in grace.

levels, afford

As

Son

In view of this fact Northern Christians
dre making earnest efforts to establish
schools under Christian influence; believing that secular s¢hools can not meet the
demands of the case. But why are religious influences more necessary for Freedmen than others? If it is important to
establish Christian institutions for one
class why not for the other? And why is"

it any more necessary to establish Christian colleges at the North than at the
South? Are our children more depraved
and dangerously inclined than theirs? If

the spirit and objects of Southern instituvided for and no more effort is needed
for one class than the other. But if there
are still partialities prejudicial to the
welfare of the colored race, why not
plant institutions so as to modify the prejudices and remove the cause of neglect
as well as to apply specific relief to those

neglected?

The ruling class need religown

wel-

the least proof as to the pature of the in- J fare but for the benefitof the lower classterior. This kind of phenomenon-is very es. Cultivation of mind like cultivation
(From the Monday Club Sermons.)
|
uncertain and widely dissimilar in differ- of soils increases productiveness, but in
The apostles went forth, lifting up him
ent kinds of rock. A close observation in the one case as in the other increase of
who had suffered himself to be * lifted
mining shows that rock which readily productiveness is an increase of weeds unup,” and everywhere hearts were melted
disintegrates on being exposed to air, as less care is exercised respecting the
and wills subdued by the sight. All
| a rule, furnishes an increase of heat. planting and protection of the * good
things began to ‘gravitate towards him.
Mining operations equally show
that seed.” Why not extend the influence of
A new power wasin the world. The
shafts of great depth, or tunnels run into Christian learning to the two-thirds of
world felt it, and yielded to its supremstone, that will withstand exposure with- Southern population as well as to the
acy.
Paganism
crumbled before it.
out disintegration, afford but little, or no one-third. Ifit is said that the colored
Philosophy never flourished extensively
additional heat. The existence of such population have been neglected, it may
after Christ was “lifted up.”
heat is suggestive rather of chemical ac- be sald most positively that any such
The cross spoke with clearness where
tion than of internal fires. Facts, taken neglect will continue until a sanctified
philosophy was dumb ; it cast a light inte
from different parts of the world, go far education modifies public sentiment. And
darkness which philosophy
could not
towards establishing such a theory. even if it were true that we are not
penetrate; it gave a peace that philosoFrom several visits, made during the last “debtors” to all men, including the
phy could not afford. , The attractions of
six years, we gain the following facts Southern white population, still duty to
the cross were felt in the hut of the savfrom the Plumas Eureka mine, situated the Freedmen requires Christian educaage, and in the palace of the emperor;
near Johntown, Cal.
They have entered tion for society at large. ‘But hosts of
around the heathen temple and in the
the
mountain
by
means
of a tunnel one Southern people in their character, and
halls of learning ; in city, town, and open
mile, at such a level thata perpendicular feelings respecting God and man, régountry alike. Men were going everywhere * preaching the Word.” The one shaft to connect with the inner part must specting slavery and the rebellion, reL be not less than two thousand feet. The specting the government and the gospel,
new story was of. him who had been
¢¢ lifted up,” and of salvation through him. rock passed through is mostly hornblend, respecting Christain ‘work and Christian
refusing fo disintegrate ‘though exposed schools, are as deserving of sympathy and
—Rev. Henry 8. Kelsey.
for thirty years to the storms of the Sier- as worthy of help in‘labor as any class of
( From Vincent and Hurlbert’s Notes.)
ras. No increased heat is encountered men on earth.
Bro. Powell and his asso|
The cross shows, in contrast with man’s’ within, but rather less:as you penetrate the ciates in West Virginia were loyal to
‘hate, the exceeding love of Christ. mountain. Fifteen or twenty miles south. God and the government when and
The cross shows that Christ's mission
of this mine we reach the Sierra Buttes. where it cost some -kinds: of trials unwas to save men by spending himself.
Here a tunnel penetrates one and a third known to Northern soldiers, And then
The cross shows that salvation is the miles.
The rock resembles the Eureka with convictions of truth and duty comresult of personal choice.
°
mine, with more serpentine rock. Some menced the struggle almost alone for
The cross shows that Christ was both disintegration, in past ages, took place at “Free Will", ¢‘ Free Communion” and
human and divine.
the edge of the quartz vein. The abound- “ Free Salvation”; and with that strug' (From Rev. R. R. Meredith, D. D.)
ing iron pyrites in the vein, when com- gling ** West Va. College”, almost unaid-

For whom he prayed... Not for himself.

The first thought of ordaining sufferers is

ing into contact with water, gives & very ed, still prays and waits.
slow slack to the rock, and a correspond-

It is true that

the sad failures in four or five efforts un-

of themselves, but the Princeof sufferers 'ing small heat is found here; yet the der college names are terribly discouragforgets his own excruciating agony in the track: upon which the cars run is not ing to any such’ work elsewhere. But
compassion he ‘feels for those who are much. disturbed with what. miners term these efforts were made in Christian honputting
him to death.
the swell-rock—or the slacking of rock, esty and, if with hopes not well founded,
to
put
wag
person
the
which
for
crime
For what he prayed. The burden of that, in time, fills the passage of the tun- and the conditions of «college work not
_ .death. It was in three languages, that it
—_ be Raa by people of different his prayer was that they might huve time nel. We next visit a tunnel of one and a well considered, some good was fitcomingof the Jews. Sohe be- to repent and beled to believe in him as fourth miles in length, running under plished. In the ‘parable, but one-fourth
Xvi cross that gave him his their Saviour, whom they were seucilying Bald Mountain, hear Forest City. This of * the seed-sowing was in \! good
opening penetrates the gravel of what is ground.” “And whether a hundred fold
y this inscription, so humbling as a common malefactor.
poy Jews, Pilate took vengeance for | The argument of his Frayer. “ They supposed to be the bed of an ancient is realized in Flemington or not, it is quite
degrading
constraint to which they
Eocene river. The whole mountain is
FS
ed
him by forcing him to exeone of accumulated debris, probably of | the field are as dese 0g. of sympathy
‘man,”—Godet,
*‘ No the Lord of .Glony. ae 3 we sin wo the great glacial: period.. This is over- and support as though A can blood and
©
capped with a thick layer of lava, which Plantation experience. could be; made di» would have been more fitting or | never know what we do. =
»

the

Universities,

which are certainly as good as those in
Virginia. And yet for God and truth

ax | EVERY-DAY HOME.
BY

G. B. G.
—

The little society of home was the first

of all divine institutions.
The earliest
church and society was the patriarchal,
where the head of the family became the

struggle is maintained for priest and chief of the tribe.. With us,|
Christian institutions. And if denomina- dociety.-is the aggregation of families
tional truth, influence and ‘growth is of having common interests dnd neighborany account, must there not be some la- hood, and each family not only modifies
bor for the. white population
others? - Storer College

as

well: as

must not

be

ne-

glected in any sense, nor in any emergency be surrendered to secular and Southetn hands like the schools in which

thou-

sands of dollars had been expended in the
Mississippi valley; one such stroke of
policy is quite enough for one generation. Let everybody in all’ our Zion
unite in sustaining this our only remaining school for the freedmen.
But that
school does nof, can not reach the other
two-thirds of Southern population. We
have one school, ,and only one, in the
Southern States adapted to that class,
and shall that one be sustained? Will
not Christian education be as valuable to a
white man as to a colored man,

and

will

‘not the latter be blessed by that means?
“And can we expect permanent denormina-

and characterizes the community - but it
has its influence upon every individual of
which it is composed. ' No theory of social life can: justly ignore the family or
the fact that God rules over all.
Home is the earliest school for the cul-

ture of humanity.

Here the child takes

his first lessons; here-he is helped onward to his high destiny. Heaven pity
the children where there is an ignorant
‘or inefficient administration of family
laws, retarding

the progress in an earth-"

ly or divine light. Home is necessarily
a power for good or evil, lel us believe
in most cases, for good, greater or less:
for bitter must be the thought that one
was really the worse for his or her home.
Yet it must be admitted that we have
sometimes seen children removed from
one family, to some other where the

‘tional influence and growth without white

change was profitable, the parents having

members where so large a proportion of
the people are not of African origin ? And
can that class be reached without ‘schools
any better than the colored population?
Well, here we are with all these pressing
demands upon us from God and man, from
foreign
fields
and Western
settlements, from North and South, from white
and black, for churches, for schools, and
gospel truth; and what shall we do? Do

given themselves up to evil passions.
It is an important fact that in the family
we unfold and develop our characters—
that at home, it anywhere, we are under
obligation to obey religious precept; and
there we need the influences of religious
truth. There are temptations to be resistat home we modify and are modified.
Home has its cares and anxieties and sor-

the

rows and disappointments, as well as its

best we can,

and use every dollar of

the Lord’s money as he requires : that is all
that is demanded; and if any body has
any property which does not belong to
God let him%ep it. But there are millions of the Lord's money held by men
for old age they will never see, for chil-

dren who will be ‘cursed by its inheritance and for financial schemes which
will fail or prove ruinous at last. Let
each one ask, ‘* What wilt thou

have

me

to do?”
SERN

A In i

JbSEETHER

HOME MISSION POLIOY.
BY REV. D. WATERMAN.

Not a long time since, I heard a paper

every-

education without God and morality can

ious culture not only for their

* Hillsdale” in

in

where else, education is necessary to the
improvement of Southern: society. But
never be effectual.

and

undoubt-

edly, like all finite beings, growing

gen-{tions
are right the Freedmen will be pro-

great

theory loses ground, as soon as brought
to scientific tests.” Agassiz. Again, he

descend the shaft to

ment.

So there are for the colored. And so
there is room for our students at ¢* Bates”,

a desperate

In a very

few years, the tunnel closes by the swell

ny‘of the creation of the world. From sands of others-in this State.
z
the nature of the case all that prophets
——
eid
knew of this mighty subject came to
them
by
plenary
inspiration
of
God.
S§. Christ mocked.
Matt. 27: 27—19.
THE SOUTHERN PROBLEM AND WEST
A perfect sacrifice.
Heb. 10:1—14.
Hence its importance as a factor in our
VA, OOLLEGE.
The admission
:| changed, thirsting after God and heaven.. researches in geology.
BY PROF, R.DUNN, D. D.
Approach Christ's cross-——here is man that the record in Genesis and Job con- |
GOLDEN TEXT:
— And I, if I. be lifted up
tains
the
opinions
of
these
men
is
not
perfect,
meet
for
Jesven.
Y—
Stems
and
from the earth, will draw all men unto
This problem can never be solved by
sufficient. They set it forth in the form education alone. Was not Greece eduTwigs.
me —John 12: 32.
i
40. Dost not thoti fear God. Here is of an epic drama, given to them by the cated, and did not her crimes and weakIt must be all -true, and in- ness increase with her culture? Was not
really the first hint of any change in the Almighty.
Luke 23: 33—46.
drift of the popular feeling. This man telligently given, or the Bible loses its Rome cultured, and did not her people
was converted in the hour of death, the claim as an inspired teacher. Notas and Hints.
‘become vain in their imaginations”
Against a clearly defined principle, and while ¢ their foolish heart -was darkAfter celebrating the Passover with only instance of such copversion in the
his disciples, on the evening before his Bible, but enough to teach' us that there positive declaration of God, the opinions ened”; ¢* professing themselves to be wise
crucifixion, our Saviour spoke the dis- is a chance for repentance while life lasts. of men weigh but little. No facts in nat- they became fools”? Did not Rome die
courses recorded in John, chaps. 14—16, In the same condemnation. Though in- ure, thus far brought forward, are in the at last from immoralities which educaoe with the prayer in chap. 17; he nocent, Jesus was crucified as a sinner, slightest degree opposed to a just inter- tion could not cure? Was not Corinth
pretation of the statements of the Bible. one of ihe» most cultured cities of the:
then went out to the garden of Gethsem- and in the place of sinners.
Men’s hypotheses have differed and will world, and at the same time the mosf de41.
We
indeed
justly.
He
confesses
his
ane, where he spent much time in praydiffer with inspiration, as they do with.each graded ?
own
guilt.
This
man.
A
plain
testier, enduring great agony, both of soul and
other; but this proves nothing against the.
« After that in the wisdom of God “the
body. Here he was soon . betrayed by mony to the innocence of Jesus. His
Scriptures. It is with known facts, and world by wisdom knew not God, it
spiritual
sight
seems
to
be
made
clear
and
Judas, arrested and hurried away to the
not the opinions of men, that the trial for pleased God by the foolishness of preachcity for trial. He was taken first to strong as death approaches, and he sees
harmony must be made.
Facts, so far as
what he had not seen before.
ing to save them that believe.” Is the
Annas, a former high-priest, at whose
42. Remember me. He now turns to | developed, corroborate the statements of moral character and real manhood of Vihouse the denial by Peter took place; he
Jesus, Tomar salvation.
When thou Moses and Job; and with these all other enna, Paris and New York in proportion
was then led to the house of Caiaphas,
True, the to their knowledge, culture and educacomestinto
thy
kingdom.
Better,
¢ 1m thy Scriptural writers agree.
the acting high-priest, and arraigned beScriptural history of creation ‘accounts
kingdom.”
Christ's
kingdom
is
where
tional advantages?
When
fish shall
fore the Sanhedrim, by which. he was
for our globe as a spheroid, the increase
breathe and sing in the mountain air, and
condemned and abused; he was next he is. See Matt. 16: 28.
43. Paradige.
This word (meant, at of heat as you descend into the earth's birds find life and pleasure in ocean beds,
taken before Pilate, the Roman governor,
first,
a
park
or
garden.
It was used by crust, and the division into continents, then may we expect to solve mathematiwho examined him, sent him to Herod,
the
Jews
to
denote
that
part
of Hades, upon an entirely different basis; but the cal problems by muscular action, and
governor, of Galilee, from. whom he was
the
abode
of
the
dead,
in
which
the right- facts reached in nature sustain the Script- meet the moral demands of human nature
brought * back to Pilate,” who, after deeous
abide
between
death
and
the
judg- ural theory, and not the popular one.
by intellectual attaifiments.
As well
+ claring that he found no cause of death in
In the discussion of any subject, a corment,
just
as
Gehenna,
or
Tartarus,
is a
may we expect to“gain knowledge by
him, weakly yielded to the clamor of the
rect analysis must be maintained becrowd, and, gave sentence for his execu- part of Hades occupied by the wicked
eating as to gain moral worth by knowltween
hypotheses and facts ;—between
during
the
same
time.
tion. Jesus, bearing his cross, was led
edge.
Bread is good
and
although
44. The sixth hour. Noon as we reck- possibilities and necessities.
away with two thieves to the place of
*¢ Man can not live by bread alone" yet it
Reasoning
from
local
phenomena
on. Darkness. An eclipse was impossicrucifixion.
is necessary to knowledge, but it is not.
would
appear
to
be
a
very
untertain
way
ble,
as
it
was
at
the
full
moon.
“It
was
The following table of the events of
knowledge.
Education is good, the best
a miraculous occurrence, designed to ex- of arriving at conclusions upon subject- of all secular blessings, and a condition
Passion Week may be of interest to some
It is taken from Peloubel’s Notes. The hibit the amazement of nature, and of the matter so remote from human observa- of moral improvement, but it is not right.
dates are according to Andrews’s Life God of nature, at the wickedness of the tion as the center of our globe. That the eousness. There is ne more of ‘moral
crucifixion of Him who is the light of the earth is largest at the equator, and that worth in intellectual development than of
of Christ.
world.”—Schaff. “Early Christian writers this shape is suggestive of a liquid center, intellectual worth in physical develop=Sat. Apr 1. SABBATH at Bethany ; Simon’s supper.
speak of it, and appeal to secular writers have been demonstrated by facts; but
T.

rectly the grounds of appeal. It is true
there are schools for white pupils in Va. |-

|

|

Bepartment

wi

read on

the

above

named

subject,

in

which two lines of action were presented
which was illustrated as I understood it,
by supposing a number of men were in
‘the water, where

they

less aided by others.

must

drown

un-

Oa the shore there

were those who saw their danger, and
were planning to give them aid.

They

might go out to them, to take

of a

drowning man, lift him

up

hold
so

that

he

could breathe freely, and then moved by
the cries of others, let go of him and
seize another, and lift him up, and so go
through the whole number, and by trying
to help all, save none; or they might
take one and carry him safely ashore and
thus save one, and then take another and
not leave him, nor try for another, until

he was safe. The writer did not say
which policy our H. M. Board had pursued, but he argued that the true policy
was, to select an important point, and aid
them, if necessary, in building a house of
worship, and otherwise until the church

became

a self

sustaining-church;

thea

select another, and so go on from year to

year helping and saving all we have the
means to save. He made a good plea for

this policy, which must commend itself to
every candid mind, as worthy of the careful consideration of our H. M. Board. If
there was no other policy that promises
to be good and effectual there would be
perfect unaminity as to which should be

adopted.
the

But supposing, those who saw

condition

believed that

of
by

the

drowning - men,

furnishing

each

man

with a *¢life preserver,” he could swim
ashore if worth saving, and though all

might not be saved, yet there might be
more lives rescued than on the other plan.
Now though I have never been a member
of the H. M. Board, I suppose that has
been the policy of the Board, to aid the
churches or Mission stations, so that they
can swim to the shore. They ‘may have

made some mistakes.

Strange

if they

have not. Yet there are nof a few of our
most efficient and liberal churches, that
used the life preserver furnished by the
H. M. Society.awhile acquiring. strength
to swim. It must be trying and painful
in the extreme, to hear the cries of the
drowning, and have no 1\fe preserver

to

offer, or means to take them to the land;
and very perplexing, with the limited
means at their disposal, for the Ex. Com.
to decide where to use the life preserver,
when to take them to land,

or

whom

to

see go down to rise no more. It would
be easy for me to say, that more attention
should be given to centers of influence
and churches planted and made perma-

ed at home, as well as other where,

and

comforts and its joys. It ought to be a
type of heaven, notwithstanding all offsets, in its purity and peace.
1t is a school for the

education

of the

soul, not of son or daughter only, but
of father and mother; a nobler institution

than an asylum for the increase 6f mus-

cle or

the pampering

of appetite and

pride. It is a sad fact that there are paents who have been spoiled by worldly
sucess, and whose simplicity of character has been perverted by pride. They
have forgotten the peace of their humble
days, and come to look for enjoyment—
and to look in vain—to show and the
pleasures which riches can purchase.
The legitimate effect of its change is
apparent in the perversion of the ‘minds
of the youth,growing up under their influence. Genuine manhood and womanhood are rarely cultivated in such families. It is only where influences are
wholesomely restrictive of evil
and

stimulant of good that

the

young

seek,

most intently, for true greatness and excellence.
Home ‘government must exercise its

correcting influence.

If one desires fine

grapes, he does not let his

vines run

at

their own natural impulse or instinet,so to"
speak : he trellises and prunes and judiciously trains the tender sprouts. The
family circle may be compared to a beautiful garden. “But of course it
contains
weeds that must be plucked up. If they
are not, nor the

shoots pruned and vines

trellised, the result is, sbrivelled, knotty
fruit—abundant leaves, but Jasiguifonm
“flowers.
That it may fulfill its Heavenly purpose
the spirit of love should ‘pervade the
home; and thus it may be the school of
love. If ought to teach the alphabet of
heavenly principles, the elements
of
heavenly truth and inspire the heavenly spirit.
Home duties are reciprocal. God expects the ‘parents to be
rational, prudent and persistent; to have
such a love as Christ's—thoughtful, ¢learseeing, inspiring, patient; firm and faithfal,
=
Parents, whom we now address, have
you, will you possess such an every-day
home? will you adopt such loving methods, if you have not? Remember that
from a loving exercise of conjugal and
parental duty, the best possible results
may be expected. Love neccessarily, be-

gets love; and if it is judicious in
methods, it will bring up children

the inspiration of its own life.
at home, a vital

necessity,

its
with

Religion

requires

the

taking yp of the cross, and following
Christ. Example is more influential than

precept, than exhortation, than expostulation.

The family

into the world with
to protect

them

must

be

sent

out

the guards needful
from

they assuredly will,

temptation,

i’ the

leave is, as it may be, the temple
living God.
« Whisky in Maine,” says

and

home

Neal

they
of the

Dow,

+s carried in small bottles in the pockets
of the liquor sellers and dealt out upon
the sly; it is put into teapots, placed upon
the kitchen shelf; it is ‘built into the
walls of houses, in tin cans, with a small

rubber pipe by which to draw it off; it is

nent, that there should be great care in concealed-in small bottles®in the bed; it

making appropriasions to feeble churches
or in starting new enterprises or giving

live preservers to those who will not try

to swim ; but I have not the arrogance

to

suppose that all the wisdom or prudence

will die

with me.

The

Boards

have

common sense enough to'1qok at these
different phages of their work; and act
wisely. 1 have no complaint to * make.
Let us all pray that the great Head of the
church will direct and aid the H. M,

Board in all its work: ind so quicken the
‘churches, that they will furnish the neces-

sary life preservers and
rescue, fhe drowning.

other means

| ll
Bh ng

“Love without dissimulation,

to
'

is concealed in bottles.

under

the

floor,

put there through a trap that can be only
reached by removing the bed ; It is Tn
cealed in small flat bottles in the

under the ovens of cooking ne

ash

pit

jit is

hidden in wells attachedto io Ss fastened some inches below the surface of
the water ; it is buried in manure. heaps;

it is concealed under the floor of the pig-

8ty? it is hidden awayupen thé flat roof of

the house, access to it-being had only by s

a scuttle ; it is hidden in
through
ladder
atios, under the Jor, and in cellars burol
ied in the en
present day
How- i y at the pr

more on
ine

depend

what men say concerning the
duties of Christianity than

Sonus Jesus Christ the founder
tianity says concerning them,

SE

of Chris=

.

by virtue
regard it as a art of his work,
collecting
the
ntend
uperi
to
office,
of his

those

for
“of money in his* congregation

arThe Card System, as now

Societies.

ranged,

as

adopted

was

the

method

as
which should be recommended to, and
the
into
duced
intro
le,
far 4s possib

churches, to assist them iy’ carrying on
this department of their. ork. No system, however good, will take care of it-

Some one must look after it in ev-

self.

ery church.

In most churches the pastor

must be that one, ut least, for some time.
In many churches, probablyin a mujori-

ty of them, the pastor can find some person whom he can induce to assist in the
work and who can, after a little while,
take the entire charge of it. This is better than for him to do the work himself.
The responsibility will still, however,
rest upon him. It is tp him that the Societies must look foy/ the faithful maintenance of the wor). All this has been
in, in the Star, by our

as he has had opportunity, and by others
who have presented the claims of our So-

Our pastors all under-

cieties in public.

stand the theory, and few would deny its
correctness. But how is it in practice?
Have we all looked well after this matter? - Have we pushed it as vigorously as
ought?

we

Have

we

reached, with

it,

all who ought to respond to it, or all
who would do so if it were presented to
Have we not, too often, contented

them?

ourselves by seeing a few of the ‘‘lead-

ing members”, those who are wide awake
and always ready, and neglecting to in-

Some

vite others less willing?
have done well, as

pastors

the regular, constant,

and increasing contributions“from their
parishes show. Others have been prevented from doing as much as they would, by
circumstances beyond their control. Probably most of us might have done more
than we have done. There is need of all
that can be done. The causes are wor-

thy;

the burdens

the needs are great;

bear heavily on a few shoulders. Will
not the many core up to the help of the

Lord in the work of these Societies ?
Pastors, it is to you that we make
appeal. Can you not, will you not
more earnest heed to the details of
lection-work in your congregations,
our treasuries may be filled?
WHY NOT.

our
give
colthat

to

pre-

Why do some

pastors

neglect

ucation Societies to their churches and
people? Is it because they are not ac-

themselves?

South

1737.

The London Missionary Society , established a mission in Africa in 1795, and

the

Wesleyan

Society

in

1814.

The

a

Protestant population of 781,686, while
there “are accommodations in the 36
churches for 31,873, or only one in twen-

ty-five.

Possi-

bly, for some of them do not even take
the Star, and seldom, or never, read the

—8. 8. World.

by a spirit of negligence, which is apt to
creep into the minds and affect the habits

of even good men, especially if they are
busy with cares and interests lying under
* their hands and about their fébt. Let us
lift up our eyes and look the groung well
over.
Missionary

News.

JAPAN.—The report that the New Testament was placed in the public schools

of Yokohama by the public authorities,

proves to be untrue.—The Evangelical

Alliance has a branch in Japan.——Rev.
J. Hartzler, in The Lvangelical Messenger, says: ‘There is a movement on foot
to form a new religion for Japan. The

which shall be perfect and fully adapted
to the wants of the Japanese.”——The
United States Government’ has resolved
ovepay to Japan ‘the Shimonoseki in-

set in against the: tide "of rationalism
that was felt so strongly in Japan two
years ago."—Bapt, Miss. Magazine.
GREENLAND, — The Morayians, who

to-day,

afflicted, for the Lord

host,

are most vital and fundamental, and

of

which, apart from the explanation of
them (hat is furnished by the religion of
Christ, no man can give any rational account. They occur by the ten thousand.
They are obviously changes from within.
They appearto be not merely reformations—i.

e., changes

of

the

sanmie

sub-

stance into new forms—but to be re-generations—i. ¢., the bringing forth of a
substantially new interior life, moved by
new agencies,
%
‘I'he swearer is seen, not only

to . leave

off his oaths and to speak reverently of
God, but to pray to him; the man who
had little cofscience in anything becomes
suddenly conscientious about the smallest matters; he who called it no one’s
business what he said becomes careful
about every thought that it be not wrong,
and has keenest care as to what God
thinks of him, desiring to be pure and
true and right when alone with his, Maker. The young man leaves the billiardtable for the prayer-room, evidently because he loves the latter. Notorious for
hating Christians, he ‘loves them now,
and they are his chosen companions, his
trusted

friends,

his

brethren

in

Jesus

Christ. Things once indifferent are now
full ofa thrilling interest. Another class
of objects takes his interest and inspires
his life. Nor is it one sex only who are
thus reformed: She who was giddy
has
become sober-minded, and the change
within imprints itself on the very features
of the face. The thoughtless, flippant

as radical.

Sorrow is met submissively,

sickness borne with fortitude, and death
itself encountered fearlessly. Nay, sometimes death is more remarkable and convincing than life.

How have

we

seen

a

the theme of remark,

they are found in

such a different strata of social life; that
those persons are not without some reason for what they assert who declare, that
there i§ no man in a Christian land who,
down in his heart of hearts, fails to be-

lieve in the reality of experimental religiap.
But beyond the facts that are open to

all men, and which furnish such a mass
of evidence, there is another source of

of

his

NN

is:

for |

QUALIFIED LEADERS.

~— FOR —

unto life.

Your reward

is sure,

Whooping Cough,
And other Lung Affections,

if you

are but true to yourself. - Do. we believe
these. things? are they realities, or are
word,
they words? They
are.God's
which is a reality.—Dr. Manning.

The astonishing success
‘of this Elixir, ana
AMEDICINE

Whateverin love’s name is truly done
To free the slave, or lift the fallen

one.

.

A

Is done to Christ. Whoso in word or deed
1s not against Him labors for the Lord.
When He who, sad and weary, lenging sore

chronic

trouble; to

For love's sweet service, sought the sisters’

door,

the body.

ties.

— Whittier.
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It is a very common thing for Christians

to pray that the Lord will add His
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INSTITUTE.—J.
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ve special at.
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from 1780 to 1830..
detail, the early

It describes with censiderable
events of our denominational

history.
$1.00, including postage.
The Memorials of the Free Baptisls
ive the rise and progress of this body
in

New

York,

till

the

time

ot

of their

union with the Freewill Baptists. $1.00.
‘
The Minutes of the General Conference
are published in pamphlet form at the close:

of every session, and the bound volumes embrace

the proceedings of the first sixteen sessions.
$1.00, including postage.
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by
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doctrines

general
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Baptist Minis--

Commentary

:

:

other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians.
It is-an
excellent help for Sabbath schools and family

REV. A. B. MESERVEY, Principal.
The

postage, 2 cents.

The History of the Freewill Baptists
covers the first half century ot our existence,

by the same author,—Prof. J. J. Butler, cone
tains” two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the

MORIUS ADAMS, A. B., Principal.

admitted, in the near future, under such
conditigns, ten United States Senators and

ty or the handle of faith.

A. B.

Send

is a small book of 225 hymns and several
tunes selected especially for’ prayer meetings.
30

cents;

Butler’s

business

address the

Secretary.

Telegraphy

in_churches.
i
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TERMS; $1,50 for single copy, $1,20 for the supply of churches.
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The Nacred Melody

sermons, by as many different ¥.
ters.
Price $1.25 including postage.

J.

a complete

for

Turkey Gilt, 1.50,
Morocco, 63 cts;

postage 4 cents.
;
Spiritual Songs.
This book of nearly 1100 hymns with tunes is
flered to our churches as the best of all books of
the kind now before the public.
The abridged
edition is a selection of just one-half ofthe hymns

or 50 cents per dozen, and 4 cents postage.

Commercial, College Preparatory and two College
courses, viz. : €lassical and Scientific
Board; (including room rent) $2,156 per week.
For further information apply to A. A. MoULTON, A.M., Rio Grande.
Gallia" Co., Ohio.

Wyoming, Idaho, Arizona and Nevada be

can take hold of it by the handle of anxie-

Rev.

closes June 23.

The

It is easy to see that should Utah,

WISE WORDS.

H.

0., Ohio.

legislature moved to strike all such reference to a delicate question from the records ; the motion carried without oppo-

A wealthy man, displaying one day his
things—which are obviously th& natural jewels to a philosopher, the latter said:
things for-a human soul to do in its dis- « Thank you, sir, ‘for being ° willing to
tress and want—they found the distress share such magnificent jewels with me.”
at first increased. “Perhaps they made ¢«« Share them with you, sir? What do
the attemptto shut the Bible and omit you mean?” “Why you allow me look at
the prayer.
But there was a divine fas- them ;. and what more can you do with
cination in the Word -of God. They bad them yourself?”
to read and pray. And the momentary’
Every to-morrow has two handles. We
revulsion opened their eyes to the lack of

with

fitted

particulars

terms of ten weeks each.

condemned Mormonism in his territorial
message, whereupon a member of the

.

N.

England.

Term

sem: Free.

& TIFT, Cincinnati, O.

The Mormon is a power—not in Utah
alone, as so many half-informed people
think, but—in five territories. That power may be measured by the shameful fact
that the Governor of
Wyoming recently

>
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Stae,
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A Distinguished Author,
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is a large religious paperof eight

Bitters” with equal confidence.

Weak

_ Dyspepsia, Nervous Affections, General Debility, Neuralgia, Fever
and Ague, Palais Chronic
Diarrheea, Boils, Dropsy,
Humors, Female Com-

have

they have never listened to

A DUG-OUT

the

—CURES—

they have never, even by a word, encouraged any one who was cast down. Some
are deaf;

Mak es

Strong, Builds up the Broken-

hood is that it is too much deformed.
Some are without arms; they have never
helped any one over the rugged places in
to

’
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EXPOSED!

plaint, Remittent

they

nothing
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a
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H. H. WARNER & Oo., Rochester, N. Y.
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feet;
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A Tonic Apinvigorating to

Full Size (largest

for

Lung and Throat Affections.

SUMMER

these Bitters for their curaitve proper-

Trial Size, 50¢.

For the Kidneys,

whom Ged has equipped for the purpose
15 to inaugurate a reign ofpeace and proserity. ‘The people hear their voice, and
ove to follow. In this respect some
churches are highly favored, having wise
men to plan and execute; while others
are perpetually carsed with the services
of men intent on being at the bead, but
without any qualifications for the" place.”
— Zign's Herald.
:

life.
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The most eminent PHYSICIANS

ommend

But who shall say which loved the Master best ?

¥ind those

never gone an inch out of their own

kind,
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A Thorough Blood Purifier.
petizer. Pleasant to the taste,

In a family, a town, or a church, a
born leader is an invaluable boon.
The

troduce
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A
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CRINK.
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NOT

the unparalleled sale, are sufficient evidfnce o
| its superiority over all other remedics of the

MEDICINE.

One saw the heavenly, one the human guest.
.

:

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Ast

for

:

equality of all in rights is a precious doctrine, but all men have not an equal right
to leadership. That is a born gift an
not extensively bestowed.
{lo fill th
place with incompetent personk is to in-
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your

love;
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PULMONARY

the Moan of sorrows is our King, and the
path of sorrow is the path of his kingdom; there is none other that leadeth

and

confirmation; it is the testimony
of to this the Southern threat to divide Texas
Christians as to their own experience. .into four States and thus gain six new
To the facts which come under the obser- senators, and you can see the outline of a
vationof all, we are to add the
personal practicable policy that may utterly defeat
witness of multitudes of fair-minded men, the people's will for a half-century.
The gospel and education are to be retestifying to what they themselves by experience have come to know. They bear lied upon at long range. A firm grip at
a certain testimony with which every Washington and clear courage 4 efecute
man must deal in some way. These men existing laws against outlawed polygamy,
say that they came to feel their folly
and are the weapons for short range.
Morwrong and guilt.
Their condition hoe
monism will crumble when a dozen leada holy and just and merciful God op- ers are put in prison.

their prayer. They found their guilt was
weakness, and their weakness was guilt.
They seemed to live sin and breathe sin
and to he sin. Their hearts, at first rebellious, at length were broken down be-

Whatever be

sorrow, it is the token

voice of suffering. Some are without
hearts ; they do not know what sympathy
and generous feelings are. What an aptongue ceases to use the dialect of folly, pearance a procession of such characters
and in place of this, in consecrated tones, would make, if they could be seen as they
What an appearance
the true woman comes to speak sweetly are on the street!
and reverently of God, and sing, with a a crippled Christian makes in the light of
melody beyond what the lips alone could heaven !-—Golden Rule.
-6-O
ever utter, the sacred songs of the.religBam
on on 0-0
oo
turns in its love and its trust.
And these changes, in both sexes and
in all climes and nationalities, are, in the
vast majority of cases, permanent as well

that

is preparing

you the city of God.

men

is never any doubt about the blessing
when that order of service is observed.—
Sunday School Times.
fore God. Thay testify also to another
Some of us are apt to complain of the
have been in this mission field for sixty- and more subsequent class of feelings.
. There came experiences of joy and hope little we can do for others. At least we
two years, have now a h
| and peace. They felt in themselves a may always do this: we may give the sor{ healing power, and saw a pardoning rowful a look of sympathy and interest,

70,616.

Be ye of good cheer, every one

are deceived and are deceivers, all instances of mistake and hypocrisy, and still
there remains an overwhelming mass of:
testimony of which no account can be
given on any other theory than: that of
the reality of experimental religion.
These things are facts. The skeptic is as
much bound to account for them as is the
Christian. But he can not do it. There
a very

PN
DR. N.G. WHITE'S

=

and

they are giving in an amount of testimony
such as was never offered before on any
other subject that men have ever considered—an amount of evidence which; unless it be assumed that nothing can ever
CHRISTIAN EXPERIENCE.
be proved by human testimony, is absoIt is certain that there are changes lutely conclusive on this matter of an inwhich do actually take place in men’s ward renewal as a thing of personal excharacter and conduct of a kind which perience.—D. W. Faunce, D. D.
:

emnity, which wag
unjustly obtained.
It is thought by the a
and.
act of justice will have a very favorable
love and sympathy in their hearts toward
influenceon the Japanese mind.— The their God.
There was a plague-spot
ire in Tokio, on Dec. 30, destroyed 91 within. All this evil came welling up
streets and 2,329 houses; another, Jan. | from a wrong heart. They saw that God
8, ‘consumed 25 houses; and auother, must change their deepest feeling, or
was
no hope and no heaven. It
shortly after, 106.—-=The Foreign Mis- there
would take supernatural power to do the
sionary says: *‘ There are cheering indi- work which needed to he done. Hénce

Gations thata strong re-action has begun

Oh! keep the morning of His incarnation,
The burning noonday of His bitter passion,
The night of His descending, and the hight
Of his ascension, ever in my sight,—
That, imitating Him in what I may,
I never follow an inferior way.— George Wither,

Selections. i

originator declares that all the present
religions, including the ‘Jesus religion,’
are imperfect and, unsatisfactory, and pressed them. They turned by a sort of
spiritual instinct to the Bible; they "also
proposes to gather the best things out of betook themselves to prayer. By these

them all, and form them into a new one,

and

stand these witnesses,

reports of our benevolent work. Do Christian soul, hovering over the borderfor
br
such magnify their office? Ara they not ground
the inward
experiences
of religion!
blind leaders? What wonder if the fol- Sometimes a woman naturally timid
has
lowing flocks sometimes miss the right been made supernaturally brave. Never
path? Is it because they are afraid that more loving toward husband and chilevery dollar given to these causes will be dren, never more desirous to live because
her life was needed by her babes, she has
subtracted from their own salaries? Pos- looked through the cloud and seen a divine
, sibly, for there may be some in the sa- | form and heard a divine voice of Christian
cred office who care over-much for the promise,and has gone on bravely,saying,
fleece, forgetting the highest good of the ¢ Not my will, but thine be done.” And
at such a spectacle from reluctant lips
flock. Is it because they “do not be- has been pressed the involuntary prayer,
lieve in these things any way”? Possi- *¢ Let ne die the death of the righteous,
bly, for there are members, and maybe "and my last end be like- his!” Did any
ministers, who believe that a church is man ever know a sceptic who was not
compelled to own that he had seen some
doing its whole duty when it provides for one Christian? *¢ My mother, said such
sustaining the worship of God and the a man—‘‘my mother had a something
means of grace in the community where that I know I have not, when she came to
it is located. We are inclined to think die. She was a Christian.” But there
that more fail to do effective work in be- are thoysands of these mothers about
whom the same has been said; #nd fahalf of these causes, on account of a lack thers also, and children, who died saying,
of careful consideration of their importJesus loves me, and I know I love
ance, than from any of the reasons sug- him,” Every man in a Christian land
gested. Some may be affected by un- must have met facts like these. They
are so frequent, they are made so Often

worthy motives, but more‘are influenced

yesterday,

in discount, all those cases in which

American Board established its Zulu Mission in 1835.

The city of Berlin is said to have

annihi-

>

¢ the same

and

by, may be known by their blessed fruits.

forever.” God is no more the top most
stone of a logical pyramid, but the present, personal God in whom one lives,
and to whom one comes in the holiest confidence of his inner life.
This - is their testimony.
It means
something. Let there bé taken from it,

Africa

were sent out by the Moravians in

nearness

perform, seen by none, but which, by

lates the historical distance, and Christ is

thoughtless and irreligious lives into serious, earnest Christians.
to

The moral

they may find their best Friend. As we
pass along the highway of the world,
countless are the Samaritan-like deeds of
this silent and hidden sort which we may

|

earth now.

iment have been changed from leading

ious life; the old Bible is a new volume,
and to it, as needle to pole, the heart

sent the interestsof our Mission and Edquainted with them

traordinary’ influence over the officers
and men of the British army, that during
a stay of three years at his station some
thirteen out of sixteen officers of one reg-

The first missionaries

and we may pray for the friendless thaf

ee

‘attention
theory of those who have given
Benevoour
of
to the details of the work
should
r
pasto
every
lent Societies, that

ex-

25, 1881.
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A WORD TO PASTORS.
It has, for some years past, been the

an

MAY
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missionary, Dr. Hebich, had such

G.C. WATBRMAN .
CONDUCTED BY REV.
en

STAR,

grace in Jesus Christ, in whom, with-a
sort of new naturalness,:
they believed
almost because they could not help believing in such a Saviour. The separating centuries seemto them to disappear,
and Jesus Christ becomes as real to the
loving soul as though he were living on

An officer in India states that a dorm

WORK.
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reading.

$1.00 ; postage, 12 cents.

Sermon b
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Mrs. H. C. PHILLIPS, illustrating Hindo life
Christian experiences of Bal, a converted

and

heathen, Price 50 cents, postage 4 cents.
Butler's Fheology
discusses briefly, but clearly, all the questions
of dectrinal theology, and the author's views
are those generally.accepted by the denomination..-$1.60 postage, 12 cents,

Lectures
ON THE TRUTH OF THE BIBLE;
lent book for all who would ‘‘seareh
tures.” Twenty-two lectures on the
portant points of Bible study, 1.00;
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Minister's
JM
I,
designed especially for
but useful

for

all

church

members.

an exceil-the Serip«mest im.positage, &/
.
ministers,
It contains «==

Scripture Selections for more than thirty different
occasions ; Order of Exercises for ten or a dozen
different

hastings ;

Formulas

and

Suggestions.

The Rules of Order are comprehensive, and yet
very concise and well au anged ; stating in fifteen
pages all the important parliamentary rules of deerative bodies. Price, Flexible Leather, 76
cents.

The Church Member's Book
is a valuable little wrok,

and every Christian
ding it. 25 cts; postage

Rules of Order:
are the same as those
paper covers, 10 cents,

in

the

Manual,

thick

Church Records
a book of 260 pages, the first 64 being Tables
for

Pastors,

Deacons,

Clerks,

Treasurers,

Sab-

bath-school, Church Statistics, Resident and NonResident Members, and about 200 pages of very
nice paper, for the records of the church, Price
$3,00, including postage.
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Thought.
upon
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A

small

describes it.

Tracts

were not

book

for

young

Price 5 cents.

men.

The

title

Th]

stereotyped, till within the last few

years, and we can

furnish only the following:
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per dozen ;50 cts. per hundred.
on Denomwation, which contains a histor
joal statement, and a brief notice of our doccts.

trinal basis,church polity and institutions,

& Covenant is a confession of 17 af
On Faith
ticles of faith and a desirable church covenant.
Printing Establishment is a brief historical
.

statement, &c.

Published

by order of the Gen-

eral Conference, and for gratuitous distribution.
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Certificates,
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. Cor. Messengers’ Certificates, 8 ¢
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size, showing the field and all the stations of
Free Baptist Mission in India, withg much of the
°
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adjacent
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/
tive, whom the people have chosen, for
four years at least.
At the same time this factious opposition

The Worming Star.
WEDNESDAY,
,

F. MOSHER,

MAY 25, 1881,. ;Tmay make the President's lot-a hard one,

and this is a phase of the case that should

not be overlooked. The bitter comments’ pardon. But as pointing to the, Saviour—
of the daily press on his administration, our'great High Priest,—who in the fullness
the misrepresentations of disappointed of- of time appeared to put away sin by the
fice seekers, and the hostile and dictator- sacrifice of himself, they haye the highest

Editor. -

EDITORIAL CONTRIBUTORS :
PROF. J. FULLONTON, D. D.,
PROF. J.J. BUTLER, D. D.,
REV. J. M. BREWSTER,

ial attitude of such a person as the New

Rev. W. H. BOWEN, D.D.,
PROF. R. DUNN, D.D.,
=
”
PROF. J. A. HOWE, D..D,

York
Hayes

AG All communications designed for publication
should be addressed to the Editor,

and

the Lamb of God who taketh away the.
sin of the world, and available to all.
Not that those ‘offérings of men could
atone for or take away sin. At best they
could only be accepted as a condition of

all

letters

on business, remittances of money, &c., should
addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.

be

Senator—who made

war

administration also,

on

and

the

largely

for the same reason that he has set himself against President Garfield—not only
tend to degrade the presidential

office

in

the eyes of many people, but are far removed from that treatment which a Republic should bestow upon its chosen
head. - The people should be quick to re-

significance

and

efficack;>! He

is

our

—THE liberal policy of the North Ameri-

ciation from Bro. Durkee, also minutes of

God gave to Paul all} that were with him in
can Review is still farther shown in the June the ship. Would it not be a grand thing so to
number by the publication of an article by live, that for our sdkes God would save our
Frederick Douglass.
The article treats children, our neighbors, our friends, all who
of the ¢ color line,” and attempts to show come under our influence?
The Committee of the English Religious
that the feeling against the black man in
this country is mainly a matter of preju- Tract Society holds its stated meetings at the
dice, begotten of the former condition
slavéty, on the principle that it is easy

of
to

forgive those who injure us, but’ next

to

breakfast table, and while thé

Secretary

Ohio Free Communion Association from
Bro. Bates, is hereby acknowledged.
:
F. A. JANES,
Winfield, Kan., May 9.
0-0-4
+o

Van Buren Q M.

reads

his Report the gentlemen of the Committee
eat and talk. Itis quite an Ehglish way of
doing
a thing, and

quite

a comfortable

way,

impossible to forgive those whom we have
withal,
great atoning sacrifice, without the shed- injured, Mr. Douglass disposes of the asSpeaking of Ocean Park, the Religious Inding of whose blood there is no remission” sertion that this prejudice is instinctive
"telligencer, orgun of the F. Baptists of Nova
of sin, and by whose name only can Sale. and a natural attribute of the white race
Scotia and New Brunswick, kindly remarks:
vation be obtained. Thus was the scheme by saying:
‘ We hope our brethren may have great enof grace devised, gradually unfolded by’
Alas for this poor suffering ‘world (for joyment there. Being so convenient, F. B.'s
types and ceremonies, prophecy, and pre- four-fifths of mankind are colored) if this from ¢ the Provinces by the sea’ will be likely
cept, until Christ came as the special be true. In that case men are forever to find their way there occasionally.” We
doomed to injustice, oppression, hate and hope so.

A Congressional “committee is “said to
have reported Michigan as a land of
swamps that was not fit for settlement.
Now elegant cities, multitudes of villages,

a vast country swarming with inhabitants,
highly prospered and now 'very beautiful
in the opening spring-time, make the report of that committee sound very ridiculous.
Paw Paw, a busy little town of 2 500 inhabitants, is one of the few. villages where

atoning sacrifice.
j
strife; and the religious sentiment of the
we have
a Freewill Baptist church. It is
THE POLITICAL EVENT OF THE
Christ then is the great sacrifice through world, with it8 grand idea of human brothThe peculiarity of the proposed new Cal-. an efficient organization, and is now thrivWEEK.
whom alone can the ancient Scriptures be erhood, its ‘“ peace on earth and good vary Baptist church edifice in New YorJ(is to ing under the faithful labors of Rev. J. B.
The interest in the. political world the buke any uncalled-for treatment of this
will to men,” and its golden rule, must be
be, not its ‘mortgage which will co¥er the
understood, the gospel revealed;-and the voted
Drew.
He is greatly respected by the cita dream, a delusion and a snare.
past week was hardly surpassed during kind,—a thing which we certainly cannot
large debt incurred in building the house, but
plan
of
redemption
and
salvation
be
made
izens
in
general as well as by his own
‘complain
of
their
not
doing
in
the
case
of
Of
course
it
could
be
only
in
rarely
exthe
use
of
the
mortgage,
which
is
to
make
the
the progress of the last presidential camavailable to the world. Without this ceptional cases that such a° prejudice property secure for all time to the uses of a church. Heis evidently the leader among
paign. Mr. Conkling’s opposition to ' the the New York Senator.
great sacrifice the Bible would be an inex- could be properly regarded as instinctive regular Baptist church and to the interests of’ the ministers of the place, in ability and
confirmation of J udge Robertson as Colband
plicable mystery, and deliverance from and ineradicable. It exists only in Amer- the Baptist denomination. The provision is a experience. This church is much to be
lector of the Port of New York was carCHRISTIAN YOUNG MEN IN COUNCIL. guilt and sin impossible. With him as ica. Apparently a person is never thought | good one for the Baptists, and would be equal- commended for its disposition to speak
ried to the extreme of his resignation as
At Cleveland, Ohio, this week will be thus revealed, the way is plain, and all- the less of in- Eunope on account of his ly good for any other denomination that had well of all those who have filied its pulpit.
U. S. Senator, in which act he was folcontributed in any way to a similar enterprise.
Waverly church is a good ' country
held
the annual convention of delegates who will may come to him and be saved.
color. Some of the most celebrated men
lowed by his colleague, Mr. Platt.
The Baltimore (Md.) daily Sun has just
church in & beautiful location.
It has
in France, in the ranks of literature and
from
the
Young
Men’s
Christian
AssociaThe
condition
is
essentially
the
same
to
The act was little else than a piece of
celebrated the forty-fourth anniversary of its
tions of America; and later—July 30 to all. He was the-Lamb slain from the art, are negroes. The mother of Dumas, first publication. It has been an enterprising many excellent members, much intellipure treachery. Mr. Conkling has for
Aug. 6—delegates from all the Associa- foundation of the world, and before he the celebrated romancer, was a full-blooded leader in the inauguration of various means of gence, and 3 very interesting community
years upheld-the doctrine that the ascenof young people.
It is’ also unusually
negress. At the schools and colleges white
dency of the Democratic party would be tions in the world will hold their ninth came in the flesh men, by their typical and black children sit side by side, and supplying the news expeditiously to the pub- wealthy. ‘This church is now without a
lic. Prominent among its feats in this respect
an unmeasured calamity to his country.- triefinial convention in London. Thus sacrifices offered in faith,looked to him as nobody feels harmed by it. It is time that
Some
generous
and
earnest
~were its achievements in procuring war news. pastor.
the
season
becomes
one
of
deep
interest
the
Saviour
to
come.
Since
that
time
“we
Ie has supported that position by vote
Christians
who
are
members
deeply
regret !
outgrowing
this *¢in- during the conflict with Mexico, when its
to the many persons engaged in the work look to him as our Saviour already come, Americans are
and speech and his whole influence. But
overland express from New Orleans was ac. this, but they can not do as they would,
stinctive aversion to colored people,” that
and still intefeeding for us. We too puts: them out of joint with four-fifths customed to leave the great Southern mail because there are some who have a leadby this last act he gives the Senate, and of this organization.
A circular from the Secretary of the In- have a sacrifice to offer, viz., ourselves, a
thirty hours in the rear. By this means it ing influence whot think that ministers
in effect his political party and the whole
ternational Committee informs us that the living sacrifice, a holy, acceptable, reason- of the human race. was the first to announce the result of every
ought to be pinched in the vise of thecountry over into the hands of that danAsscciations in the United States and able service. Thus is the work | accom- ——THERE is great competition just now battle in which the U. 8. tfoops were engaged, most abject poverty, while ¢ their own
gerous element.
Thus his’ act was not
Canada now number about 1,000, with plished by the sacrifice of Christ, the in- ‘between the United States and Canada for including the fall of Vera Cruz, of which fact eyes stand out with fatness and they have
only traitorous, but it was as much more
The late census shows fluence of the Spirit, and our own co- the carrying trade from the Northwest. it sent by private dispatch the earliest notifi- more than heart can wish.”
grave than the treachery of a general in 100,000 members.
There is an effort being made—and a cation to the President.
that
in
this
country
there
are 300 cities, operation.’
pe
Gobleville church is doing well, under
battle would be, as the peaceful and funstrong probability of its success—to tap
the labors of C. E. Blake. There have
damental profession of the legislator is each of which should have an Association
the Canada Pacific Railway at a point far
vigorous and active enough to employ a THE BIBLE IN THE SUNDAY-SCHOOL.
been a number of additions this spring.
above that of the warrior.
west of Chicago, so that the products of
competent
young
man
as
managing
SecThis is a most promising location, and if
In this day of an abundance and multi- the Northwest of the Dominion may find
-Note the circumstances. A few weeks
rightly managed the church will grow to
* What Shall be
1 Done?
Bgl the President sent to the Senate one retary, to organize and develop an aggres- plicity of helps to the study of the Inter- their way to the Chicago markets or. via
be
very strong. : It is situated in a village
sive
work
for
young
men.
About
100
of
national Sunday-school Lessons, there is that city to New York for shipment to
* day the names of Severil persons for imWe are still threatened ‘with a painfol of 300 inhabjtants on a branch of the Mich.
these
cities
are
maintaining
this
impordanger
of
the
Bible
itself
being
partially
portant offices in New York State, each
Europe, instead of being allowed to go by deficit in our next remittance to India, due Cen. R. R.
of whom was a friend to Sehator Conkling tant branch of Christian work. (To place or wholly laid aside, not only in the class Canadian routes to Montreal and the sea- 25th inst., and with a still more painful
Gliddenburg and Arlington churches are
condi- but even in the preparation of the lessons.
-and in every way acceptable to him. The the International Committee in\'a
one on our Home Mission appropriation
board.
It is said that this plan was involvery favorable country fields. An indus.
.tion
to
extend
it
to
others
will
be\pne
of
These ‘ helps” are now gotten up so ved in the scheme of the syndicate which due June 1st. What shall be done? Shall trious man could get a living there. His
next day the name of Judge Robertson|
Cleve- cheaply that nearly all, scholars as well
was sent in for the office of Collector. the objects of the Conventio
has contracted to build and run the Can- we desert the laborers in the distant vine- heart would be gladdened no doubt by
land.
Shall we abandon the home fields? many conversions and a general growth.
as teachers, are supplied with them, and ada Pacific, several members of the syndi- yard?
Now Judge Robertson, who is President
The Colleges, the Railroad centers, the they are so comprehensive in notes and
Ne !a thousand times No ! The last entry
of the New York Senate, and a gentlecate being the principal owners of a railThey want a pastor and are hungry for the*
man whose character and fitness for the German-speaking districts, the Commer- reflections upon the lessons that any refer- road on the Americanside ofthe line which in my book is of $25.00 from a faithful truth.
office named are above question, was .a cial travelers, the colored people at the ence to the Bible itself may seem almost could easily be made to serve such a pur- contributor for many years, now in heayOshtimo is also a community of very in‘en. She has just gone to her rest. One of |
_Jppose. Again, the Dominion government has
delegate to the last Presidential conven- South, will all be represented at the superfluous.
teresting character. Whole-souled, earNow itis nota question whether the cheapened transportation from the West her last acts was to direct that this sum pest men are doing for God. Here is a
tion, and an opponent of the ‘unit Cleveland meeting, for among all these
It good section and much chance for adclasses
the
International
Committee
is
.Sunday-school lesson helps are effective to Montreal by reducing the tolls on. the should be sent for the missions.
rule,” by which Senator Conkling sought
bas come in the Lord’s good time, though
conducting
a
vigorous
and
aggressive
Canadian
canals
about
one-half—a
policy
vancement.
Almepa church will perhaps
in giving all a more extensive and more
to cast the vote of his State for General
the hand that gave it is forever still.
Oh,
Grant. In several other instances the Judge work, a visiting Secretary being in charge thorough knowledge. of the lesson taught which bids for the carrying trade from if all the dead could come back again how join with them in securing a pastor.
Chicago and the Western States to the:
These flelds are also entirely in the counhad acted independently of the Senator's of each department. The Report of the than could be obtained by studying the
But
Atlantic, and to Europe via Halifax.
To they would give to the Lord's cause.
try.
Committee
will
bring
the
whole
subject
text simply.
Of this there can be no
wishes. The result was that Mr. Conkmust we depend on the dead for our reoffset this action a strong effort is now
before
the
Convention,
and
leading
ChrisAll of these churches are located ina
doubt.
But
it
is
a
matter
of
moment,
if
ling immediately announced his opposibeing made to carry a measure throngh mittances and appropriations? They are hetion to the.confirmation of Judge Robert- tian young men from all parts of the coun- by laying aside the Book, of books, and the New York legislature abolishing tolls beyond our reach and their own opportani- picturesque and fertile section. Charming views everywhere delight the traveler,
son, and went actively to work to prevent try will be there to deliberate upon the depending upon the quotations from it, on the canals of that State.
ty! Where are all the living who have’
and
comfortable homes receive him in
good
results
already
secured
and
to
carry
and the explanations of the passages,
put their hands to this plough?
Have any
it. Having exhausted his ‘resources in
warm and willing hospitality. We rejoice
their
conquests
into
new
fields.
——THERE
is
much
significance
in
the
forgotten?
Are
sqme
looking
back?
Is
made
by
others,
we
are
becoming
neglectthat direction. and having lost ground at
to find a good F. B. minister, Bro. DarThe work among. Railroad employes ful of the Word of God pure and simple fact that skilled laborers are emigrating in anybody faint-hearted?
Why are
the
«each step and finding himself certain of
ling, after years of toil in the
ministry,
large
numbers
from
England
to
America:
is
meeting
real
success,
judging
from
streams
of
benevolence
running
so.
dow?
and forgetful of the divine Author's own
defeat when the question should be voted
now possessed of one of the best of these
one
hundred
left
Yorkshire
two
or
three
Are any of the Master’s servants following
upon, he at last seht his resignation to statements that are made respecting .it. injunction : ** Search the Scriptures : for in
farms and one of the pleasantest of these
weeks since. The highly prosperous conGov. Cornell and ran from the contest, We know that many of the leading rail- them ye think ye have eternal life,and they dition of New England manufacturers gives him ¢ afar off’ ? What does the departed homes. Bro. *Darling has labored effilike a willful boy who must win all the road officials in our country are heartily are they which testify of me.” Does not rise to immigration of this class; and a sister, whose dying gift comes to the scan- ciently in every one of the churches menty Treasury at this erisis like a contribuin sympathy with the work, and not a few the fact that Bibles are now scarce in the
< takes” or leave the game.
tioned.
|
corresponding depression is apparently tion from heaven, think of it now?. How
We have reviewed this famous case for are personally engaged in it. In .almost Sunday-schools, indicate such a possibili- felt across the Atlantic. At least some
Clyde church is found in a new country
does she feel now about the use she made
south of Fennville, in a vast burnt-out
the benefit of some of our readers who every instance, where it has been intro- ty? This discarding of the Bible in the English manufacturers are seeking _ to
of that $25.00? Ah, were we all abiding |
1g
| duced, the Companies have given it a
pinery which interlaces
tremendous
transplant their industries in this country, as near the Lord in spirit as she
is now,
swamps.
The song of ten thousand frogs
pers. It is “fruitful of suggestion. Of hearty support and contributed liberally much more general than is supposed. their present markets being in some re- should we hear any more of short remitfills the air with stridulous music, and
So tances and unpaid appropriations?
course the two New York Senators—we to its maintenance. Ia one case the Com- An exchange remarks that a correspond- spects overstocked and declining.
Let us
have spoken mainly of Mr. Conkling -pany gives this work the credit of so ent from one of the largest Sunday-schools long as the development of the great all act in this matter with reference to the millions of mosqggitoes hum and use their
But i» 1s by no means an
since his colleague is merely his echo— improving its service as to materially in- in his denomination, wrote that on a re- West continues at the present rapid rate, view we shall be likely to take ef our ac- “Hills.”
uopromising
country.
The upland is
expect to be re-elected .by the present crease its annual dividends to its stock- cent Sabbath, scarcely a Bible was seen there will be an ever-increasing demand at tion when we shall see it in all its rela,
('fajr
in
quality
and
cheap.
The swamp
holders.
A
great
deal
might
be
said
in
in the school,—a certain cheap and popu- home for oyr manufactures, which are tions where there will be no differences of [
legislature, and so claim the vindication
iJ larids when cleared will become valuable
lar
publication,
containing
the
lesson
and
also
finding
large
favor
abroad.
praise
of
the
methods
and
results
aiready
of their State. But it is by no means ceropinion about it.
, @-E.N. FERNALD,
4-0-0
farms.
The work of draining and clearing
notes thereon, being in the hands of all as
Lewiston, May 23.
‘tain that they can be re-elected. The reached in this work.
SUGGESTIONS.
Another edition of the
O-0-o
is
already
well begun. Peaches can be
0-4
a
substitute.
It
never
was
intended
by
In, every department these Associations |
* probability is that they will not be returnMINISTER'S MANUAL and CENTENNIAL REC
raised ad libitum, as well as most other
:
The
Oause
in
Kansas.
the
authors
of
these
helps,
that
they
are
aiming
to
do
a
much
needed
and
very
ed.
That would be notable defeat, since
orp will be wanted soon, and we ask for
fruit. The hearty énergy of the Christhe legislature was made up under Mr. important work for the young men of our should supersede the Bible in the Sunday- suggestions of changes, if -any have them
I send you‘a few more items in connec- tians is inspiring. All enjoy
their holy,
land, and are usually meeting with a very school. Ifthe Bible was an expensive to offer. We can not promise to make ei- tion with our interests in Kansas. I spent happy social meetings. They expect to
Conkling’s supervision.
_ Furthermore, Mr. Conkling has based gratifying success in accomplishing what book and not within the reach of all to ther book much different from the present, my first night on my way here at the home build a church this season, any have a por‘his demand for the rejection of Judge they have undertaken. They deserve the buy, there would be a good and sufficient especially the Record, as it is stereo- of Elder Evans. Although, with his com- tion of the material collectéd. ‘If some
Robertson on what he terms ‘* the courtesy sympathy and support of all Christian reason for these ‘ helps” taking its place typed, but we shall be glad to receive sug- panion, well along in years, he is still in one wishesto locate on pine land, raise
in many cases. But there are compara- gestions.
the enjoyment of life, God havjng surpeaches and preach, Clyde is a good place.
-of the Senate”—that is, if the Senators of people.
——
Aen
tively
few Sunday scholars who do not
rounded him with the comforts of a good
E. M. COREY. .
‘any State object to a nomination for an ofTHE REGISTER. ~ Church clerks are alpossess a Bible in respectable covers,
home. The Spring Hill brethren are without
fice in their State,the Senate must ‘* courTHE GREAT SACRIFICE.
ready making their annual reports to the
the privileges of our Zion, but are deeply inwhich, however, may now be lying at
teously refuse to confirm it.” Senators
Offerings of Beatin pe God and of beQuarterly Meetings, and Q. M. clerks ure
terested in all that pertains to the welfare
i, shoyld by all means have a good deal to neficence to men have heen commonin all home, and dusty.
| beginning to send in their reports for the
To avoid the possible consequences next year's Register, and We would remind of the denomination. Spent Sabbath week
~ Eastern.
euy on such eases; but when they assume ages. They are natural and spontaneous

Denommational,

/

1)

UOUVULIv

Biniaters and Churches.

to

control

them,

thus

overriding

and

crippling the President whose Constitu» tional duty it is to make nominations, the
“¢ courtesy of the Senate” becomes a mere
absurdity. Mr. Conkling’s resignation is
the same as saying that his business at
the Capitol is to distribute the patronage
of his'State, and when he can not do that
his Senatorial occupation is gone. Itisto

be hoped that the position which the Senate has taken in this matter may result in
Toreaking up the mischievous features of
the patrenage system, and may confirm
* ithe President in the free and proper exer-

cise of his constitutional Powers

in the

premises.
We have heard the complaint made
‘that such episodes as this show the weak‘ness of our
a

government;

that

one

man,

for instance, may bring us into a state of

(political revolution whenever he is capa-

#

1

‘ble of using great personal power selfishiy. The opposite is true. It is just such
_ «experiences as we have been passing
* through during the past week, that in
England, for instance, dissolve the exist-’
ing government and take the question to
ihe people for decision. Submerging the
power of the Crown’ in Parliament, and

‘that of Parliament in the House of Comanons, and the commitment of all these

powers to transitory nominees of the

—a mode of acknowledging our obligations to the bountiful

Jather, and

preciation of our fellfws.
represented as an
ceived or expected.

of ap-

Nor are\they

efjuivalent for good reHow much will the

mother endure for her child, or friend
for friend.
There is, too, the dictate of patriotism.

Very expressive are those clustering
graves of soldiers at Gettysburg, Arlington, the

various

Soldiers’

Homes,

and

and studied them thoroughly there, and to
bring their Bibles instead fo the class?
In this way, perhaps, the Sunday-school
would be more certain of not losing sight

of its important character as being a Bible
school, nor of the fact that it is. God's
Word and not man’s, that is being studied.
oO
0-6

to be made in accordance with
ment, by writing to the
and
this office. .

this state-

Q. M. clerk, or to

CHEAP ENGRAVINGS,

,

and pleasure to the mimstry and laity of
his native land to bestow this token of
“|
their appreciation.
But not all sacrifices are thus simple
and natural. Sacred writ abounds with

>

drama is classic and is as much above the
ordidary base
the students
and culture
play carries

ball and rowing contests of
as intellectual’ development
are above muscular.
The
one back to the holiday

From

phases of old time Greek ‘life, and while

Adam to Moses, and from Moses to Christ,
blood was ever flowing, and altars burning of expiatory victims, presented not
only by the peoplé of God, but by idolatrous nations. A These all had reference to

reviving interest in classical study will
also deepen an Hiferess in the life. and
character of the Greeks themselves. 5 The

the records of bloody offerings.

parts were taken by the

students who

had

faithfully
studied
them,
and
whose
costumes, movements, and indeed nearly:
everything pertaining to the play repro-

much better thing to do

is to

pay $1.10

find take the CENTENNIAL RECORD, postage
paid, nearly 300 pages, and have aly these
engravings bound in a valuable

book.

is

not

them and

become

pastor

of the

church.

We shall be very much disappointed if
much good does not result from the relations assumed.

Arrived

at

Winfield

Fri-

to re-

worth

living songsters, though free, whose
are bursting with ravishing melody.

two

throats

By an act of * heterophemy” thie author of
“ Don’t Give Up the Ship” in last week’s
Star; put Lawrence’s famous words inte the

0

v

Maine.

Rev, D. C, Burr, of Georgetown, has passed
three

pleasant

and

profitable

years with

the

1st church and has decided to remain another
years.....Rev.

G.

W.

Colby of Woolwich

has been holding meetings with the destitute
Westport church - with encouraging results.

day night and attended the evening service of the Middle Caney Q. M. Without

««e.Rev. H.J. White supplies
the Corliss St.
church, Bath, in addition to his. regular duties

exception it was the happiest gathering of
our people which I have attended in this
State. The brethren labored earnestly for
the conversion of souls, and the Holy Spirit melted the hearts of three young ladies

at-North

on Sabbath afternoon.

It did seem

the old times of which we

younger

ren read had returned again.
ry occupied

by

this

breth-

The territo-

Q. M. is 100

miles in extent—much

as if

by

too large.

150

It

is

not to be wondered at that all its churches
are not represented at every session.

Thereis much ground

within

its bounds

that ought to be occupied, but & man can
not work upon the farm all the week for a

living and preach all over creation on Saturday night and Sunday.

ri

Traveling ori horseback#I have become

acquainted fvith many localities where

~ BRIEF NOTES.
hand

Hogan from Cherryvale has settled among

we

‘have only to step in and build, and be the

God gives us gifts in embryo; we are
turn them to him fully developed.
A dead bird in the

with the York Center church. Our prospects
there are brightening very much. : Bro.

first comers at that. It is a shame to .our
people that more than half of the Freewill
Baptists in the West are not connected

with the church.

and locate themselves

thought

come

Brethren

without

West

a serious

as to the religious privileges of

the locality chosen.

In six months

awake to the fact that they

must

they

identify

duced the Greeks of a bygone age,
Musthemselves with some other denomination,
When sin entered with its fear-- cular contests in college ghould not be | mouth of Nelson.
|
God watches men with scrutinizing vision, or pull up stakes, or backslide. The sec~
ful ruin, then a sacrifice was appointed to given up, but intellectual performances of
ond class is by far the leait. Pastors’ of
and if they perpetrate shams, he will turn
open the way for redemption. So all this kind may safely be a great deal- more them
Eastern churches, just bear this item in
dnto shames,
that will cover the perthrough the patriarchal and legal dispen- frequent. The play of ¢ Edipus” teaches péftators with confusion of face.
mind,—The brethren here have with one
sations there was the sacrifice of lambs the important lesson that absence of evil
to the organizaSenator Conkling’s friends gay that- he mind, pledged themsely
and other animals. in faith and sacred intent, in conduct or action, does mot of is disgusted with public life. 1vi he eating tion of our interests ifthis State. |
:
service, typical of Christ our' Passover, itself purge one from moral guilt.”
sour grapes?
:
:
The receiptof minutes of Central Asso-

the Prime Minister of offered.

joer at he mere will ofa majority of the
ol
Sipping U. 8. House

them of the importance of being correct and
prompt.
It is desiced that every church
shall report, not the average number of
Sunday-school scholars in attendance, but
the total number connected with
the
school. It is not too late for corrections

‘We are prepared to furnish a limited
| number of steel plate engravings, on thick
other like mounds dotting the land all
CURRENT JOPIOS,.
paper, five inches by eight in size, as folover, saying: ‘It is sweet to die for
——THE theatrical preséatation of the Greek lows #4
our country.” Not less noble is the triplay of ¢‘ Edipus Tyrannus,” by Harvard
Buzzell, Stinchfield, Colby and Marks,
bute of a worthy life laid on the altar of
‘students, last week, is in striking contrast
the spiritual warfare for Christ, such as with what is popularly supposed to be all on one sheet; and the following on
that commemorated by the tasteful monu- the recreation er theatrical taste of the separate sheets: Martin Cheney, Geo. T.
ment just erected in Oak Grove Cemetery, college student. It most be confessed | Day, Ebenezer Knowlton, Jeremiah PhilHillsdale, to our beloved pioneer mission- that the play itself is: not of the highest lipg, Elias Hutchins, William Burr and
PR
Hosea Quinby.
ary, Rev. Jeremiah Phillips,D. D. It was
moral character. Its tufning point is acWe will send either or all of these at six
a delight to him to consecrate his forty- tually vile, and too indecent to be adverted
cents each, and pay the postage.
But a
three years to India, and it is a privilege to, except for negative uses.
But the

“Commons, place the Government in Eng“land at the mercy of every gust of popu- | sin. But for sin we have no reason to
‘lar passion, or storm of political dissent. believe (hat those would ever have been

Gladstone,

mentioned above, would it not be better,
for teachers especially,to leave the printed
helps at home,—having used them freely

St.

G. W. F, Hill is now a member of the senior

class, Bangor Theological Seminary, and will
graduate in three weeks

and

is a member

of

our church in Bangor.

He

was

to

licensed

preach by theN. Durham Q. M. three years
ago, is devoted, earnest and scholarly, ‘and

de-

sires to be known in our denomination.
Rev. §. W. Perkins lies
parsonage of the Hollis
been

confined

to

his

very sick at the
church.
He has

bed the

time for the past six months,

most

of

the

in great suffer-

ing, and it is feared, is still cif

Several of

his ministerial bretbren have called upén him
recently. For such attention heis most grateful. Letters or calls from his old friends,
would be highly appreciated; and a corres- |
pondent

suggests,

that if

some

material

aid

should accompany them much would be done
to comfort and relieve one in severe affliction.
New Hampshire.

Rev. G. C. Waterman, Laconia, will .be at
liberty to preach for any church that may wish

his services during June and July.
‘Rev. W. H. Waldron’s present post-office
address is Hampton Fulls,'and he is ready to
preach for any church that may peed temporary supplies.

a

Eb

or

Rev. 8. D. Church af Taunton, Mass. has
accepted an invitation to take the pastoral care.

of the Free Baptist church at Waterbury Cen-

ter und the charge of the classical

"of the Green
thut place.

Motufain

QepaTiment

Seminary located at

Rhode Island.

The council called by the church of Green
ville to act tii the installation of Rev. O. Di!
Patch as their pastor, convened

at Greenvi lle,

May 18, at 2 o'clock, and proceeded toexamine

°

Ee L

prehended
the time. The session was an inter-

of

Given;

A.

Rev.

council,

the

esting one. It was decided to hold future
Quarterly Meetings commencing on the Friday evening before the fourth Saturday in May,
August, November and February, asi forfherly beld. Much interesting business wus transacted. Preaching
by Revs. C. Hisey, John
Baldwin, C. A.
Gleason and Edwin Pimlott,

J. M. Brews.reading Scripture and prayer, Rev.
prayer of in;
ey
Sall
T.
A.
Rev.
on,
ter; serm
of fellow=
stallation, Rev. J. T. Ward; band

ing.

whole occas
the council most pleasantly. The
e comt-—th
profi
and
est
sion wasoneof inter
term of that
* mencement, we trust, of another
ch is

W. H. Ellis,

Cowlesville

with . the

pasMarilla church in securing their present
.
Bates
E.
L.
Rev.
year,
ng
comi
tor for the
ng,
‘Services at Cowlesville morning and eveni

the pastorate of the churcfies in the Jefferson
Q. M. during this year.

came to

Philadelphia

Baker,

J.

Rev.

who

administered.

and is

ago

year

one

preaching to the F. Baptists and Congregation
rewell
is
h,
al
churc
tion
rega
Cong
a
in
alists

the Clerk.

Virginia.

West

;

improved but

was with us again

years; also, Elder
Next

Western.
Ohio.

session with

May 6—8.
by

in the family of their dear son,
Lorain Co., now
The Henrietta church,
worshiping in its new union church in Kipton,
Lorain Co.,has béeome incorporated and chang-

had

re-

Grove church the 14th inst......Rev. T. E.
Peden has agreed to preach one-fourth of the
time for Huntington church, the coming year.

veeen Rev, 8. J. Weed expects to visit Craw-

la-

probably

and

ford (Penn.) Q. M. in June

_bor for atime in that part of the denomination...... Bro. Lemuel Jones has moved from
,Ohio
Va.

to Hurricane Bridge, Putnam Co., W.
Five or six Freewill Baptists live in that

vicinity and are very anxio®s for some of our

«ministers to visit them.
Michigan.

i

Rev. W. R. Norton remains with the church
at Bath, and Rev, I. P. Bates has decided to
.stay another year at Orange half

of the

time.

Duplain and Leslie have no pastors as yet.
«+++». Rev. J. Li: Santee, an old F. B. minister,
is living at Needmore in Eaton Co., within the
limits of the Lansing Q. M., but his health has
. been £0 poor for years that he has not been

.able to. attend meeting, and his name

has not

. been reported for the Register.
He is still
“¢ gound in the faith,” and enjoys a good social
visit.

Rev. John Ashley having served the

the

Chagrin

Falls,

But three churches

delegates or letter.

Conesus,

to good acceptance,

H. Northrop

W.
years’

pastorate

at

Waller,

who

The Fairwater church is building a comforta* ble parsonage barn at a'cost of $100.
Recently as Rev. A. Phillips, the F. B.

min-

ister of Wrightstown, was returning home,with
his son,on a load of hay, the horses took
‘fright and ran away, badly injuring them.
"The wagon went over the son’s ‘ankle. Mr.
Phillips's spine was injured and it was thought
he could not live:

reported accessions

they all reported peace-and stendlastness, ' One

small church was received. The Sabbath day
was all that we could wish. ' The
gathering

was large, and quite a number of white people were present. The meetings were good
the congregations quiet and attentive, and al
be here.

We greatly

miss-

ed the presence and- counsel of our departed
Bro. Rice, who died the 22d of March. He
was connected with the Mission from its first
organizationgand his words of cheer and songs

of raise bnve given. great fomion and enn

days

gone

by.

resolutions were passedon da
Jiro Av J. JOHNSON,

opriate

il

Clerk.

minutes

and

O., church,

Houlton Q.

M. met with

us

and

helped

to its pastor;” A. P.
Houghtaling,
Christian ministers in the temperance

session

not represented by delegates but reported by
their pastors.
@ had the most interesting,
harmonious and profitable session that we
have had for years. The spirit of the Master
was with us and all seemed to feel its divine
influence. One new church received and one
more organized that did not report.

- F. MHOON, ‘Clerk.

Conference sermon, Thursday

paper

the in-

has received an important addition ip the elegant
Observatory which H. B. 'Warner, proprietor of
the valuable Safe Kidney andl Liver Cure, has
erected at Rochester.
2t20

a

This is the month in which the Trailing

Arbutus

is

sought.

Also,

in

this

front gate beginsto exhibit

signs

weather prophets guess at

* balmy

month,

of wear.

the

The

Mandrake Bfttérs and use them

to ward off Jaundice,

Liver

of this month.

as

Only 25 cts. per bottle,

directed,

and

Bil-

temperature

4118

An Organ with Twenty Stops for $65
18 offered by those famous Organ builders Messrs.
Marehal & Smith, New York
City. They have
Just perfected a omarkable organ with twenty
stops, which is
destined to be the leading -instrument for years to come.
Continuing the policy
which they have made so popular, they offer their
organ ata price which must bring them orders
: from Syary hart of the country, and secure un im.
mediate

JEFFERSON

COUNTY

(Neb.)

commencing

June 3 at 7, P, M.

:
WATERVILLE Q. M., with

Street,

New

ing
this edition. Send for circulars.
in,
hres NATIONAL PURLISHING CO.,
Address
|"

Rev.

York.

Q. M.,

with

from.

will

be

at

Keen

Station

:

Phila.,

Pa.

in compiling

Sabbath.

them,

with marked favor.

such

report,

send

and they

THE

have been

BEACON

LIGHT

FREEDOM

received

is the

ey
or« He who conquers, wins a crown
When he lays his armor down,

For we bear the cross no more,
When we reach the Golden Shore.”

Attention is also directed to White Robes, (30
ots.) by Abbey and Munger; and to Good News,
(85 cts.) by R. M. McIntosh.
These excellent
booke are still in demand.
Their authors have al-.
80 new books in progress, which will soon be announced.a

settlement,

June

church,

Spots, Freckels,

as well as almost certainly avoiding some of the
commonest faults in organ playing.
AN IMPROVED STOP ACTION; simple but
efficient and sure in working.
SEVERAL NEW CASES are

offered,

of these and other improvements

ettected this sea-

COantral

52t
North

money within

Parma,

Assoclation should be sent.

N.

abt

Sec.

OF MANUFAC-

ECONOMY

son is in GREATER

~~

are

for

compass

sufficient

the full

lished; ELEVEN STOPS (VIOLA, VIOLA-DOLCE, DIAPASON,
DULCIANA,
OBOE,
CLARIONET,
MELODIA,
CLARABELLA,
VOIX CEL-

ESTE, TREMULANT, fall organ, with knee swell); catalogne price, $170; net cash
price, $102.
Observe that
the number of stops in an or-

.

having

generally,

secular music

sacred and

.

Price, $1vz.
‘gan is no criterion of its capacity. A Maso
amlin Organ may be expected to have very much greater power, variety, and
capacity every way, than one of the “cheap” organs with two or three times its number of stops.
LARGER STYLES of greater capacity are furnished in extensive variety, in very elegant cases,
ack

walnut,

ash

niz

STYLES, $102 to $3570 and up. FOR LARGE
CHURCHES,
$570, $480, $360 and less. FOR
SMALLER CHURCHES, SCHOOLS, etc., $30 to
$200 and up. POPULAR STYLES, $22 to $1¢0
and up.
THE LISZT ORGAN,
of large scale and capacity;
the best
organ
which can be constructed from reeds.
Suited
for any use and adapted
to

any

position.

Price,

$360. THE SAME, two
manuals, twenty-two
Liszt Organ, $360.

stops;

price,

ONIZED CASES, exactly imitating
now very fashionable; $117 and up.

the

$570.

EB-

ebony,
/

are

THE MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN CO. now
regularly manufacture MORE THAN ONE HUN.

characteristic tone and excellence of the Mason
& Hamlin organ, NET CASH PRICE, $22. THE SAME,
FOUR OCTAVES ;Npet cash price, $30.

STYLES,

DRED

as

well as

cheapest

organs

including the lowest

the highest priced instruments of this class in the
world; all of which, considering quality, excel-

FOUR
OCTAVE
ORGANS, FIVE STOPS (DIAPASON, VIOLA, MELODIA,
FLUTE, FULL

carved,

richly decorated and highly polished by hand; up
to $900
each.
SUPERB
DRAWING
ROOM

of popular

parts

:

large and elegant case, richly, ornamented and embel-

ORGAN (see cut at
THE BABY CABINET
beginning), THREE AND A QUARTER OCTAVES,

lence

made.

value,

real

and

the

are

The priies given in this advertisement are

the lowest net cash prices from dur own
except where otherwise stated.

ORGAN, with

FOR EASY

KNEE SWELL); catalogue
price, $85;
NET
CASH
PRICE,
$51.
FIVE OCTAVE ORGANS, SEVEN
STOPS(DIAPASON, VIOLA

wWarerooms,

PAYMENTS:—Organs are also fur-

nished for easy payments, at only suflicient advance in prices to compensate for extra time and
expense.
After a first Rayment: of one-tenth of
the price of the organ, other payments may be $5

or more per month or quarter, according to value
of the organ.

the
That standard of merit which has won for the Mason & Hamlin organs
INDUSWORLD'S
GREAT
THE
OF
ONE
EVERY
at
TIONS
DISTINC
HIGHEST
TRIAL EXHIBITIONS for thirteen years, at no one of which has any other Ameriorgan

ean

to them,

equal

found

ever been

is not only

RIGIDLY

MAINTAINED

but

MATERIALLY ADVANCED.
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES (32 pp. 4t0), with PRICE LISTS, FREE.

~ SECOND TONNE

Mason & Hamlin Organ Co., 154 Tremont St., Boston;

46 E. 14th St., N Y.; 149 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

Sale in 1865 - -

eT

Y., to

that the company have

GLIDDEN & CURTIS,

GENERAL SELLING AGENTS OF PACIFIC GUANO COMPANY,
BOSTON, MASS.

\ PEARL'S WHITE GLYCERINE €0., .
CER 8
. | PROPRIETORS AND 80:

H. A.

I
Vik

T

PAYS
to’ sell our Rubber Hand Printing

Stamps.
Circulars
RO,, Cleveland, O.

free.

G. A. HARPER
4t19%eow

BLAKE,

Sutton,

.4
”

l

Ya

gE

Price ¥ 30 cts.; $3.00

to

y

Gest DERBI

Vt,

Special

Agent for Vermont and New
¥

A

ol

Hampshire.

[SEND POSTAL FOR CIRCULAR.]

[i

10t7eow

of the Mich.

enlarged their works especially to

Te supply the Northern demand, and we aré now in a position
Pamphlets containing testimonials
*~ to fill orders promptly.
and other information furnished by our local agents, or on
:
ie
:
application to

an
Sheafncan

EARL'S WHITE GLYCERINE S0AP
nts and
ail

- - 44,700

This Fertilizer, which was at first sold almost entirely in
B= the Southern States, has of late years become so deservedly
E popular in the North, for the cultivation of all Farm Crops,

Sold by Druggists and Dealers

52t

150

764 Tons.

r=

Chapped,
EQUAL 18 NOT KNOWN!
I'l’S
PRICE 76 CENTS AND $1.50 inPER.ToiletBO Articles

¥. M., should be sent tor F. M., H. M. aud Eaucation Societies.
¥{26t)
Rev. C. D. Dudley, Three Rivers, Mags.
(3t)
Rev. T, Keniston, New Hampton, N, H,
Mi

:

highest excellence.

for organs of such

PROACHED

.
or Sunburn, Pricklyh or Heat,
Chafed Skin

the hounds of the/

contributed within the bounds

styles

by which lower prices of many

rendered possible. The MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN CO. now offer the following
EXTRAORDINARILY LOW PRICES,
which certainly have not before been EVEN AP-

pur ha ‘Which constitutes
the
the really beautiful cotiflexion, Itbleaches
skin to a_marvelous_ w! ten

All money contributed for the Maine State Misgion should be sént to Rufus Deering, Portland,
.
i
thaly
26022)
Rev. 8. I. Bates, Treasurer Ohio Pree Communion Baptist Association, Marion, Olrio.
‘
, (52638)
Rev.
L. B. Potter, Lansing, Mich., to Wa
all
money

combin-

ing grace and elegance of design, with simplicity
:
and stability of construction.
AN IMPORTANT PRACTICAL ADVANTAGE

SERAPHONE,

FIVE OCTAVE ORGANS

player; |

the

10

Iatigue

tic and perfect, and saving

Tan

i
within or'upon the
gh
ving it Smooth,

be sent), Lewiston, Me.
C. A. Hilton, Treasurer,

keys NEARLY

the

Pearl's - REFINED
"ERADICATES ALL

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE SUNDAY SCHOOL ASS0CIATION will hold its next Annual Convention at

whom all mission

the

reducing

KEY-ACTION
manipulate

to

necessary

force

Sewing.

Opening

LANE,

MELODIA,

PRICE, $60.~

simplified in con-

BELLOWS,

AN IMPROVED

MACHINE

Tei Patches Mack
worms, Impurities
—
Viscararations,

G.

$60.

AND

WOLFBORO Q. M. with the
Water Village
church, June 3—6. Ministers’ Conference Friday
evening.
B.F. PARKER, Clerk.

Nov. 1, 2 and 3.
JOHN

Prices, $51 and

Soluble Pasifie Guano.
!

sermon Friday, 2, P.M. by Rev. Wm.
Walker,
Clerks of churches please. to forward statistical
reports for the Register and the bc. tax on all
resident niembers,
Clerk.

Rochester,
»
&

PRICES.

LOWER

AND

VOIX CELESTE, FULL ORGAN, TREMULANT, with
KNEE SWELL) ; CATALOGUE PRICE, $100; NET CASH

OF IX.

the

in the

3-5.

BURLINGTON, VT.

(Will send the dry post-paid.)

truetion, of which the action upon the reeds is
more direct, with beneficial effect upon the QUALITY OF TONE, while the: BLOWING IS RENDERED

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

;

Q. M., with the Naples

rn acts with equal efficiency in either form.
GET IT AT THE DRUGGISTS, PRICE, $1.00
WELLS, RICHARDSON & Co., Prop’s, *

i

on several of the medium and smaller sizes.
Among these improvements may be mentioned :—

Any book mailed post-free for retail price.

A. A. WOODMAN, Clerk.

house

ae oF oH males Sx qruhrta

Alsoin Liquid Form, very Con.
genirated, for those that cannot readily pre-

IN PRICES

time render a possible REDUCTION

Stronger than death, so pure and so gracious,
Oh, in thy fullness flow sweetly to me.”

clerk for them.
J.J: ALLEN, Clerk.
STANSTEAD - Q.' M., with the Compton church,
Saturday and Sunday, June 18, 19. Conference
Friday, 17th, 2, P. M.
g
The Clerk has been instructed to leave out, from
his report for the Register, the names of churches
belonging to this Q. M. which do not report themPi

ED
of medicine.

x

Prices, $22.and $30. give their organs still HIGHER DEGREE OF EXCELLENCE, and at the same

‘and

to

-

.KIDNEY-WORT :

Mass.

| the very STANDARD

Saturday morning to convey all who, wish to attend. Churches m order to be reported in the
next Register must make a report at this Q. M. If
for

made
him well, —-¥

Michael Coto of Montgomery Center, Vt.
suffered eight years with kidney’ difficulty an
§ was urhble to work. Kidney-Wort made him
¢ well as ever.”

:
_. PERMANENTLY CURES
id KIDNEY DISEASES,
:
LIVER COMPLAINTS,
@ Constipation and Piles.

whose CABINET OR PARLOR OR-

only the best 100 out of 500 manuscripts havin
been retained. We have not many Sunday-schoo
hymns better than
Sn
« Love of the Saviour, tender and precious,
Deeper and broader than ocean or sea,

Fair

afiernoon

Kidney-Wort

instruamong
] 3 CELLENCE
IW ments of the class, have pleasPure in announcing the completion and introduction this seaEPA
ama gon of SEVERAL IMPROVEOF GREAT PRAC+
MENTS
Baby Organs. TICAL IMPORTANCE, which

TURE,

Song
Book by J.
H. TENNEY and E. A.
HOFFMAN.
Specimen
copies mailed for 30 cents. Liberal reduction for
unantities. DITSON & CO. respectfully call attention to the marked improvement which is apparent in their newer publications for Sunday-schools.
The best talent in the country has been employed

the village,

S. F. SMITH, Clerk.
the church at West

Friday

troubles

and other complications was ended by the use of
a
—
Kidney-Wort.
John B. Lawrence of Jackson, Tenn., suffered
gw for years from liver and kidney troubles and
™Y after taking
“barrels of other medicines,”

8d

ONE HALF, rendering the whole action more elas-

For Sunday-Sehools.

9-11, instead of Madison as Published last week.
JAB. P. LONGLEY, Clerk.
‘JEFFERSON Q. M., at Fowler, June 18, 19. Teams

»

Ninth

waiting for it. Do not be deceived by the Cheap
John publishers of inferior edition. Bee that the
copy you buy contains 150 fine engravings on
steel and wood.
Agents are coining money sell-

atmosphere”

Complaint

iousness consequent Spon the'warm

4

The best and cheapest illustrated edition of the
Revised New Testament.
Millions of people are

for May, and
the poet writes his usual
Lovel
Post-Office Addresses.
righty |" REV. E. N, FERNALD (to whom all contributiens
May verses for the village Paper. This is all
‘but if you are wise you will geta bottle of
Bax. fromthe churches for our Benevolent Societies should
ter's

receipt of 26

73 Randolph Street, Chicago.

Notices.

burg church, 5 miles northeast

Garhing

:

<

in

work of two of the best hymn and tune .composers
in the country, is a carefully ‘ winnowed” book,

also readily yields to this potent remedy.

Gaps made in the flesh by cuts, speedily
disappear without leaving a sear,
by
&
Johuaon’s Arnica and
Oil Liniment is
used.
;

copies

be met at
Havana (on the Northern Central R. R.)
with teams to convey them to Odessa.
Trains

Meeting

that seven years suffering from kidne;

x
.

oy) ' GANS have long maintained their

Sli

BIBLE REVISION

leave Elmira 6 A. M., 12.30., 6.05, and 11.05, P. M.
Teams will be at the 12.30 and 6.03 trains, on
Thursday and Friday. Those intending to come
are requested to send a card to the pastor saying
upon which train they will be likely to arrive.
:
;
G. R. FOSTER.
Odessa, Schuyler Co., N. Y.
Quarterly

ey-Wort.
j
M. M. B. Goodwin,
an editor in Chardon, Ohio,
says he was not expected to live, bein, bloated
him.
dney-Wort cured
beyond belief, but
Anna L. Jarrett of South Salem, X, Y., sagd

[*

ABSOLUTE SUPREMACY as

=

THE BEACON, LIGHT, /ssasmsstes

selves at the June session.

Dyspepsia

100.

£0

2

ing the Conference and during the session of the
Y. M. It is greatly to be desired that all having
assignments and as many others as can, willbe
present and help to make this session a pleasant
and profitable one.
By order of Com.
Brethren of the Ministers’ Conference and friends
of the N. Y. & Penn. Y. M.—The Odessa church is
anticipating your coming
to the Annual Session
to be held with us. We shall give you a cordial
welcome and do what we can to make your visit
mutually pleasant and beoeficial. Delegates will

Constipation
invariably follows Liver Com.
plaint; but 1t is easily overcome by the timely use

Mat,

has accepted

U1. Mrs. John Arnall, of Washington, Ohio, says
her Joy ‘was given apto die by four pro
hysicians and that he was afterwards cured D:

THE MASON & HAMLINORGAN CO.
=0

AGENTS WANTED FOR

yitation of the committee and will be present dur-

blanks are wanted

The Cause of Science

price, $30 per

76 East

1tf

having a sub-

J. H. Durkee, of Pike, N. Y.,

SEE WHAT PEOPLE SAY :»

IMPROVEMENTS

IMPORTANT

EASIER.
AN IMPROVED

G. C. HAYNES, Clerk.
The Ministers’ Conference of - the Waterville Q.

31 =

popular

cents.

ning, G. Donnocker; alternate, O. C. Hills.

selection.

Jaundice; Consti.

Eugene B. Stork, of Junction City,
says, ids
Wort cured him after regular
sicians had been trying for four years.
-

Manager.

Boston,

Bili

Nervous Disorders and Female Complaints,

BY

Small Size, $1.00.. Double Size, $2.00.
Address all communications to

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

old

of
G.

ject.assigned him, is requested to present a

Diseases,

‘pation, Piles, or in Rheumatism, Neuralgia,

[*]

CURE

Street,

|

Because it cleanses the system of the poison~
ous hpmors that develope
in Kidney and Uri-

. P%

And all Nervous and Brain Diseases and
Paralysis. No other like it!
Sent by mail everywhere!

board covers.
A Speeimen, in Paper ‘Cover, sent on

M.

eve-

WILL

:-

i Because it acts on the LIVER, BOWELS
and KIDNEYS at the same time.

RHEUMATISM!
NEURALGIA!
*
DYSPEPSIA!

It contains 32 pages in excess of the usu=al number in books of its class, and em=
braces 239 Hymns and 170 Tunes, at the

M. will meet at West Waterville, June 17, at 10.30,
A.M.
Per Order.
ANSON Q. M., next session at North Anson, June

Have Wistar’s Balsam of Wild Cherry
always at hand. It cures Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis, Whooping Cough, Croup, Influenza, Consumption, and all Throat and Lung Complaints,

of Baxter's Mandrake Bitters.

Y.

BATTER

Purinton,

further

* Duty
work;”

Waterville, June 17, continuing over the

Business” Fotues.

E.

SOME OF THE RICHEST HYMNS IN THE LANGUAGE, SET TO BEAUTIFUL MELODIES
BY THE ABLEST WRITERS OF SACRED
SONG, ARE FOUND IN THIS COLLECTION.

at

R. Foster, ‘ Evangelistic pastors;” O. 8. Brown,
“ Intermediate state of the dead;’
Wm. Peck,
‘ Experimental Religion ;” Wm. H. Peck, ‘ Chris*tian growth and Jeveiopment * L. Kellogg, ** Reeneration ;”’ G. Dbwnocker, * Office work of the

us

and Mary

Gooas, dBold

church in not often enjoying revivals;” O. C. Hills,
¢ Missions;”’ G. W. Boag, bi Duty of the church

Every minister of this Y. M., not

S. Morgan

of Lincoln.

at Odessa, Schuyler Co., N. Y., commencing June
9, at 1 o'clock P. M. The following
are the assignments: Essays—S. Butler, ‘ Culpability of the

with the Carbondale church.
Our aged Clerk
(80 Zour of age) was pivarit and called the
conference to order.
The chair was filled by
our missionary, and 12 delegates answered to
their names.
Some two or three charches were

:

no

Y. M. will hold its annual session with the

hh
CARBONDALE Q. M.—Held its May

9, Wm.

2120

from the

appointed

their preparation, and should there be

greatlyby their presence, sympathy prayers
and words of cheer. Sabbath evening five came
forward requesting the prayers of Christians.
Next session with the Enfield church at
Dyer school-house commencing June 24th’ at
2 o’clock P. M.
H. GRAVES, Clerk.

;

-

Good

Sec.

notice, let them be on hand Wednesday evening,
ready for work.
o
L. D. BOYNTON, Clerk of Mins. Inst.
THE MINISTERS’ INSTITUTE of the N. Y. & Penn.

or sketch of a sermon of his own

Nov.

Jane Ann

Based upon a scientific anaysis of this celebrated
German Spring is its concentrated duplicate, with
thirty to forty sparkling doses in each bottle.

able to obtain the minutes of the last session from

oly Spirit.”

Burgin,

and

Tarrant’s Seltzer Aperient,

convene Wednesday evening, the 22nd, but no
ro;
me has been sent me, neither have I been

to

W.

of S.,

The Famous Seltzer Spring of Germany
in every home:?

it upon myself to call the
Y. M.
lest there be a
failure.
The Ministers’ Institute should, I thick,

committee

"

Thompson,

1000 Agents

AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE.
MENTION THIS PAPER,
~

paving yet apbsared, I take

the

of Foxcroft,

W. H. BROWN,

by rail will leave the train (N.

Will

New Haven,

96 Tremont

at the Question

¢lerk of the Y. M. having removed

the Institute,

r
Rev.A.P.

by

SA

M. It is earnestly hoped that the brethren of the
Y. M. will take Spetia) pairs to be on hand
promptly, prepared
to take hold and work and
make up .for the deficiency, if it should occur.
The

?

of

Mr.

both

at

Auburn church 1s at present without a pastor, and
is not certain of having one by the time of the Y.

Aug.

added much

May

Y., Penn. & O.-R.
BR.) at Mantua Station, where it
is expected teams will be in readiness to take
them to Auburn, a distanceof seven miles. The

Not

30,

Avery,

Alton,

evenings,

RS. M. M. KOON,

and friends coming

were reported

t18

Mouxnp Crry (111.)Q. M.—Held ifs |
with the Viliaridgs church, Ma Bo Jost Tay
delegutes present,
and, the evident] came for
labor and worship. The churches all reported

felt it was good to

Tyvent

April

Starksboro, Vt., by Rev.J.

‘| both

OHIO. & PENN. Y. M. will convene with the
Auburn church, of the Geauga & Portage Q. M.,
at 10.30 o’clock, A. M., Friday, Jupe 24. Delegates

Throat affections and bronchial diseases are re.
Jieved immdiately by the use of Downs’ Elixir.

Quarterly Peetings,
and while many of ‘them

Church.

.

SPRINGFIELD Q. M.,—Held its last session
with the Springfield church, March 4—6.
An
excellent spirit
prevailed.
Brethren from

long since was

obliged to retire from the ministry, lives on a
pleasant farin ‘10 miles from Waupun......

conveyances

Thursday

A.

coln. Feb.5, W.H. Sargent and Julia Haskins,
both of 8. Feb. 20, Leslie Morrill and Betsey A.
Downer, both of Bristol. April 15, Nathsn Morrill, of 8., and Mercelia Burdick, of Hinesburg.

they

way.

Box, Mrs. H. C> Phillips.
Collection.
musie will be furnished ° the choir.

W. H. SmitH, Clerk.

Wisconsin.

B.

and

N.

Smith, of Huntington ; also, same date, Sanford
J. Jobns and Jennie C. Dow, both of S. Jan,
5, Daniel Halleck, of S., and Diana Page, of Lin-

Mich., Friday evening, June 3. Programme for
the evening:
Scripture reading and prayer; Report of the Secretary. Papers—** Work for Mission
ociety Meetings,” Mrs. Jenette
West;
* Our
Women at Home,” Mrs. M. M. Koon.
Recitations
ri Miss Smith and Myrtle Koon.
Short Talks—
E. P.

its last

50 cents and $1 a bottle.

Adam’s Peak,
Rev. C.

Wednesday

Rev.

3

In

¢ To-day in our India
Mission,” Mrs. 8. L. Griffin;
“ Christian Work in the Sandwich Islands,” Mrs.

two

the interest of the occasion.
The President
prencuel one of his éxcellent sermons on Sabath morning and in the evening we listened
to a lecture on Christian culture prepared for
the pupils of the Carson City Union High
School.
Next session with the Crystal Lake church,
Friday before the 2d Sabbath in June,

.

last sespreaches

Qe.

and others
coming
Genesee Y. M, at

with

by

Mr. Amos B. Roberts;

3. 1880, James

once prepare and forward directly to the Star a
programme of exercises? And let all the ministers
at once assign themselves subjects and commence

and full of good works.

Rev.

be met

H,,

and Mrs. Rebecca J . Roberts,

June 15, 16, at 4.17 and 5.22, P. M.
;
Those coming will confer a favor by notifyin
the undersigned
on which day and train friends
may be expected, that a full supply of teams may
be at the station.
k
It is expected that Rev. A. P, Cook will preach
Wednesday evening, June 15.
+ ~~ WM, WALKER, Clerk.
MEETING of the Mich. Y.
THE ANNUAL PUBL
M. WoMAN’S MISSI
OCIETY will be held in
connection with thé Mich. Y. M. at Greenville,

his lately closing that relation, commending

the
and

Soun

was but little business done except appointing
delegates to Yearly Meeting. Rev. G. C. Baker,

. him as a faithful pastor, a man above reproach,
Kansas. °
Rev. 0, A. Chapman attended
sion of the Blue Valley Q. M.,

Andrews,

DOES

————

Laconia N-H

of Portsmouth, N. H
In Sangerville, Me.,

June

the clerk protem. which -contamn the resolution
passed at thit time refixing the tinie of opening

Cook’s

Prairie church profitably ten years as its pastor, resolutions were passed on the occasion of

has entered on his second

will

:

thousand in press.

WONDERFUL
CURES!

RHODES’

£t Chicago Ill

80th

KIDNEY-WORT

its

ORGANS, 18useful stops, 5 sets
reeds only $65. Pianos $125 up.
| &¥-Illus. Catalos. Free. Address BEATTY,
Washington, N. J.

DE.

entitled

B. Goug

sells all others 10 to 1.

BEATTY’S

wi

AGENTS!

Wanted, en and women. Now is the time, {= Exclusive 7erri-an Shacial Terms given. war=Send
jor Circulars. Address,
D.
WORTHINGTON & C0., Pbs.. Hartford, Conan.

.
Agents Wanted.
HE HENRY BILL PUB. €0., NORWICH, pis

/

Richard I. Waldron and Miss Fannie

W. H. SMITH.

GENESEE Y. M.
Delegates
the Erie R. R. to the

Scottsburg,

One church reports re-

the Sabbath

C Waterman

In Epsom, N.

John

with with fall acto each subscriber.

translations and revisions,
count of New Revision,

bran’ new book, just

1t14

Bible,

whole

Comprehensive history of

Boston, Mass.

can portray them. For Pathos, Humor. and intense interest, it ia
pe r. It is the ‘booming '' book for Agents, and outwithout a

Half the Price of Corresponding English Editions.

Married

whether you will come with
conveyance. Trains leave
and 2.45 P.M. All persons
P.O. R.. R.to our meeting
have free return passes,

The fare will be 2¢. per mile each

ie

1. For
pamph-

UNLIGHT and SHADOW

Forwarded.

Sti

Ma;

is the the best chance ever offered to you. I ts Scenes are drawn
from the bright and shady sides o: Fa life, and Fil od a

REVISED NEW TESTAMENT.

P Underhil

-

AGENTS!

OHN B. GOUGH'S

on the receipt of 30 ets. in postage
stamps or currency. Address all or-

Rev C M Emery Alton N H

:
‘WM. WHITFIELD, Clerk
necessary that all who attend the
Y. M. should send their names to

AGENTS!

ders to F. M. VAX ETTEN,208 LaSalle St., Chicago, 1lL

K

Butler Hillsdale Mich

payable

THE GLOBE COMPANY,

only

ey

BY MAIL.
Foster Odessa N Y

Rev.G

be

vival. The churches are all destitute of. pastors and mostly destitute of preaching. There

present on

Union

to the

added

by

church,

Q. M.—Held

i

i

131 Devonshire Street,

keep thin
tive p
This is
e best Selling article
_.you EVER SAW. One
, mime years old, in Towa,
in two
days. One
agent in

EXPRESS...

by rail will come to Potsdam,

for Greenville.

Clerk.

with the Bath church,

Spools of thread, and pair
of scissors, making a very

Thatcher—E J

Thurston—8 Tucker—J

H Davis Morr

Rev.
L. C. Potter, of Lansing, will have tickets to
furnish those coming on otfler R. Rs. at that point

MonTcALM Q. M.—Held
its last session
with the Crystal church, Jan. 1st, and an excellent season was enjoyed.
Pres. D. W. C.
Durgin and Prof. Mauck of Hillsdale, were

Kipton church the present year, one-half of the
One was baptized and

belong.

I. 8.

Wilson.

O.,

secnring tickets of the Q. M. Clerks fo which’

ing
of the session. As there was no request
for the next Q.. M., any
church wishing to
sustain it can make their request known.
Don’t let the Q. M. go down.
.
R.
WALTERS, Clerk pro tem.

ceived by the church as members; one more
was received to membership May 7th. Rev.
D.M. Stuart of Cleveland preaches for the
time.

pastor, Bro,

|e

B Gleason

Sullivan—A

Interest.

tull particulars send for 20-page lustratod

Butler

i ugg Middleport Ohio
Farr May
Mich
D Lewis Oak Center Wis
ary E Mount Cherry Creek N Y

MicH1GAN Y. M. Delegates and others coming
to Greenville to attend the Mich. Y. M., via. D. L.
& N. R. R., can get reduced fare on that road by

of the Maple Grove church, did all the preach-

name to the Freewill Baptist church of
who

Defiance

STOCKMYER,

GEAUGA & PORTAGE

days

been

the

W

Books

Parishville

place of meeting; teams will
Friday.
i : 1.
on any other day w

11, and please state
team or by public
Portland
745 A. mM,
who come over the
paying full fare, will

Vaughn

and

West

Sanborn—B

J Cole Potter N Y
H Phillips 180 Howe

Y. M., and no notice

His
and congregation are on the increase.
aged parents are much cheered up in having

previously

Randall

Annual

Paid quarterly, 4th dividend

Bean—E H

Graham—A

8S B Young.

,

June

Rev. E. Blake, Steepe Falls, Me., as soonas

Q. M.—Held its May session with
Ledge church,May
$—8. The churchrepresented except Leslie. The Lansfeels much encouraged by the pres-

Next session

3—b...... The Rev. O. E. Bakeris doing good
work in his new field at Marion.” The 8. S.

hiptons
G. H. Damon,

with

JOHN

W.

Friends coming

ville.
It is absolutely
Maine Western

precious

absence of

M. with

RS

give notice to Deacon Charles Willis, West Parish.

12—14.
Opening sermon by Rev. F. O. Dickey Friday evening
1. P. BATES, Clerk.

June

the privilege of spending their declining

M.

much revival interest during the last quarter,
still the churches are holding on to what they
have obtained.

to at-

M.,

J. W.

ence of their new

The pastor, Rev. B. F. Zell, assisted by the
Rev. O. E. Baker, has just closed a meeting of
four days with the LaRue church, resulting in
‘the conversion of some four or five souls......

ed its

session

Aug. 19.
LANSING
the Grand
es were all
ing-church

Rev. G. H. Rall, D. D., has consented

an

Jones of the Lagrange Q. M.

oo

tend the next session of the Ohio Y.

Klder H.

after

Apalachin,

PENNSYLVANIA Y.M. at Auburn,

5 miles from the
at the depot on
Friends coming

church.

terest was manifested.

Young

ST. LAWRENCE Y. M. will be held with the West
Parishville church, commencing June 24, at 2, P.

NOBLE Q. M.—Held its April session with
the Wolflake church.
The churches were all
represented by delegates; a good degree of in-.

ave are much in need of funds for our school,
Can not and will not some
“W. Va. College.
one or many help us? We receive letters expressive of great sympathy for our cause; but
Words are cheap,
.they contain no money.
‘and sometimes are helpful, but to be put upon
*
wyords only, is short diet.”

&

ST. LAWRENCE Y.
church, June 24. °

Pe for the State Home Mission and was after-

The first Sabbath in this month Rev. D.
Powell baptized 4 persons, all of whom united
with the Flemington church. Ie writes, “ Our

denominational outlook is mugh

OHIO

The delegates to
wards made up to $22.50.
the.Y. M. are
R. Norton, W. Small, T. H.
Bacheler, C. A. Baker, N. W, Bixby, L. E.
Bixby, W. Weston,
Mrs. W. P. Sheldon,
T. Clark, H. Arnold, P. I. Holden and T,
King.
{
Next session at Uniontown.
N. W. Bixsy, Clerk.

:

Y. M. at South

June 24.

season.
One State Agent was
present and
A collection was tareached two sermons.

:
’
. North Carolina.
:
C.)
N.
ge,
Gran
(La
ew
Revi
st
The Bapti
reports the death of Rev. Lark O'Neal, which
oceurred at Mitchell Hill, April 6, in the 73rd

M

TEN PER GENT.

Sewing Companion

Allen—J

W Brown—N

Strong—S Shaw—A Tourtellot—W

churen, June 23.

closed Sunduy evening

The meeting was a very

J

—Mrs J: Valley—Mrs S'A Weeks—S A Wordan—
W H Whittam—J D Waldron—C W Young—E

HOLLAND PURCHASE Y. M. at Pike, June 17.
SOUTHERN MINNESOTA Y. M. with Nashville |

DELAWARE & CLAYTON Q. M.—Held its last
session with the Delhi church, May 13—15;
Rev. O. E. Aldrich presided.
Only a portion
of the churches reported their annual statistics. [Let the delinquents report directly to

church in Keenville, where he is working
hard to build up the cause of Christ and is
well received by the church and society.

M Bracewell—G

Mrs

Thayer—O

York & PENNSYLVANIA Y. M. at Odessa,
10.
ny

SUSQUEHANNA

Next session with tbe Franklin church,
August 6, 7.
.C. C, RUBLE, Clerk, -

ceived by those for whom he labors and by
.
- other Christian societies of “the place.....
Rev. J. W. Barr will remain in charge of the

year of his age.

Meeting

with one accession to the

T.Aldrich—A

C Frochley—Mrs J

Symonds

Laer

HAMPSHIRE Y. M. at Contoocook, June 7.

3 NEW
une

Churches were not JSenetilay . represented.
as follows: Saturda
Meetings were arranged
at 11, preaching by Rev. Wm. Tucker; business meeting at 2 in the afternoon; preaching
in the evening’by Rev. A. M. Simonton.
A
spiritual season was enjoyed in social worship
Sunday morning, many testifying for the Master’s cause, Preaching at 10 1-2 by Rev. D.
A. Tucker, after which the Lord’s Supper was

es.
from about forty members of the F. B. congr
.
.
gation at Ames
There will not be any change, probably, in

—W

MAINE WESTERN Y. M. at Steep Jeallg, June 14.
CENTRAL NEW YORK Y. M. at
Ames, June 24.

‘A. M. Simonton, Wm. Tucker, D. A. Tucker,
¥. W. Baptist; Plummer and Mendell, M. E.

12

thanks a surprise donation visit on May

1y34

MICHIGAN Y. M. at Greenville, June 3.

DEARBORN Q. M.—Held its last session with

acknowledge with

Cox and wife

Butts—Miss

MINNESOTA Y. M. at Minneapolis, June 24.

NEW

the Providence “church, May 7, 8; Rev. A,
Ministers present:
M. Simonton, Moderator.

ty. The Cowlesville church has sustained a,
great loss the past year in the death of four of
:
Jjts most devoted members.
Rev. J, H.

4th Satby Rev.

others 76 miles. Some of the churches too
letters of dismission from the
Q. M.- with the
Q. M. the fifth Subdesign of organizing a new
KELLEY, Clerk.
Wu.
bath in July.

live Aid Socie-

P

—Mrs A 8 D Bates—J 8 Berry—G W

Hotices and Bppointments.

and man

miles,

hundred

Anley-Mrs

—Migs E Green—A W Goodwin—Mrs S Green—dJ
C Gifford—C R Green—J N Hilton—-RF&E L
| Hangeomb—A BE Haynes—D OF Horr—A-Hill—-E
Harding—P Hugg—D W Hodgdon—A Hicks—C C
Yearly
Meeting Notices.
:
Inman—J
K
1
ohnson—A J Johnson—T Jones—T
Omurio Y. M. with Pleasant Grove church, June 3,
Keniston—S
Lee—M D-Lake—E Livingston—T OC
Loud—M P Lothrop—A Libby—H Merritt—G W
Iowa Y. M. at Toledo, June 9.
Mayhew—B C Megguier—W
H Merriman—M
GENESEE Y. M at Scottsburg, June 17.
Morebhead—B 8S Moo =m Nickerson—R J PosCENTRAL OHIO Y.M, with Grand Prairie church,
ton—J
Poland—C
W
Purington—Mrs
I H Pike—N
June 10.
I
S Palmeter—R A Procter—O F Pierson—E H
WISCONSIN Y. M. at Warren, Ill., June 24.
Prescott—G H Quimby—C Rowe—W N Roberts—
ILLINOIS Y.M. at Blackberry, June 3.
A Sponseller—A D ‘Sanborn—S F Smith—J W
ST,JOSEPH VALLEY (Mich.) Y.M. at Summer.

organ-

JEREMIAH MILLS, Clerk.

came nearly two

and at Marilla in the afternoon. The churches
feel hopeful and the pastor is much encouraged. Cowlesville church contributes monthly for missions, and has a good

was

Send for their Catalogue and terms.

M

TE i

CAIRO
Q. M.—Held its May session with the
North Madrid church, commencing April 29,
closing May 1. A very pleasant time was enThe delegation was not as large as
joyed.
usual, owing to the late spring, but enough
came to Jeave the impression on all minds that
the people have not lost their interest in Quardelegates
Some
terly Meeting gatherings.

;

o

York.

ville, May 27.

Address
E. Eddy,
:

united

has

church

A Q.M. Missionary Society

commencing Friday evening before
urday in August,
Opening sermon

which the chur

York.

New

a

:

—W Ballinger—J M Brewster—Mrs E W Clark—
J Chase—C Cleveland—S Compton—J C Clarke—J
H Cox—A Chute—Mrs MR Carpenter—R M Cloud
—A Case—C G Durgin—A M
Dean—J H Decker
—M L Dow—G H Damon—M N Davis—W _H Delmeater—8 H Dayvis—C R Emmons—S S Files—B
H Fish—S D Fuller—S BR Fuller—E L Farrington

lent social meeting was held on the Sabbath,
Next session with the First Wayne church,

cil.
noted.—J. T. WARD, Clerk of Coun
s a paswant
ate
Scitu
h
Nort
at
h
The churc

tor; a. young man js preferred.
Stephen W. Poole or Mrs. George
.
North Scituate.

AGENTS AND CANVASSERS
Make from
$25 to $50 i week selling goods
for E. G. RIDEOUT & CO., 10 Barclay St., New

by elected delegates, there being one exception, owing to a misapprehension. The reports
from churches were encouraging.
An excel-

the vestry, enter
holding their meeting in

faithful work for

Money Letters Received.
Arzeill—J
R Andrews—E Alden—G H Brown—J
B Batchelder—W M Breckenridge—M D Braihard

jzed. The churches in the
Q. M. were all
Tepresented by letter or verbally, but not all

interpersed
the pastor. The exercises were
s’ Society
Ladie
The
with excellent singing.®
tained

steady,

DECLINE OF MAN.

Impotence of mind, limb, or vital function, nervous weakness, sexual debility &c., cured by
Wells’ Health Renewer. $1. At Druggists. Depot Lothrops & Pinkham,

Delegates were elected to Ohio Yearly Meet-

ish; address
' ship and charge, Rey. A. L. (Gerr
iction by
bened
;
Given
A.
Rev.
h,
churc
to the

165

25, 1881.

ELECTRIC

with the following
installed in the evening
Invocation by the
ces:
servi
Of
programme

chairman

:

WARREN & CLARK
Q.M.—Held its last
session with the Silver
Grove church, commencing May, but adjourned to the 14th for
the accommodation of those who had misap-

wp
2 EZ alo)
Sm

v

experience
the candidate as to his Christian
ion was
inat
exam
~The
.
belief
and doctrinal
candidate was
eminently satisfactory and the
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Poetry. |

the window from my old pew?” = ¢ What
answer did you get from Captain Harris
when you reminded him of the turnips
he owes mesfor?” ¢ Did you notice
whose horse was hitched in our, shed this

HYMN OF TRUST.
O Love divine, that stooped to share
Our sharpest pang, our bitterest tear, i
On thee we cast each earth-born care,

time?”

+It was rather remarkable, for it seemed
that for a month or two there

an editorial or a contribution

.

the Sunday

self offensive by giving such messages,”
Though long the weary way we tread,
the patient wife replies.
And sorrows crown each lingering year,
¢ But I told youn to, Caroline.” ©
No path we shun, no darkness dread,
“It wouldnt be showing a Christian
Our hearts still whispering, thou art near!
spirit, John.”
:
When drooping pleasure turns to grief,
*‘I never heard that it was showing a
{And trembling faith is changed to fear,
| «Christian spirit’ for a wife to disregard.
The murmuring wind, the quivering leaf,

| her

~“Shall softly tell us thou art near!
Pm thee we fling our burdened
¥ 0 Love divine forever dear,

*

thou

"Mr.

Wendell Holmes.

O-0
0-0
4-0

THE SKEIN WE WIND.
If you and I, to-day,
Should stop and lay
Our life-work down,

.

and

let

our

hands

fall

where they will,

Fall down to lie quite still—
~ And if some other hand should come, and
stoop to find
The threads we carried, so that it could wind,
Beginning where we stopped: if it should

hs

come to keep

:

Our life-work going; seek
To carry on the good design

Distinctively made yours, or mine,
‘What would it find?
7
Some work we must be doing, true or false;
Some threads we wind; some purpose so exalts

Itself that we look up to it, or down,
As to a crown

3

To bow before, and we weave threads
Of different lengghs and thickness—some
shreds—

Hunt's

NEWS-

not

apa-

;

First, it was the minister ; Mr.

again.

Nevers

Procter

”

chat,

or

Mr.

on the

Besides, he

Poa

yor

dreadfully dull ; puts no life in his ser-

whole

I

think

I

the weather

was propitious, and the ‘ going” ‘was
good enough for them to walk over the

always rather rough country roads. Now
that the master of the house did

not go

himself,he thought it hardly worth while
to harness the horse.
Then, too, the

last time he drove

to church

he found

‘

0

to go

money came hard.

I think that

she came home and

isn’t

worth

I was

tempted at first to give the

of the

name

at church.
affairs

feet firmly and permanently
Rock.—Zion's Herald.

upon

for

him;

and

to

on two

years

the

has of-

and

home.

He

was

:

our- :

behind

the

they

:

says and does.
:

this one man

human

which

God

comménion

number for May, and the new

in

The

the

mind of a poet

and

voter

or

scribed.

Works count for

surprised but

mar

the volume, and

a

but

children went to meeting, noting

was Birry-

way how

pink the apple-tree

buds

all

race

:

enters

into

all he

the

whols

Always the necessity
that
CW

became

for

‘the

“that

of

moment.

and he wanted a good deal.”

see

Berne

and

conflicts

in

statten on

He

this

point.

en Haller publishe

immediately burned the whole edition ot
80 that
a copy
ean scarg¢ely now.

found.

As

to

SR

ey

one

would

ence of a hundred people who had known
him
in life, at the dedication of the memorial chapel,

oly shisty Joss

of the

In support | To
Lo-

:

would approve of them,

if

carried

Sher his death.

story do not sign

only The a

80

have

been

The details

much.

The

of the figure which

grands |to ais day, Sne of the jew

heroes who

able so to forget themselves,

and so

| lives safely in the people's songs und in the
faithful hearts of his countrymen.

great was his amazement when he found
the other dollar! He fell upon his knees,

PEPACTON.

religious poet with ideas for

author of

which an ardent lover of Nature has recorded

some of his observations
among birds and fields and

and experiences
streams.

It takes

its name from the stream in York State which

there is

a

John Burroughs,

be: 260. ($1.50), For sale by E. J. Lane &
0.
;
This is an out-of-doors book, a volume in

:

Viewed merely as literature,

By

‘Wake Robin,” ‘* Winter Sunshine,” “Birds
and Poets,” and ‘“ Locusts and Wild Honey.”
Boston: Houghton, Mifflin &
Co. 16mo.

into

material enoughin any Psalm to equip a

its

Lon

“Tam very glad the —
we klv.
vidi
;

has resumed

man stood deeply affected,

lifetime ;

8. 5. Times.

% . “%'Now," Said; the professor,
ly. * are you

[0

.
:

y

x

Ci

p

a
:

.
.

3

:

.

round her,
¢ ST
ast |
\

.

Octave

notices

of

Tragedy,” and
memory of the
are only four
Club.—Boston:

Samuel Adams Drake opens the

June

Har-

of his series of papers

the White Monntains,

lustrated

books.

is the author of a char-

paper on * French
anonymous poem in
T. Fields.
There
the Contributors’
Mifflin & Co.

per’s with the first

interesting
new

by W.

which

H. Gibson.

on

is beautifully il-

Mrs. Sara A.

Hubbard contributes a paper on our hummingbirds, and William Winter contributes a timely and excellent sketch of Edwin Booth, which

is accompanied by a portrait. Mrs. Lizzie W.
Champney writes about - Lisbon, which is
illustrated by her husband’s drawings. This
is the first of a series of papers on Portugal.”
Mr. Abbey contributes a very impressive fullpage

illustration

of

Herrick’s poem,

** The

Mad Maydes Songs.” Amelia E. Barr is the
author of an interesting article on the * Ballads
and Bullad Music: Illustrating Shakespeare,”

a

paper showing careful study, and

scores accompanying the ballads.

rendered
musical

Luigi Monti

contributes a brief article on one of the most

promising of young Italian sculptors—Benedetto Civiletti—with a portrait, and illustru-

tions oftwo

of his Works—the

* Figure

Dante” and ¢ Canaris at Scio.”
contributes a curiously

interesting

the Trial of Jeanne d’Arc.

of

James Parton
article on

The principal lllus-

tration of the article is an excellent engraving,
by Smithwick and French, of Bastian Le
Page’s celebrated painting. Edward Atkinson

gives some important information in a brief
paper, entitled ‘‘ Kentucky Farms.”
Saxe

Holm contributes a love-story, and

novels by Mr.

Hardy

and

Miss

the

serial

Woolson

are

continued. Paul Hayne contributes a poem,
“The Dead Child and the Mocking-Bird ;” and
Will Carlton, the author of “Farm Ballads,”
a poem of considerable length, entitled ** The
First ‘Settler’s ‘Story "illustrated by Frost.
Both poems are of the pathetic order. The
Editorial Departments are well sustained.—
New York: Harper & Brothers.
;
Most readers will find something

interesting

maritime nations

of

the

world.

George

B..

and character-

fondly studied; ure original, fresh and v ivid.

Mr. Burroughs has a touch

of Thoreaw’s

love

the author’s estimation the patrician element
here is simply the strongest popular element—
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mental, moral and material wealth of the
Republic. Dorman B. Eaton makes a spirited

defense of civil service

:

reform; Prof. W. G.

Sumner states very clearly the argument for
free ships; Frederick Douglass writes of ¢* The
Color Line ”; Desire Charnay,’of
The Ruins
of Central America’; Dr. Austin Flint discusses the benefits of vaccination; J. M. Mason
asserts the lawful power of the government toregulate railway charges; and finally, Prot,
BE. 8. Morse sets forth the evidences of the:
existence of man

historic
& Co,

upon this continent in pre-

times.—~New

York:

D.

Appleton

* The contents of the May number of the
Magazine of Art are *‘ The Symbol ? (Frontispiece), from the painting by Frank Dicksee,

A. R. A.; “ Treasure-Housés of Art,” describ-

-

.

:

’

“ English Birds and their Haunts,” by. Grant

and Sculpture ” (illustrated), by J..H. Pollen;
a description of Millals’ home, with engravings =~
of interiors, ete.; ** The Future of Sculpture in

| Londons”6 * Decorative Iron Iron Work;”; * The
.Galleries;”
Pictures of the
| Year,”
Streets a8and Art-Galler
= He of" Mr. Conengraving
a full pageles;©
donnier’s bas-relief, * Shepherds Discovering
the Head of Orpheus.”—New York: Cassell,
Petter, Galpin & Co. -

s
.

*

that portion of the people, whatever their
lineage, who are engaged in developing the

much more of his sympathy with the often | H. W. Beecher, will soon be completed.

fg

: /

Loring writes of “ The Patrician Element in
American Society ”, but the rexider need apprehend no glorification of “artificial rauk, for in

young lady, he naturally puts his armor | of out door life, with less of his selfishness gnd | The long-interrupted Life of Christ,by Rev.

| played your intended trick ?”

:

discussed
by

gives of a summer voyage down that river, in

istics of the varied forms of Jife which he

When a young man wants to protect a

oy Visits to your good house- [not mich better pleased than if you had

hold.

question, “ Who Lost

briefly

Allen; a sketch of Wm. Quiller Orchardson in
“ Our Living Artists” “*Children in Painting

there, with notes on the habits

Te

and tears filled his eyes.

may be

Burroughs

flows from the western declivity of the Catskill

Mountains and unites with anotherto form the
Delaware, The account which Mr. Burroughs

a boat of his own building, suggests a-great
fervent fia kegiving 4 god, n whigh be while a random chapter from the Epistles deal
t did Parson Proctor sa
ee
:
gant
of quiet pledsure, not only for him but for
TI
spoke of his sick and
helpless wife, an
affe-ds such an amount of spiritual sug: the boys whom he met on the way and whose
po
Well,
What him
di Ho ‘wouldn't see nr.Ve ||“
Quite
Lh
well,
I
thank
you,
and.
glosely
|
big
children’
without
|
you told
n"
bread,
without
whom
this | gestion apd help that B one soon’
engaged in reading - the
"and Mrs.
son
perceives || open,
open, unconventi
;
unconvention
onal natures were very; cone *
pércsives
ting again till he rubbed up his
re
1
¥
2 ys
* | timely bounty from some unknown hand
‘
i
genia
to him.
l He has a true sympathy with
bg again ul. A
Pp
Nevers looked hard at the pagfor’s pleas- would save from perisiing.
What world,
it wouldwerecommand the attention of ‘Nature, and his records of walks here and
ant face. But he only smiled and. said
the
its inspiration utterly reThe young
moved
4

John

ing the collection of Mr. C. P. Mathews, with
engravings
of some of the famous pictures;

:

ur

interesting

discriminating

acteristic
there is an
late James
pages of
Houghton,

the

his doubts as to the story of the apple, in 1760,

of

in a comfortable corner and ask teasing- | tor kindly, us he took the smiling wom. | |°°ked UP to heaven, and uttered aloud
a
y=
+ an by the hand.
:

| simply,

An

Richard Grant White

and

There | imagine it sufficiently vouched for, by the pges-

of this seemingly severe charge, Mr.

the put it there, but could see no
were | B© Put the money in his pocket,one.and Then
pro-

on “premonition of better things-to eome.
Lng hot pnest dinner Sundays—he would sit | « How is Mr.
N evers?” asked the phs-

and

landmarks, knownto other generations, are
liable to be taken up and put down in other

found the dollar.

the label

which, alas!

true of many a pauper;

Thanet, and *‘H. H. contributes a pleasing
sketch entitled * Bergen Days.”
The serials

delighted him

that

in

There is a study of the sad condition

Waterloo?”—is

It is unfortunate that typographical

sanguinary

himself a dramatist. If the author of
“Paradise Lost” scarcely avoided such misthe plain letters, ** John
Astonishment and’ wonder were. seen
‘takes
as these, the rest of us may well be
Nevers, May 1, 188-", one year exactly upon his countenance.
He gazed upon
cautious lest we confound our own selfishfrom that present day, gave him no. clue | the dollar, turned it, round, and looked
_ | again and again; then he lobked round | ness with the common good. The best
to the identity of the donor.
test of the wisdom of our wishes and op' The next day Mrs. Nevers and the him on all sides, to see who might have inions is to ask ourselves whether Christ
closely,

with
a story

of a poor-house inmate,

Maine.

‘* Milton's haughty | be disposed lo share We, feeling of the, Wald.

:

While he put on his coat, he slipped one

The

opens

the t'other Mounting,”—in

gives a pleasant account of a hunting tour in

records a long series of contests between the
different cantons, or struggles by them united
against the overreaching power of Austria, or

the

The first number came Saturday afler- | foot into one of his shoes; but feeling to write in blank verse ; and pooh-poohed
‘at Shakespeare because Milton was not
noon of that week.
something hard, he stooped down and
scrutinized

Atlantic

colored map of

which the powerful workings of conscience
and the desire for revenge are strikingly de-.

thinker,

section for ene year, and ordered it to “be

pleased recipient

June

dialecl—* Over on

Basel Minsters become on the picture pages
Ministers.
‘The subject matter of the Book is well presented. Alth
r

no walls so sacred but must go to
were
:
the grouhd when he wanted elbow-room ;

price of] what wonder or, joy he might express.

and enclosed the

license

conception of himself

The student did so, and then placed

a | Dimself, with the professor,

the

4

inthe North American Review for June.
fanatic teetotaler ?— Selected.
places or even to be removed alt
. We First we have an article by the Hon. Hugh
are no longer allowed to love the
Stuarts and -MeCulloch on “ Our Future Fiscal Policy”,
]
| haté Henry
the VIII. with
of treating of the problems of refunding, the reEven Milton, says James Russell Lo- | fifty oto diy while the wavetheof simplicity
ET
:
Fi
threatened to sweep William Tell away
entire- monetization of silver, and the restoration of
well, magnified. himself and mnininmized
ly. But many people are still found who will the United States to their just rank among the
the rest ofthe world:

** My dear friend,” answered the professor, ‘‘ we must never amuse ourselves
at the expense of others, especially the
poor; but you are rich, and you may give
yourself a much greater . pleasure by
| Means of this poor man. Put a dollar in
selves behind the bushes.”

he went

erate drinker,

effect.—S. 8. Times.

3

errors

man

, ing about getting dinner—Mr. Nevers | growing, and feeling in their hearts a | ©e©ded
to put on his other shoe; but how
‘insisted, in these days of sad decline,

ih

spiritual

pleasure many scenes that have

in reality.

robbed him of his money, ruined his good

>

by

waterfalls and hamlets of that wonderful
country, while the traveler will recognize with

journeyed from the cradle to the grave
he fell among
saloon-keepers,
who

the

sentences,

—

There are few, if any, popular histories of
Switzerland, where the story of that little
republic is told in a concise, interesting form,
to claim the attention of the general ' reader.
In these days of travel, when
hnndreds of
Americans are annually seeking pleasure and
health among the Alps, and each leading
American-newspaper has its Swiss correspondent, such
a book is needed, and the volume
before us is calculated to supply the want.
It
is the third volume in: their © Library of
Entertaining History,” India and Egypt having previously appeared.
The illustrations
are of natural scenery, and give the stranger
a good idea of the mountains
and valleys,

**0-+o

certain

anthems,

are continued, and there are some

invalids.

Gospel

The Gospel in all Lands for May contains
the fullest and most complete account of Missjon Work in China that has been published in

SWITZERLAND.
By Harriet D. S. MacKensie.
One
hundred illustrations.
Boston:
D.
Lothrop & Co. 12mo. pp. 575.
($1.50). :

A MODERN PARABLE.
a

and

motets, chants and responses for opening and
closing public worship.
It is published b
White, Smith & Co., Boston.
Ge
Li

people both in England and America.
* Faith
and Freedom * is not an unfitting title “to the
volume, but there seems to us to be more freedom than faith in its doctrine and teaching.

He finds time for every child he meets,
and you'll always see them climbing into
his one-horse wagon when he has no
other load. He really seems to have a
genius for helping folks in all sorts of
common ways, and it does me good
every day, just to meet him on_ the
streets.”— Selected.

And it came to pass as

Clubs

China, 17x18 inches, will be forwarded postage
paid on receipt of forty cents.
The maga.
zine alone is 25cts. New York: Fagene R.
Smith,

power and love

than a religion of pure faith.

sometimes

bouquets

Temperance

Anthems, a collection of

much in his system, and he will without doubt
find large audience among earnest intellectual

plants in winter just for thé sake of being
little

for

through him
kindles and supports that love;
of man reconciled to God through Christ, an
reconciled to his brother man; of God incarnate in all men in the same manner, though not
in the same degree,as he was.
ihcarnate in

His mind is

thought that he and his wife keep houseable to send

Songs

and he preaches a religious philosophy rather

after his

I've

:

wh

Temperance Meetings, (30cts.), and Hodges's

the fulfillment of which is their destiny.
That extract is characteristic of the mman.

He is always ready to watch

authors,

[For sale by

‘this form, giving the names of all the missionaries, statistics, present condition, etc. The

Christ; of the. vast

two

English

In the musical line we have Biglow & Main’s. .
(New York) Hymn Service for The Sunday-school, No. 2 (15cts.); John Burns's (St.
Louis) -Twilight Zephyrs for the Sundayschool*(20ets:) ; the National Temperance Society’s (New York) Temperance and Gospel

Christ has

well reminds us that Milton clamored for to inspire other men with self-forget
e leading denominational paper of the | The poor man had soon finished his looser
fulness 88
divorce laws because his wife left P ohialn with them a Datiow’s freedom.
Tell
work,-and come across the field to the
Suits
i
:
:
ves
8
the
music
of
Rossini,
in
him; called Thyme
the invention of a Sohiller’s magnificent play, and, deeper and
sent to his backslidden and recalcitrant | Path Where he had left his coat and shoes. barbarous
yet,
he
age” as soon as he concluded

mornings with

»

He

E. J. Lane & Co.

which all men are « ntained, und
the depth of
the immortality in which they now live and

neighbor,

classical

Each book is tastefully bound.

disclosed in his own life, as the true life of man-

kind; of the

OAN DO.

with a sick neighbor, and look

of the soul of John Nevers, and placed his

and preparations parishioner, John Nevers.

-

persons are, of course, fictitious.

poor man, with a small family, but this.| bushes close by, through which
night, while his wife was getting supper,
could easily watch the laborer, and

he sat down

“the chil-

"good wife what to say to the minister
. and to the various brethren with whom he
When

suffered the paper

close,

for church-going.
Mr. Nevers, meanwhile, sitting around
in the house in his week-day clothes, unshaven and unshorn, feeling ill at ease
and guilty over his spiritual lapse, no

had grievances.

Mr.

ly newspaper that took the dumps and the
bitterness and the spiritual deadness out |

The pastor's visit presently drew ton |

~ doubt, amused himself by directing his

g ’

that

lively, original, high-toned religious fami-

expensive luxury.”

delight, and-flitied around as blithesome
as the newly-arrived blue-birds, with

chores

try.

quaintance - with

he says:

Christ my Master; of the life which

thousand dollars, and it's very little - that
subscription papers
But a new family
never moves into the village that he does
not find them out, to give them a neighborly welcome, and offer any little service he can render. He is usually on the
lookout to give strangers a seat in his pew

Nevers had a suspicion in that direction
from the frequent and substantial gifts
that found their way from the farm to the
parsonage in the course of the year. Parson Proctor told his wife that he never in-vested any money before that paid such
good interest, both in a spiritual and temporal sense, when he took into consideration those extra creature comforts, and,
what was of far greater moment, the subsequent vigorous yet humble Christian
walk of his old parishioner.
. The characters and incidents in this
sketch are not apocryphal. Names of the

have bad the paper, we feel lit to be an | ach shoe, and then we will hide

was almost belligerent. As the® winter
" snows melted away and the
ground: be-

their morning

house.

speaking of a. village carpenter, ‘* who
has done more good, I really believe, in
this community, than any other person
who ever lived in it. He can not talk
very well in prayer-meeting, and he
doesn’t often

unworthy of the attention of older persons who
would either make or renew a partial ae-

e is daily giving of himself to man, and of the
inspiration which
he pours into us all; of God
as revealed in the highest way thro
h Jesus

.|

said :his

change

speak of God abiding in Nature and abiding in
man; of God immanentin history, and filling
and impelling, day by day, the race of man to a
§lorions and a righteous end; of the revelation

Onl
Bah
ci gn oo

¢ There is a man,”

mental

of young people, whilé they are by no means

frankly accept the proved
conclusions
of
science and criticism, there remain yet to me
untouched and clear the great spiritual truths
of the soul, the eternal revelation of God, the
deep life of Christianity,
. . . . I shall

statement, ‘‘ Prayer and provender hinder
no man’s journey."— Selected.

THE GOOD ONE MAN

in the

honesty. Now it is different. Now, I know
that I shall be able to declare that, while I

trious and faithful.
So we come back to the truth of the old

marked, * A good deal depends upon the
kind of spirit with which we listen to a
sermon.” And the oldest daughter added,
I think we all enjoy the Sunday
service better when we have the — to

to them, but it may be inferred

will

ten been the case when a paper is. given
up. When two or three years’ sibseription is paid at once, and that after we

clerk’s office, if they wanted to dispute
the matter.”
:
:
Take it all in all, Mr. Nevers was in a
decidedly uncomfortable state of mind.
Indeed, his attitude towards the church

.dren hailed the Sunday

did,
y

daily life,his workmen had become indus-

really

style and language that will win the attention

po-

sermons

The moment I proclaimed my unbelief in
miracles,—for example, in the miracle & the
incarnation,—I could not remain in the Church,
even were I allowed to remain, and hope to do
any good.
Jvary one would accuse me of dis-

Since he had made his religion real in his

certainty who it was that sent the paper

luxuries

without payingfr it, and at the end

er since the town was incoporated, as any

an

ecclesiastical change

he hud found it profitable, even financial-

improved

about this matter; Mr. Nevers is
not a laggard in money matters, but he perplexity when he can not find them.”

one could see by the records’in the town

Nevers

has

The volume by Mrs. Richardson contains
romantic and fairy-like stories from Chaucer,
Spenser, and Shakespeare, which are told in

among ‘éxtreme infidels or materialists. Of
his leaving the Church of England, and of the
mental attitude which led to and attended that

an altar, and years afterward testified that
the

but the

volume at hand show that the

The test was true in that case. The
brother confessed that he had omitted
family worship because he did not wish
to hinder his workmen. He was touched
with the reproof and immediately set up

in

ing narrative.

4 was of slow: and steady growth.
He now
accepts the great truths of Christianity. without,
its
miracles, but does not properly
belong

“ Well, itis true, but I would like to’

God

and fancy, fine feeling,*rich humor and charm-

It is a marked

name, destroyed his reason, and then French masters, yet the pages interest of their
are so illuminatTHE LUXURY OF DOING GOOD.
kicked him out worse than dead.
ed by deeds of heroism that the long story of
A young man of eighteen or twenty, a
A moderate drinker came that way, and wars do not become
monotonous.
The
student in a university, went one day to
when he saw him he said: ‘He is but a vicinity of lakes Leman and Lucern becomes
take a walk with a professor, who was
dog; they served him right; let him die; more than beautiful as we read of the patriotic
deeds that have been enacted on their banks.
commonly called * the students’ friend,”
he is a curse to his family.”
The thirty brave men at Rutli who * raised
such was his kindness to the young men
And also a license voter came that way,
their hands towards Heaven and swore to the
whom it was his office to instruct. While
and when he saw him he said: ¢ The. Lord ¢ faithfully to live and die for the rights
they were now walking together, and the
brute! put a ball and chain on his leg and of the people, to suffer no injustice, but also to
professor was seeking to lead the convercommit none,’ ” have had an influence on all
work him on the street.”
sation to grave subjects, they saw a pair |
freedom-lovi
And a fanatfoveetotaler came that way, who graspedng people since. Winkelried,
the Austrian lances and died
of old shoes lying in the path, which they
and when he
saw him he had compassion
crying “make way for liberty,” while his
supposed must belong to a poor man who
on him and raised him up, assisted him to comrades marched
the bregch he had
‘rent religious reading also. When we was at work in a field close by, and who, his home and ministered to his wants and made to victory, andthrough
Bonnivard, the prisener
-had
nearly
finished
his
day’s
work.
took a religious paper and paid for it in
to the wants of his family; got him to of Chillon, have been inspiration to many a
. The young student turned to the prodispairing leader in morals as well as battles,
advance, we enjoyed it greatly and resign the pledge and started him on his
We make ‘a quotation in respect to the
ceived much benefit from it.
In fact, fessor saying,—
journey in-comfort and happiness.
opinions entertained by some that William
“Let
us
play
the
man
a
trick.
We
will
my husband used to say he could not get
Whom think you was the greater friend Tell was a Myth:
:
:
. on without it. There was one unwise hide his shoes, and conceal ourselves be- of
humanity, the saloon-keeper, the modIn these days of change, all the old historical
hind those bushes, and watch to see his
thing

Esquire Benton's horse hitched in No. 5
of the meeting-house horse-sheds, which
had ‘‘ belonged to the Nevers family ev-

came settled, Mrs.

Proctor

sition, outwardly,

know who. told you.”
*¢ No one told me, but I knew that had
you been in the habit of having family
worship, that cat would not have jumped

acknowledge

fact ,
delightful book of anecdotes andreveries

fidelity to what he

conceived to be the truth,

Stories

have been added to“ Underbrush,” which isa

the Church of
Jdold.

change that he has made in his theological

read, in connection with the Sundayhe can put down on
school lesson, througk the week.”
:
for any other object.
The Nevers family did not know for a

thinks the subscrip-

cut-off some

Parson

spiritual culture and simple

“Yes, I know it.”

ly, to

brush and of Abby Sage Richardson’s

Jrom Old English Poetry. One or two sketches

The friend and biographer of Robertson, ho resembléd that beloved preacher in respect to

with the family, said:
a
:
*“ Brother, how is it you have been a
church-member so long, and yet are not
a converted man?”
‘¢ Are you my judge?”
“I know you by your fruits. You have
no family worship.”
“Do you know that I have no family
worship?”

ejaculation, whén Mrs. Nevers softly re-

from the table, so as to keep the paper
» mons.”
:
:
:
along. But Mr. Nevers thought best to
Then, too, Mr. Nevers had lost faith in stop it.”
the deacons; and one of the leading
“So you do not take any paper now?”
brethren had taken unfair advantage of queried the pastor’s wife. ‘You must
him in a small way.
¢ The very small- miss it very much, you are all so fond of
ness of it makes it the more despicable,” reading.”
he said. Next, he had got jnto some
“ Oh,” Mrs. Nevers hastened to say,
difficulty about his pew in the meeting- ‘ we take a political paper, an agricultuhouse; and finally he made up his mind ral paper, and our local paper. Mr.
‘that there was no sentiment of real Nevers would not get behind in politics
Christian brotherhood in the church, and or prices current.
He says we can get
gave up his attendance upon public wor- our religious and spizitual food from the
Bible and ou hymn-books.
ship altogether.
:
And so we
His wife and children went to meeting .can in a great measure, but one likes buroccasionally, however, when

‘Either

latterly by his withdrawal from
England and entrance into the

aged class leader, and after having praye

it

a———.

Houghton, Mifflin & Co. (Boston) issue new
editions of the late’James T, Fields's Under

Mr. Brooke has drawn considerable public
attention to himself by his force and eloquence
asg preacher, by his manly character, and

4-0-0
+00

out of the window, frightened, as
when we kneltto pray.”

hard life of his fellow beings.
Pepacton? ig.
a book for summer reading, from which one
may derive both pleasure and profit.

FAITH AND FREEDOM. By Stopford A. Brooke.
Boston: George H. Ellis. 12mo. pp. 366.
($1.50).
Shan
:

CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE.
Rev. Mr. Christopher once called on an

dered the road side, Mrs. Nevers drove to

wonderfully, or I have, for I have

sitting-

tion is toe high. For my part, I should
be willing to go without something in the

is a

‘

morning,
‘put on his best clothes, and said
incidentally, * To be neat and comely is
a very simple and proper-way
of showing
respect for God’s day.”
On the Sunday when the apple blossoms
drifted down like the first undefiled winter snow upon the velvety emerald turf
that spread about the homestead and bor-

charging for them when he took them.”

Hunt

and its editorials and*’contributions

know

* what to make of it.

a

enlarge their hearts and their . understandings.”
* We have no religious paper now,”
said Mrs. Nevers, timidly.
*¢ The: Subscription ran out a year ago, and Mr.
Nevers says he can not afford to revive it

thetic state spiritually. He was a burden both to himself and to his family;
it did

into

been much edified to-day.”
:
There was a little space of silence
among the occupants ofthe handsome and
substantial family carriage after - the last

with such real interest in his look and

~ Mr. Nevers had long been a church-

Mr.

¢¢ but

tones that Mrs. Nevers could take no
manner of offense at the question.
‘Oh, I keep things orderly and quiet.
Our unbelieving neighbor does not call
when I am at home, and my husband
does npt care to go out.
After dinner I
read the Bible with the children, and go
over
the Sunday-school lessons with
them as well as I can without helps
of any kind:
“You take a religious newspaper of
course?
You can interest the whole
family as to what is going on in the visible church everywhere by means of that;

Family rele.

cold,

for

room; and so

Is required, but-every hand
Spins, though but ropes of sand. If Love should come,
Stooping above when we are done,
To find bright threads
That we have held, that it may spin them longer—find but shreds
That break when touched, how cold,
Sad, shivering,
portionless, the hands will
hold
The broken strands and know
4
Fresh cause for woe.
— Christian Union.

but he was now ina

burst

bloom,he shaved himself early in the |

of as large as gooseberries, Mr. Nevers had

had better be here myself. But my heart
is with you all the same.”
““ What do you do on Sundays when
you remain at home?” asked the pastor,

Bat what it spins and winds a Itttle skein.
God made each hand for work—not toil-stain

~ WHAT A RELIGIOUS FAMILY
PAPER DID.

barn

comes in here and smokes in my

Strong stuff to use. .
No hand but winds some thread;
It can not stand quite still till it is dead

‘was tired of him.

condition

husband
to stay at home alone all day.
He gets dull, and goes over to neighbor

at the task

and the church—well,

shocking

apple-trees

adOn

meeting ; and by the time the apples were

tatingly, ** I don’t think it's good for my

The value of the threads, or choose

member,

so Achilles

| you kngw Mr. Nevers has got out of the
way of going to meeting.
Then,” hesi-

mere

And wind them round
Till all the skein of life is bound,
5

Nevers's

offended

ing, in order to shield her husband,

ae

Sometimes forgetting
To ask

the

that fitted

mind and" heart so grew from. bad to interested himself in * looking out” the
worse that by the time the grass was Sunday-school lesson : Saturday night;
showing its delicate green shading over Sunday morning, without a relevant word,
his broad, rich meadows and pastures, he drove to meeting himself with his famand the gay, downy buds of the apple- ily.
trees were making themselves visible,
On the return drive he ejaculated at inthere cdme-a Sunday when,
through his tervals in this wise,—
emphatic interdict, not one of the Nevers
** Esquire Benton has mended the brokfamily appeared in church.
: en bars in ‘my meetifg-house shed.” *¢I
The very next day the pastor and his believe TI like the new pew better than I
wife, who all along had been in the habit did our old one. We can’t see the singers
of calling occasionally, notwithstanding quite so well, but we are at a better angle
the unpleasant state of affairs, drove up with the preacher’s face.” ¢‘ Deacon Gil™'
to see if there was any one of the family bert was uncommonly friendly to-day.”
ill.
:
¢ Captain Harris
asked me
to drive
“We are all very well, thank you,” over with you, Caroline, some day,
said poor Mrs. Nevers, blushing over the. call on the folks, and get a batch of
effort she was so suddenly called upon to their early asparagus and lettuce in return
make in concealing the new and para- for those turnips I gave him last fall. I
mount reason for her absence from meet- presume Le thought I didn’t think of

art near.

--Oliver

wishes,”

brother would retort.
And
sat in his tent day after day.

woe,

(Contentto suffer, while we know,
Living and dying,

husband’s

the

Hiterary. Bodies,

¢¢ O, dearest sir,” answered the youth,
¢¢ you have taught me a lesson that I hope
never to forget. I feel now the truth of
the words which I never before understood, ‘It is more blessed to give than
to receive.’ "— Selected.

either

right on to Mr. John Nevers, and an
mirable fit, too, from head to foot.

« Of course, Father, I did not make my-

We smile at pain while thou art near!

was

———
*
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in—8
held in

this with
tabernacle, 60 ft. by 100 ft., and

city,
the spacious M. E. church of the by no
was

selected for the ** overflow,”

of
meany fully adequate to the demands

together at

the large crowds that came

the various meetings. That the interest
in the Sunday-school work in Illinois is
poth profound and widely spread is manitest by the great throng of enthusiastic
workers who came together at thislong-

to-be-remembered gathering.
on

Thursday

morning,

himself

to

forsake

shall

at nine

be

:

the

pass

¢ he

bill.

exalt-

Pastor's Place,”

was well

reader may

"There were present on the occasion

a

a better basis with a prospect
prominence and permanency.
Among the workers at the

on

of more

Convention,

thoroughly consecrated to his work.
He
spoke on several occasions, but in this
paper we have room for only brief refer-

ences to a few of the many fine“ addresses
made during the convention.
Nes dius last address was at the
overflow meeting held in the church.

This was outside the regular programme
and we doubt not but that it was without
any gpecial preparation on the part of the

speaker.
was the
Christ ?”

He chose for his topie, ‘ What
mission of our Lord Jesus
He began by saying that the

Lord Jesus came to serve many purposes :

that he came to bring light, chase away
the darkness and reveal God to man; referred to the words of the Saviour, John

be-

and
and

with

all

meek

dis-

humble

spirit

let him work, hopeful, cheerful and ever

the Son of Man is come to seek and to
save that which is lost.” And

although

he did this, yet many look down upon

him. - Zaccheus being little of stature
-could not see the Lord; 80 “he ran be~ fore and climbed up into a sycamore tree

to see him ;” and s0 many are doing now.
Instead of following Christ

they

There are two kinds of insanity,

tal and moral.

men-

The former is the loss

the mind, or of the proper control
In this condition, brought on
or disease, or, as is more

by

of

of it.
trouble

frequently

the

case, by dissipation, it is not surprising
that men take their own lives. : The other

class, the morally

insane,

bave

become

so by willfully and persistently ignoring

the elaimg of God
have no

and, man,

until they

gdequate conception of the wrong

run

involvedin destroying the life that God
Bag’ bis given, and over which he alone hds

before and look down upon him.
Zaccheus at the command of the Saviour,

- came down and received

INSANITY.

knows

him joyfully.

the right of control. Such a man is apt
to regard his life as his own ‘possession,

Not only this, but he showed a willing-- whichhe may dispose of as he wills, with-

ess to make restitution for wrong and
We hear him saying, ‘* Behold, Lord, the

half of my goods I give to the poor; and

+ if F have taken anything from any man
,
’

out any wrong or personal

a

school

to

and weary.

teach

and

to

element in American children ought to be
repressed.
A tendency to precocity is the
bane of American childhood.”
In

discussing

school

discipline,

The

Toronto Globe says that a sunny face and
a kindly tone are mightier forces with the
average boy or girl than the darkest frown

or the sternest accents can possibly be.

Professor W. T. Harris, lately superintendent of the St. Louis schools, is men-

tioned as thé probable" Chancellor

of the

Texas State University.
It is expected
that an endowment fund of two million
dollars will be raised.
The compulsory school law in Connecticut works
well. The
school population of the State last year was 140,235 ; all,
with the exception of. 13,5665, attended
school.
The cost last year was $1,408,374.74.
A school of gardening and practical floriculture is to be opened at the Crystal Palsce

near London,

for the

benefit

of

stu-

dents of landscape gardening andgentlemen
likely to be

the

owners,

the

conservators

or managers of great estates.

Picturesqueness will not interfere with
accuracy nor grace with terseness.
The
average school history is apt to be the
dreariest and dullest of productions, and
it is small wonder if a clever and imaginative child feels that the study is a painful
task. — Trib une.
The schools of Philadelphia are far less
efficient than they should be, and the
saldschool
to lle government
In the absurdis fashion
introuble
which is the
organ-

ized.

It is conducted by a Board of Edu-

cation and various sectional boards, and
this results in endless confusion.
It is both pleasant and novel to read the
comments upon the recent action of Cambridge admitting women to fuller privileges. It has already had a remarkable effect in liberalizing opinion.
In the past
in

the

popular

ideas

women’s education.— Tribune.
Skilled mechanic
some

labor

is

parts

ad-

concerning

one

of

of ‘the

the

South.

Good house-carpenters and geod cooks
‘are notably rare. Te do something to
meet the lack of good carpenters, Bishop
Warren has introduced into Atlanta University a polytechnic

department,

and

the

colored students are reported to show
much interest in this new branch of study.
— West. Chris. Advocate.
;
Compound

_—
Oxygen

in

Epilepsy.

The following is fo extract from a letter received from a
patient who
had used Compound Oxygen for Epilepsy. It is dated March
1879: * I commenced taking the Compound
Oxygen last April
(1878) for epilepsy, and
have taken four months’ treatment.
It has

helped mé more than all the

peril.

He

JOHN

medicinés which

Address Drs. Starkey & Pa-

BERRY

N.

Y.,

Oct. 22, 1880, aged 80 years. . He was born in
Concord, N. H. in 1800.
His ancestors came
from England,
one branch settling in N. H.,
and one in Falmouth (now Portland), Maine.
The. Berrys were a patriotic family, and his
father wasin the battle of Bennington, Vt.
His father went from Exeter to Concord, with
his bride on a pillion behind him, traveling by
a bridle
path, guided by spotted trees and
the stars. At one time they lived in a block
house for protection from the Indians.
They
were the first to use glass in their windows,
in that part of the State. Mr. Berry came to
this town, one of the first settlers, where he
had lived more than half a century, beloved
by his family, a useful, worthy and respected

citizen,

Funeral sermon by Rev. L. E, Bates

from Pealm 119:75,
JOHN C. BERRY,
son of the abcve, died in
Aurelia, Iowa, Nov. 2, 1880. . He was born in
Concord, N, H., in 1828,
This son and his

wife had spent the summer with their aged
parents in Cowlesville, doing’
all they could
fot their comfort, and returned to their Western home but a few weeks before his death. He
leaves
a family and other friends to mourn
his sudden decease.
=

MRs. SOPHRONIA TENNRY BERRY died in
Cowlesville, 'N. Y., Feb. 21, 1881, aged9
ears. She was a lineal descendant of the
Tenney family that came from Yorkshire, England, in 1639, and settledin the Rogers* Plantation, Mass.,
branch of the

afterwards called
wiley.
A
Tenney family moved to: Con-

6, 1801.

married

cord, N. H., where Mrs. Berry was born, June
She

young,

late husband came to this town,

.a8 8 part of the

‘“ Holland

and

with

her

then known

Purchase,”

where

she has always lived in the faithful discharge
of all life’s duties. Possessed of an unusually
clear and vigorous intellect, her influence wus

felt

is

in the <hurch,

prayer-meeting,

and

the

Sunday-school,

in all good works.

the

Many

a wayfarer will remember, with gratitude, not
oul her substantial aid, but the sound advice

none the less culpable for this moral
insanity than he is for. the crime it ren-

of thig eminently Christian woman. She was a
member many years of a Congregational church
but when she came to this village, she joined

ders possible.—West. Chris. Advocate.

Nate

1

»

Wl,

days before
in favor of
His sudden
family and

cure

for

Wounds,
Bruises,

and all Skin Diseases.

|.

At the monthly

City.

of one doctor’s visit. For sale everywhere,

For Internal and

Rev.

faithful Christian

all

been a constant sufferer) caused by inflammatory rhidumatism,
ile her active life always

told for the causesf
Christ and the interest of
humanity.
Her confinement at home, by affliction, did not hinder her living and working for the cause of religion.
Her corfiding
trust and patient enduring did much to show

the blessedness of the religion of Jesus

External

ow

Use,

Is a SURE CURE for all the Diseases for which It Is recommended,
and Is ALWAYS PERFECTLY SAFE in the hands of
even the most inexperienced persons,

through life. ,Forithe\ last 5 years she had

whom

she loved, and in the struggles of ;death,
Christ the Lord was all in all to her.
Her
Christian sympathy did much to comfort dnd
cheer the life of her companion, and many a
burdened heart was relieved by ber loving and
wise counsel.
She left an aged companion,
two daughters and a large circle of friends to
.mourn their loss. We miss her here, but hope
to meet her in the better land.
Funeral services at Hillsboro’, March 26, conducted by
the writer ; text, Job 14:14, 15; and at Agency
City, March 27, by Elder E. Tibbets; text,
‘Phil. 1:20, 21.
JON. H. DECKER.
in

cumstances he compounded

A°PURELY VEGETABLE REMEDY

a few

After Mr. H’s death, she married

died

sumption.» Under these cir-

"PAIN KILLER

Father

meeting

THURSTON

physicians, to die with Con-

VEGETABLE

J. Newbold,of Hillsboro’, in 1861, who still
survives, though
quite infirm.
Mrs. N. experienced religion
when about 12 years old,

Miss MERCY

dis-

PERRY DAVIS’

of Agency City, Iowa, died
March 24.
She was born
Feb. 16, 1810; came with
to Ohio in 1818;
married’
Mr. H. D. Hoyt, in Ohio
him and settled in Agency

and has been an rie,

and all Lung

Price 25 and 50c per bottle

the writer.
EL
H. W. VAUGHN.
BUSAN, wife of Rev. J. Newbold and sister
of Rev. KE. Dudley,
in Hillsboro, Iowa,
in Charleston, Me.,
her father’s family
her first husband,
in 1850 ; came with

Rub

Cough,

eases, when used in season.
Fifty years ago, Elde
Downs was given up by his

it in well with the hand.
Sold by all druggists.

his death, he left his last testimony
the cause he had so Jong loved.
death as cast a gloom over the
community. ‘Funeral discourse by

It is a sure and quick remedy for COUGHS, SORE
THROAT, CHILLS, and similar troubles; affords instant relic/
in. the most malignant forms of DIPHTHERIA,

known remedy for RHEUMATISM

and is the best

and NEURALGIA.

THE OLDEST, BEST, AND MOST WIDELY KNOWN
FAMILY MEDICINE IN THE WORLD.
It has been

used with’ such

wonderful

success

HAS STOOD THE TEST OF 40 YEARS’ CONSTANT
USE IN ALL COUNTRIES AND CLIMATES.
It

is

RECOMMENDED

by

Physicians,

Missionaries,

Ministers, Managers of Plantations, Work«Sheps, and
Factories, Nurses in Hospitals—in short, by Everybody
everywhere

who has ever given it a trial.

IT IS WITHOUT A RIVAL AS A LINIMENT.
It should always be used for Pain in the Back
and

brings

speedy

and permanent

relief in all cases

Cuts, Sprains, Severe Burns, Scalds, eto.
i

©

NO

FAMILY

CAN

SAFELY

BE

and Side,
of

WITHOUT

Bruises,

IT,

If will

annually save many times its cost in doctors’ bills, and its price
brings it within the reach of all. It is sold at 25¢.
a bottle, and can be obtained from all druggists.

PERRY

in all

parts of the world for CRAMPS, CHOLERA, DIARRH(EA,
DYSEN
Y, and all BOWEL
COMPLAINTS, that it is
considered ai unfailing cure for these diseases,

DAVIS

50¢. and $1.00
x

& SON, Providence, R. I.
Pranriatnrse

Notting-

ham, N. H., Nov. 20, 1880, aged 70 years.

She

experienced religion about 45 years ago and
joined the F'. B. church in New Market where
she
remained until’ 1872, when at her re-

quest she received a letter of ~disnission from
this church and joined the F. B. church in
Nottingham where she remained until her
death. Sister Thurston-was-a-constant-attendant at the house of God and had taken the
Morning Star ever since the first publication.
She leaves one brother and sister, also a large

circle of friends, to mourn their loss.

| A PERFECT STRENGTHENER.A SURE REVIVER.

CoM.

EusBY G. ANDREWS died at Ashland, N.
H., Feb. 6, in his 76th year. He was born in
Chelsea; Vt., and made a profession of relig-

ion when

nineteen

yearsold.

He

was

referred with Christian confidence

mittent Fevers, Want of Appetite, Loss of Strength, Lack of Energy, etc. Enriches

bap-

BITTER

~ Mrs. RHODA E. ATHA died in Ravenswood,
West Va., May 1, aged 3) years. Her mother
dying when she was a child, she was deprived
of the fostering care which flows from mater

Path-school

universal

I

ed but a few months. She occupied a prominent
osition in the ehuréh—was organist and Sab-

teache

he

favorite with both
and pleasant, social,

only known to be loved.
brought to Rutland for
services conducted “by
The large congregation

never before.

was

a

young—gentle, kind
te and pure, she was

WHO

AN

ED WITH THE GEOGRAPHY OF THIS COUNTRY, |
i VSEE BY EXAMINING THIS MAP, THAT THE
Q

b.
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Chas
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|
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evens
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Mis. SUSAN W., wife of John Barnes, died
in North Providence, R. I., April 28, aged 67

She

UNA
WwW

Rev. 8. “H. Barrett.
mourned as they hail

i

years.

IS

The remains were
interment; funeral

But their loss is her gai

The only

as Tasting the Food, Belching, Heat in the Stomach, Heartburn, ete.

Iron Preparation that will not blacken the teeth or give
Sold by all druggists. Write for the A B C Book, 32 pp, of
headache.
:
—useful and amusing reading— sent free. |
BROWN CHEMICAL CO., Baltimore, Md.

to his ap- |

an early
with the
In Oct.,
has last-

They act

the blood, strengthens the muscles, and gives new life to the nerves.

like a charm on the digestive organs, removing all Jsspepiie symptoms, such

proaching departure.
For
forty years the
orning Star was his intimate companion,
In the great sufferings of his last sickness he
was blessed with the untiring care of a faithful
daughter, Mrs. S. D. Whitten, with whom he
loved to make his home.
Seven ehildren
mourn a father’s death, while but one of a family of eight brothers, is now living..C. D. D.

nal solicitude and affection,
At
age she professed religion, and united
First F. Baptist church in Rutland.
1880, she was married, but this relation

recommended ‘for all diseases re-

are highly

BITTERS

TRON

quiring a certain and efficient tonic 3 especially Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Inter-

tized by Elder Buzzell. - Although spending
much of his time during
later years with his
children in Ashland, his membership was with
the Holderness and Center Harbor church. He
spoke often in social meetings of the great joy
it afforded him to meet with God’s people, and

ghgldon

was the daughter of the late Fos-

ter E. Peck, and was married to Mr. Barnes in
1842. For several years subsequent to their
marriage they resided at Greenville, but some
twenty-five years ago they removed to Wil-

bour's Hill in North

died in Cowlesville,

sure

. Js a sure remedy for!
§Cotghs, Colds, Whooping

moved

them efficient workers in the church,

;

ONE HUNDREP WORDS, and for those sent by persons who dQ not patronize the Morning
Star it
is but just that CASH should accompany the copy
at the rate of FOUR CENTS PER LINE of eight
words, VERSES are inadmissible.

world ;” and proceeded to show that Christ manifesting a real gnxiety for the salvamade known the character of the Father. tion of souls.
He said that we can come to know God ---Ashley; 1ll., May 12, '81.
through Christ only, and that if we reject
his teachings, we shall never know God;
believer

ps

PARTICULAR
NOTICR,
Obituaries
should
be
BRIEF and for the public, For the excess over

maintain-

work

with

promote

®bitwaries.

of mind

ever

Asa

the

the

It is not

application

there

to

of

len, 1109 and 1111 Girard St., Philadelphia, Pa.

ing a deep interest, and prayerful anxiety to grasp the hidden treasure.
8. The superintendent, must be at the
feet of Jesus,

wife

Professor G. S. Hall, of
Harvard, says
that ¢¢ the development of the intellectual

chronic disease.

enough merely to read the Bible as some
do. Be satisfied only by an active, earand heart to Bible truth,

for the

their children the Italian language
give them an English education.

“the Scriptures for choice treasure,—must

ciple of Christ,

more of God’ than the most profound
scholar and philosopher without Christ.
Another part of the Saviour’s mission
was, he cameto die for our sins:
** For

re-

Pve taken for the last five years.
Have only
had spasms one time since I commenced taking the Oxygen.
I think I am entirely
cured
of the spasms, and I have not taken the Oxygen régularly for several months, and my
ealth is better in every way than for several
years before.”
Our Treatise on Compound
Oxygen, which is sent free, will be found of
great value to all who are suffering from any

7. He must have a place among the
diligent students of God's word,—search

nest, and vigorous

Ottendorfer,

scribed funds to open

great wants of

there will be few, if any non-attendants

said, *‘T have manifested thy name unto

~that the most unlearned

5,000

vance

of Sunday-school in the community.

diligence
and devotion.

thon gavest me outof the

has

ten years there has been a marvellous

tween all Sunday-school workers and
pupils. If the work is well managed,

study constantly and diligently.

of O, where he remained 2 years; then

The Italian coélony at Vineland, N. J.
which numbers over 200 people, has sub-

given

school system.

in his,

settled in

B. was long a subscriber to the Star. A liberal supporter of the gospel, his house was always the home of the minister and the hungry

Committee

A

Obid tp. He embraced religion at the age of
23 and united with the Regular Baptist church

lan-

editor of the New York Staats Zeitung, has

So far as possible there should

Mich., and

1834,

German

School

. Mrs. Oswald

one school, would be much less so, if not
an entire failure,
in another,
Success

existing

‘he came to Branch Co.,

a candi-

Bera College, Ky., an institution

Schemes
that might be very successfal in

be a real, mutual friendship

derhook township. Born in Sarstogs Co,; N.
Y., he moved with his parents tothe Western

education of whites and blacks, has lately
secured from contributors in six States ar
endowment of $50,000.

2

17 :6—in which just before the betrayal he
the men which

examined

in the public schools.

dren, and he must have a place

For Man and Beast.

MRS, A. 8. D. BATES.

part of the State at the age of 3 years; in

tion of souls, guard against the severance

for them.

ourselves

Noth-

do for her comfort.

JOHN BRADLEY
was thrown from his wagon
and instantly killed, in Coldwater City, Mich.,
Apr.21;aged 73 years. He was a resident of Kin-

the

fused to sanction the proposed modifications of the code of corporal punishment

of Irish descent; is of a dark complexion
and about the medium hight, and is most

ral districts, and thus place

in ru-

now for

idea that they are working for the salva-

was the well known G. C. Needham who
as an evangelist has long been prominent
at Chicago. This gentleman is ‘probably

better received and more efficient

could

to Kinderhook tp. and united with the Regular
Baptist church in the ceriter of the township,
remaining there until a ¥. B. church was organized near his home, with which he united
and remained a member uutil hiy death, 23
years.
Father B. was . twice
married—in
1835 to Elizabeth Cady, by whom he had 6
children (3 had passed on before him), and in
1846 to Mary Gripman, who had 4 small children by a former marriage and who bore him
four more.
These children were all brought
up under the same roof and as the result of
godly examples and proper training have become useful citizens in society and most of

The Boston

the

may not dependso much on the plan introduced as upon the skill used in the
management of such scheme, or project.
5. The superintendent has a place in
the prayer-meeting,—should not be as it
was with Thomas who was not present
when Jesus came. He should be one of the
reliable helps in all the religious social
meetings. Should be prompt at all the
meetings of the church,—absent only by
an unpleasant necessity.
6. Must he in the hearts of the chil-

be

has

first time in its history

leading spirit in the teachers’ meeting.
The pastor should work to keep out skep-

with teacher.

friends

.

date in the Persian and Hindustanee
guages.
5)

forward successfully their own plans, but
will Baptists have the capital (intel- |
for
others to attempt to apply the same
ligence, education), and have at least an
zeal, and I would, in many cases, be a failure.

we shall

:

.

Cambridge University

As a denomination,

interest in the larger places,

spected, beloved, and lamented by all.

other kind

of

the outlay.

There is danger of substituting the Sabbath-school for family work. Parents
cient workers representing different parts will sometimes excuse themselves from
of the State, and among them hundreds ‘religiously instructing and training their
‘of ministers. from the various denomina- children, claiming that the drill of the
tions ; but it is much to be regretted that Sunday-school is sufficient; butit should
* there was not a better - showing up on be kept in mind that the grand aim of
the part of our Freewill Baptist workers. the Sunday-school work is to co-operate
So far as we know there were present ‘with the parents, and thus bring to bear
only three ministers (Revs. 8. E. Rogers, influences better adapted to bring about
J. H. Smith and the writer, all of Ash- the salvation of the young.
ley,) from our own church, and whether
Rev. T. M. Eckley, Hamilton Co.,
there were a single representative of our made many suggestions on the
Superinto
prepared
not
lay membership, we are
tendent’s
Place,”
from
which
we
gather
say. Weare inclined to the idea that ir
the
following
items:
3
the F. Baptists of Illinois are making a
He commenced by saying that the sulargely
so
ing
withhold
great mistake in
perintendent has something more to do
their efforts and co-operation in the
than to open the school, and that a willSunday-school work.
ingness to make a public prayer was not
|
vigora
make
' We must in this State
“the only qualification.
ous effort to carry our doctrines ‘and
1. He must look after the ‘ orphan
churches into the larger towns, and so
classes,”
as he called them,—classes with
all
into
out
from important centers push
absent teachers—and provide for them
not
us
Let
work.
the
of
s
department
the
with the utmost care and cautious judgforget that the Lord Jesus only a few
ment.
:
:
hours before his ascension declared to
2. Must give attention to strangers, or
remisand
repentance
that
disciples
* his
sion of sins should be preached in his visitors present, inviting all to take part,
in some way, in the conduct of the school,
name among all nations *¢ beginning at
and also warmly receive children and
authorJewish
of
center
the
”
Jerusalem,
others that come in only occasionally.
ity; and if as a denomination, we are
3. Be thoroughly prepared on the
involved
careful to work on the principle
in that suggestion, we shall not fail to Nesson, and so far as possible be comdo our share in the Master's vineyard. plete master of it. Unprepared teachers
Let it be noticed that men of large capi- look to the superintendent for aid, and he
tal, great business capacity and fine cul- shouldbe ready to answer their questions,
ture are found doing business in our and give information to the school generlarge, or largest cities.
They know that ally.
4. Must be as original as possible in
_ to have great success, they must be
his
plans, and develop and draw out inwhere they can reach the people, and
fluences
necessary to success.. Some
they can do this better by going where superintendents can originate and push
Freethe

average amount of religious
do not therefore see any reason why
we should not take a position where we
can reach a much larger proportion of
the people. Is it not our duty to thrust
in the sickle and go forward to accomplish what we can? By working up our

science

Boston has
discontinued its evening
high school, on the ground of a want of
accommodation and insufficient return for

large number of our prominent aod effi-

they are.

ing was left undone that a loving daughter and

to

HALF A CENTURY OLD, |

for

she was

are beginning
the

three weeks.

o'clock, by. Prayer for the Sunday- of the school from the church, and take
school.” In this prayer-meeting there real interest in the children. In some
were gathered about five hundred per- way let the pustor manage to come in
sons. Many brief, but earnest and faith- contact with all the school. He might
ful prayers went up in behalfof the work ; teach a class.
Some visit the classes,
and to say that the Lord was there is have children’s meetings, appoint a time
what every Christian to meet separate classes,—meeting class
' k
simply to spea

readily infer.

upon

‘money

Three children survive to mourn the loss of
this Christian mother—Mrs. Miller, of CowlesA new building is about to be erected ville; Mrs. Dickerson, widow of the late Judge
Dickerson, of Belfast, Me., and Dr. C. T.
for Lasell Seminary, which it is expected
Berry, of Minnesota.
Nay they all have their
| will be ready for the fall opening.
mother’s
meet
an unbroken
her’ faith in God, an
| It is complained in Milwaukee that | family
in Heaven.
Funeral, sermon by her
there is too much whipping in the public pastor, Rev. L. E. Bates, from the .text, *‘ Say
schools. There were fifty cases within ye to the righteous, it shall be well with him.”

geography.

handled, highly complimented by many
of experience and ability. In his introductory, he referred to the Sunday-school
work as worthy the highest attention of
every minister; the pastor should use it
to bring himself into an acquaintance
with all, must guard against certain dangers, and correct the wrongs and be a

school with

universities

gave

her when

education

failed

compulsory

stress

and

conscious, adding, ¢ We must work while the
day lasts.” The 23d Psalm was the song of her
heart to the end. After many months of suffering from cancer, she rested in Jesus; re-

has
?

The German

Rev. B. Y. George of Alexander Co.
gave a fine address, and one of: vdlue
particularly to young pastors. His sub-
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ticism, must inspire the

Methodist

The exercises opened in the
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only
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the ¥'. B. church, and ws a mother in Israel
indeed, among us.
She loved the Morning
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The | Worning Star.

by false accusation, I' restore him fourfold.” How to come from condemnation
to justification is the point, Let us come

Providence

where they

ON

have continued to reside.
The deceased became a member of the Park St. church in 1862,
during the pastorate of Rev. A. R. Bradbury
by whom she was baptized.
She was a devoted wife and mother, and an exemplary Christian, conspicuous for her intelligence, benevo-

”

found that will not be greatly benefited by a
thorough course of Kidney-Wort every spring.
If you feel out of sorts and don’t know why,

try a package of Kidney-Wort and you will
fue] like a new’ Srstare = ndiajapole Sentinel.
x
ae
:

Rheumatism
Permanently Cured.—Mr,
Daniel:B. Dodge, Edgecomb, Me., testifies that he
contracted Rheumatism while in the army, and
for twelve long years suffered, he thinks, as much
as a man could suffer. Was treated by some of

the best physicians in this State, and afterwards

in Boston, withoutbenefit. Six bottles of Clarke’s
Rheumatic Elixir cured him, and he has had
no return of the disease. For ‘sale by all Drug.
gists. ‘Price, $1 $i bottle; six bottles, $5. Pre.
ared by Rev.
Waltér Clarke, proprietor of the
yropean. Cough Remedy, West uxton, Me.
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O, ROCK ISLAND & PACIFIC RY
CHICAG
reat Connecting Link between the East and the West!
The

Sleeping Oars for sleeping purposes, and Palace
Dining Cars for eating purposes only, Oneother
reat feature of our Palace Cars is a SMOKING
ALOON where you can enjoy your * Havana
at all hours of the day
Magnificent Iron Bridges Span the Mississippiis
at all points crossed bys
Missouri rivers
and
line, and transfers are avoided at Council Bluffs,
Kansas City, Leavenworth and Atchison, connections being made in Union Depots,
The principal R. R. connections of
this great Through Line are as follows:
At CHI0AGO, with all diverging lines for the
st and South.
.
EX BxgLEWOOD, with the L.S. & M.S, and Pp.
.
W.
YR.
Rds.
SHINGTON HE1GHTS, with P,, C. ‘ & St.
0, Nr
1.

Its main line runs from Chicago to Council
Bluffs, passing through Joliet, Ottawa, La Salle,
Geneseo, Moline, Rock Island, Davenport, West
Liberty, Towa City, Marengo, Brooklyn,Grinnell,
Des Moines (the capital of Iowa), Stuart, Atlanwith branches from Bureau
tic, and Avoca:
Junction to Peoria; Wilton Junction to MuscaFairfield Eldon, Belknap,
,
Washington
tine,
Centreville, Princeton, Trenton, Gallatin, Cameron, Leavenworth, Atchison, and Kansas Qity;
- ‘Washington to Sigourney, Oskaloosa. and Knox
ville; Keokukto Sarminglon, Bonaparte, Ben-

tonsport, Independent, Eldon, Otumwa, Eddy-

~

Vite

athe

Se

C. T. D. CROCKETT.

Eminent Physicians
are prescribing that tried and: true remedy,
Kidney-Wort, for the worst cases of biliousness and constipation,as well as for kidney
complaints, , There is searcely a person to be

WJ

iH

lexy, but it did not find her unprepared.
A
large vacancy
is made in her home,
of
which she was pre-emiently the light.
Her
funeral, which took place on Sunday, Mey 1,
was largely attended and" was conducted by
her pastor, assisted by Revs. A. R. Bradbury
and E. B. Eddy.
* Blessed are the dead
which die in the Lord.”
(J. M. BREWSTER.

could.”

SC

dng

lence and love for her church and' denomination. ~ Death resulted from a stroke of apop-

MRS. AMANDA HATCH GRAY died in Jackson, N. H., May 7, of congestion of the brainy
caused by measles; aged 45 years and 2 days.
July 27, 1861, she was baptized and from that
day to the day of her death lived a consistent
Christian.
By herdeath her husband loses a
faithful wife, and the church an ardent defender
of its truths, and the community a noble-hearted Christian friend, of whom many have said,
“ She leaves no enemies.”
Sister G. will be
much missed on earth but she has gone to her
sweet reward in the kingdom of Christ’s elect.
Her faith was firm, she never wavered before
any known duty.
But, her work is done and
well done, for ‘“she hath done what she

;
-
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Cr

oines;
ville, Oskaloosa, Pella, Monroe, and Des
Mt. Zion to Keosauqua; Newton to Monroe; Des
Moines to Indianola and Winterset; Atlantic to
Griswold and Audubon; and Avocato Harlan
and Carson. This is Josively the only Railroad, which éwns, and operates a through line
from Chicago into the State of Kansas.
Through
Express Passenger Trains, with Pullman Palace Cars attached, are run eac waydaily

Detween CHICAGO and

PEORIA,

bE sane with Il. Cent.RB. R.

KANSAS CITY,

At DAVENPORT, with the Davenport Division
&St P. R. R.
‘At WEST LIBERTY, with the B.C. R. &R. N.R.R.
‘At GRINNELL, with Central Iowa R. R. R.
‘At DES MOINES, with D. M. & F, D.
R.R.
‘AtCOUNCIL BLUFFS, with Union Pacific
R.R. (in Neb.)
At OMAHA, with B. & Mo.
‘At COLUMBUS JUNOTION, with B,C. R.&N.R.K.
At OTTUMWA, with Central Iowa R. Rg o W.,
St. L. & Pac., and C., B, and Q. R. Rds.

COUNCIL BLUFFS, LEAVENWORTH and ATOH180N. Through cars are also run between Milwaukee and Kansas Six. via the ** Milwaukee and
Rock
Island Short
Line.”

RR

CM

I

equip]
ro
8 simply pe
n
tack Peta with steel rails,
What will please you most will be the pleasure
of enjoying your meals, while passing over tne
beautiful
prairies of Illinois and Iowa, in one 0
our m:
ficent Dining Cars
that accompany all
_ Through
Express Trains, You get an entire
meal, as good as is served in any first-class hotel,
for seventy-five cents.
:
:
1 Appreciating the fact that a majority of the

At KEOKUK, with Tol., Peo. & War.; Wa!Ab. St.

8
Louis & Pac., and St. L. Keo, & N.W. R.
At CAMERON, with H. St. J. R. Topeka & Santa Fe;
At ATCHISON, with Atch,,
~
Atch, & Neb,, and Cen. Br. U. P. R. Rds.
At LEAVENwORTH, with Union Pac. and Kan.

:
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NATURE'S REMEDY.

To arrive Corn is held at 58 @ 615¢ ¥ bu as

The Power of The Press.
Hungarian or millet can be grown on sod land
10 quality...
:
about as well as anywhere else. After taking off
In no way is the power of the Jess more
OATS, No 1 and extra white at 58 @ 60c; No 2
a
crop
of
hay,
turn
the
sod
over
flat,
spread
on
white
at
57¢;
and
No 3 white at 55 @ hte ¥ bu.
:
surely shown than'in the universal knowledge
majority of the authoritative manuscripts of thag bas in less than a year, been diffused and harrow in some special fertilizer. Put in the
RYE. Sales confined to small lots at $120 @
:
:
$1
25
¥
bu.
Testament.
the New
| throughout fifty millions of people of the wonseed at the rate ef one bushel to the acre, bushing
Ex-Senator Conkling.
BUTTER.
NEW NORTHERN.
Another important change
is
the entire
derful curative. properties of that splendid it in and rolling the land. Ifthe ground is seeded
omission
of
verses
7
and
8
of
chapter
5
of
the
choice
1b.
~ Mr. Conkling capped the climax of his an- First Epistle of John. The verses, which bear remedy Kidney-Wort. And the people from by the middle of July, a fair crop can be cut by Creamery
THE BEST SPRING MEDICINE,
Do
Fajr
to good.
the Atlantic to the Pacific have. shown their the middle of September. There are many widetagonism to the.Administration, on Monday,
Dairy
Jot®
Franklin
Cty, Vi, ¥ tb
upon what has been knownas the ‘three
intelligence
and
their
knowledge
of
what
is
in
Dairy lots, Vermont choice, ¢ 1. .
by resigning his seat in the Senate.
Senator
peRN
- CHALESTOWYX,
heavenly witnesses,” read as follows in the
awake farmers who adopt the above practice
the papers, by
already making Kidney-Wort
Do
New York, choice...
H. R. STEVENS :
Platt, his colleague, also resigned at the same King James version: ** For there are three their bel remedy for all diseses of the every vear.
)
. Do
121r £0 800d sages.
Dear Sir,—This is to certi
that I ha
Do
COMMON... Veeasanss
time. Accompanying the notice of these res- that bear record in heaven, the Father, the kidneys, liver and bowels.—Herald.
oe
There are few implements upon’ a farm Which
your * Biood
paration” a my family Tor vii
Word and the Holy Ghost: and these three
NEW WESTERN.
: ignations 8t. Conkling sent to Governor Cor- are one. And there are three that bear witness
eral year, and think that, for Scrofula or Canker.
are more useful than the roller, and yet it is too
Crean.enes, choice, # 1bes.ivonenens....23
nell of New York, a lengthy statement in deseldom found upon our farms. In some towns
ne, it can not
in earth, the spirit, and the water, and the
Do
do
fairto good, .ceeins..ell8
rifier
Ag a
e excelled;
fensé of his course, which was signed by blood; and these three agree in one.” None of
there js scarcely a roller ‘to be fhbund. Yet this
medicine it is the Cet thing.
Dairy packed, choice. .coeeerriiensese..15 @
I
have
a
prs
implement aids in pulverizing the soil as much as
Ladle packed, choice....uv.euen... veeesdd @
Vice-President Arthur and Postmaster-Gener- the uncial manuscripts contain these words,
none of the ancient versions represent them,
Do
do
fair to good..........13'@
the
harrow,
if
it
is
passed
over
the
land
before
the
al James as well as by Conkling and Platt.
Do
do
common...
cersnsindall @
and none of the Fathers quote them, even when
PRACTICAL HINTS.
- harrow is used. If seed be rolled in, the’ roller
+. MRS. A. A. DINSMO RE, 19 Russell Street,
While a good deal of anxiety was felt on acarguing on the subject of the Trinity. But
NEW CHEESE. Choice,full cream,¥ 1,118 11%c;
OUR MILK PAIL. If you will think ofa terd-quart
not only presses all the small stones below the
two
of
the
Greek
manuscripts
contain
the
Fair
to
good,
10
@
10Xc;
Common
skim 6 @ Sc.
count of the delicate position in which Conk“tin
batter
pail,
with
1};
inch
nozzle
commencing
surface and leaves the surface of the land so that
Eaes. Eastern,& dozen 13% @l4c; New York and
verses, and these were transcripts from the
ling’s action seemed to have placed the Presimidway down and reaching up to a point where
it can be easily mown with the machine, but it Vermont, 13¢; Canada, fresh stock 13 @® 13%¢;
Latin Vulgate.
Dr, Alexander Roberts, pro12 @ 13; P. E. Island, 13c.
;
dent, the dictatorial Senator’s conduct brought fessor of humanity at St. Andrew’s, and a its inner edge is level with the top and 2 inches presses the soil close around the seed, thus has- Western,
BEANS. Sales of choice hand picked Pea have
him at oncé into general contempt on all member of the English New Testament Comfrom it, and then think of a child’s tin plate, large
tening vegetation.
If passed over the mowing at
been made at $2 70 @ 2 75, and choice hand picked
pany, says in reference to them: ‘ No defendenough, and turned into a cover right side up; you
sides. The Senate itself declared its want of
mediums at $2 65 @ $2 704 bu. The outside are
this season of the year the roller levels all inequalCORRODERS AND GRINDERS OF
Ci
of the genuineness of 1 John, ch:5, vs. 7, 8,
extreme figures, and hot easily obtained, but
will have an idea of the pail proper. Next, insert ities, leaving the ground in good condition for the
sympathy with him and with the policy He had er
will probably arise in the future.
The conholders are confidential that buyers will be forced
into the nozzle, so that it“ will fit well, a rubber
operations of both mowing machine and rake, and
pursued, by promptly confirming Judge Robto come to terms. Yellow Eyes move slowly at $3
troversy regarding the passage is: finished, and
ertson’s nomination, when it came
before
tube 6 inches long, with an iron ring around it to is likely to-save a great many dollars in the ordiwill never be renewed.
And although the
them for action, on Wednesday, without a dis: voices of some zealous friends of Scripture regulate the distance of its entering the nozzle.
nary repairing of mowing machines and in the
Samp saNrAcTanEms oF
cussion and without a division, and only about
Now put into the other end of the rubber tube a grinding of the knives.
have been unwisely lifted up in defense of ‘the
’
half a dozen members voting against the apthree heavenly witnesses, yet so decidedly
>
funnel which measures on one side from rim to
+
pointment.
The news of the Senate’s action
have the minds of all scholars now been made
AND
base 10 inches, and on the other 5% inches; and’
NARROW
SHEET
LEAD.
was received with general gratification, es- up as to the spuriousness of the words that
Jastly
insert
a
strainer
in
the
lower
end
of
the
rubpecially in Albany and throughout New York
FRARE A. BROWN, Treas.
SALEM, MASS,
they have been omitted in the revised version
Sick headache can often be greatly relieved and
State, where great demonstrations of joy were
ber
tube,
and
we
are
ready
for
milking.
We
sit
without a line even on the margin to indicate
sometimes entirely cured, by the application of
made in honor of the President and
of Mr.
that they had ever been admitted to a place in on the child’s plate and milk into the large funnel;
THE DINGEE 8 CONARDICO'S
Robertson.
Gen. Grant, in a letter to Senator
mustard-paste at the base of the neck.
the milk passes down through the tube, through
the sacred text.
Jones of Nevada, criticises President Garfield’s
L BEAUTIFUL EVER
B
the strainer into the batter pail.. The cow may
Small-pox
is
cured
by
Mexican
doctors
in
three
policy on the New York nominations and in-\
kick all she pleases and will neither kick dirt into days, and no marks lef, by treating the patients
Latest News.
i
dorses the Senatorial control of certain ap- pointments,
:
An investigation instituted by Secretary the pail nor kick it over. This pail,which is patent- to cold drinks of cream tartar and ‘water. The |
ed is now in practical use on Houghton Farm.
.| cream tartar is first dissolved in boiling water.
It is believed that Messrs. Conkling and
Windom discloses that gross irregularities have
Platt will not be re-elected to the U. S. Senate.
S-.
LAYING SOD.
We are now sodding -a steep The Mexican method is worth looking info.
been
practiced
in
the
expenditure
of
the
apThe. members of the New York State Senate
PORK. Extra prime, ¥ bbl. $1300 @ $13 £0; Old
bank, and perhaps some one may like to know
As
every
particle
of
food
must
be
acted
upon
by
mess,
$16
00
@
$16
50;
New
mess,
$1750
@
$1800;
and Legislature (which are now in session)
propriation for contingent expenses of the
all post-offices.
pl
how we do it, We first go to an old damp meadow
Boston Clear $21 004 $22 00; Boston backs, $22 00
the gastric juice, or some of it will be troublesome
ali labeled;
for 81; 18 for
have been canvassed and it is said that the Treasury department building.
The
custofree fiom weeds, and cut our sed 12x18, and 2 afterward, it stands to reason that the finer food
number pledged to vote against them is suffiBEEF. Sales of Western mess and extra mess at
dian and several higher officials are seriously
inches thick, taking care to make the slant on each
cient to make re-election impossible.
The
is cut, chewed, masticated, the more easily and
Ld
50, and extra plate and family at $13 @ 14
than most esta
ents
involved.—This is
anniversary
week
in edge run in a reverse direction to the one opposite
election to fill the vacancies will not take place
perfectly will it disselve or be digested. Meats,
before the 31st inst.
2
Boston.
The meetings opened Sunday eveto it. A sharp spade is a convenient and good
vegetables, any food masticated as fine as small
tool to cut with. Load with Jung-fork, haul, and
ning, when the Young Men’s Christian Asse/
shot, will certainly be digested far more easily
Eo
Italy and Tunis.
:
lay as soon as possible after cutting. While lay- and very much sooner than if it goes down in
ciation celebrated its thirtieth birthday, and
Quintino Sella has consented to form an Ital- the Massachusetts Bible Society had its sevening, we beat them with a mallet and drive small
lumps as large as buckshot, or chestnuts or walpins through them to prevent their sliding down.
ian cabinet which is to undo the French ad- ty-third
nuts. Masticate the food fine in the mouth, and
annual
meeting.——Conkling
and
After
they
are
laid
we
give
them
a
good
watering
vances in Tunis. He has chosen some excel- Platt have decided to be candidates for re
mix it well there with saliva.
and beat them well with a spade. We give them
lent associates, who would form « safe and
election.——James E. M. Macias, a naturalized
All heat or warmth in the body .comes from
a good watering once a week until they are growgood government, Sella himself being in addifood oxidized, slowly burned in the body, just as
American citizen, has been awarded $225,000
ing nicely, and if we have time we beat them after
tion an able financier.
But the cabinet would
much and in about the same way that heat in the
by the Spanish-American claims commission each watering, When we wish to cover with
Make
ves many
Money
ta
. every
Beason. 560 pages.
stove or furnace comes from fuel oxidized or
be mildly conservative, while the: chambers
for loss occasioned by the seizure of his planta
grass pieces of land containing less than 200 feet,
Il
tions,
fi
id terms to °
burned there. Warmth |is always escaping from
are radical,—so radical, in fact, that some of tion near Matanzas in 1869.— -Colonel J. O. P.
we consider it advisable to sod, ard also steep
the body, unless it is in. an atmosphere nearly up
the deputies have written to Victor Hugo, proBurnside, disbursing agent of the Post-office places where the soil'is liable to wash away.
to 100 degrees of heat. Warm clothing, warm
testing against the French policy i Tanis. department, against whom charges affecting
A TYPICAL
SHEPHERD.
Near Mountainville,
s, sheds, that prevent the rapid escape
Hence the new administration would havé to his official integrity were preferred, has been Orange G9., N. Y., on a mountainous farm, lives a houses,
WONDERFUL DISCOVERY, Sndotued by the
iy
the necessity of taxing the stomach
which cures by the
dissolve the legislature, asking the country for
most eminent puvsicians, Deafness relieved
and
true shep! ierd and his sheep.
He is kind, gentle,
to digest an excessive amount of food
(fuel) to
ABSORPTION,
less radical deputies. But in either case ‘it is completely exonerated after a thorough in- |
cured in
3 te 8 days. Send stamp 10r particu.
patient and watchful, and always thinking of how keep up the heat of the body, human qr brute.
vestigation.——There
has been more severe
ill diseases of the
jars.
EDWIN FERRIS & CO., Cincinnati, O.
100 late to resist the French, as the latter have
wh
eow
it
accomplished all they need. At best, England’ fighting between the French and Kroumirs in to do romething for them. They crowd around
tose
Tunis.
The French troops have entered Beja
him with " mild, eager, longing eyes, and lick his
and Italy may
prevent the French
from
FLOWER-GARDENS FOR CHILDREN.
changing Bizertg into a second Toulon; but in unopposed.——Turkhan Bey,formerly Turkish
hands. They follow him and feed about him and
Diabetes and Bright’s Disease,
NT
Men to sell Rr oBIECY TEACHambassador at Rome,
has been arrested on
that case France will not be the loser, as she
flee to him for care and protection.
He shelters
Children love flowers quite as much as older
ING BIBLE.
Salary after short
while its cures of Gravel, Dropsy, Cstarrh of the
suspicion
of
complicity
the
plot
to
murder
can conveniently reserve further action to a
tria
'ithout
a rival in the world of Bibles.”
them
from
the
storm
and
giyes
the
mothers
soft
Bladder, Brickdust
Deposit, Painful Urinating,
people, and if they are permitted to have a small
Abdul Aziz.——Abdul Bey,
the ex-chief of the
future day. A country like Tunis is not transRev.
J.
H.
Vincent,
D.
D.
**
The
best sopy of the
igh-Colored
Urine,
Nervous
Weakness
and
Pain
nutritious food that they may furnish their lambs
rden all their own, in which they can plant, and
Albanian league, has been court-martialed and
Bible extant.” Gov. A, H. Col i
ive ae
formed into a French colony by -a military
in the Back seem more like miracles than cases of natdig; and weed, and hoe, and use the tiny little
sufiicient milk. He never tires of doing for them,
kish ministry
experience, and send this.
W.
. HOLLAND
campaign, while the present campaign has condemned to death.——The
ural healing.
The price brings it within the reachof all
Springfleld,
Mass.
©
has abandoned its intention to depose the Bey and never lies down at night without first know- implements that are made so cheaply for the
dul
placed the future of Tunis
altogether
in
and it will annually save many times its cost in doct
of Tunis.——Two million copies of
the revised
ing that all .is right with his flock. In the sumFrench hands.
And that can not be undone
flower-garden, they will not only take the greatest
bills, medicines and plasters, which at best give but tem,
New
Styles, Pertumed, Motto, Moss-Rose,
New
Testament
have
already
bee
save by a campaign from which even thet Sella
mer he goes:with them to. the pasture in the
delight in 1ts possession, and in the buds and
Violet,
Japanese Cards, name on, 10c. Card
porary relief.” It can be used without fear or harm, and
London.——The treaty between Russ
admiuistration will shrink.— Advertiser.
Is, Northford, Ct.
morning aud returns with them, in’ the evening.
with certaintyof a permanent cure. For sale by drugflowers, but will also gam
a large amount of
China has been ratified.
\
gists génerally, or sent by mail (free of postage) on
His voice is familiar to them all, and they have
health and muscular development.
NEW STYLE CHROMO CARDS. Name '
receipt of the price. Regular Pad, $2.00 ; Child’s Pad (for
U. 8S. Government Appointments.
learned to understand that it ‘means
“tender
Their love of the beautiful will also be largely
on, 10¢., or
40 all GILT & BEVEL EDGE
Miscellaneous.
incontinence of urine in children), $1.50; Special (extra
10c.
U.S. Card Factory, Clintonville, Ct.
care.”
A
few
days
ago
he
sent
the
firstlings
of
cultivated,
and
they
can
be
taught
to
give
their
The following appointments have been consize), 93,00, Our book, “How
a Life was Saved,” giving
13tiseow
The Territory of Alaska has been placed
his
k to President Garfield but we feel that the
flowers to the sick and the poor children, and
the history of this new discovery and a large recordof
firmed by the Senate: —Wm. H. Robertson to
under martial law.
President
can not appreciate
the. gift without
learn that to give pleasure to others is the surest
most remarkable cures sent free. Write for it. Address,
be Collector of Customs at New York; Edwin
knowing the character of shepherd and his fold,
DAY KIDNEY PAD 00., TOLEDO, OHIO.
way of receiving it themselves.
The governor-general of Cuba isto be re‘A. Merritt, ex-Collector at New York, to be
CAUTION
Owing to the many worthless Kidney Pads
from whence
me the token of thankfulness,
But of all the lessons to be taught to children
« now seeking
a sale on our reputation, we
called by the Spanish government.
Consul-General at London; Dr. Geo. B. Lorpeace and good wil
by working in a garden, the most valuable is the
deem it due the afi
the
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ing of Mass., Commissioner of Agriculture;
GROOMING. The firft-and most important point art of observation. So minute, so varied, and so
The German Reichstag has rejected Prince
This book, just issued, is a historical
For
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by
B.
F.
RACKLEY,
Dover,
N.
H., ~
Rich. A. Elmer of New York, Second Assist- Bismarck’s scheme for augmenting the beer about grooming a horse is t
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tools. They embrace a comb, brush, dandruff
nature that, although the closest study may fail
ant Postmaster; Ex-Senator Bruce of Missisexcise.
BosTON.
sive view of the denominational work for
brush, water brush, rubbing cloth and some- ‘to divulge her secrets, the rewards of such study
sippi, Register of the Treasury;
Frederick
A society of Irishmen in this country have
Books which should be in
the century, including its. Missionary,
Douglass, Recorder of Deeds for thé “District just placed £20,000 to the credit of the Irish times a wisp. A good, large, heavy comb is best, are go rich and so surprising that they are stimu- TimelyeveryNewPublic
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because it is more durable and because a man can
lated to fresh researches.
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of Columbia;
Jeremiah M. Rusk, Charge
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Let the child plant morning-glories to run over
swing it more easily than he can a light one. I
@ Affaires of the United States in Paraguay
and Anti-Slavery work. It contains
Four-o’clocks, which = bloom
so MARY AND I; or Forty Years with the
file the teeth down so that they will not cut the a bean pole.
Midhat Pasha, accused of complicity in the
and Uruguay; Thomas A. Osborn, Minister at
Sioux. By Stephen R. Riggs, D. D.
horse’s hide or injure the hair.
I prefer an iron brightly every morning; mignonnette and sweet
TWENTY TABLES,
murder of Abdul Aziz, has surrendered to the
- Brazil, vice H. W. Hilliard, recalled; Horace
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the
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while life lasts.
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The rubbing
er Complaint, Boils, Humors, Female Complaints,
Consul at Venice, Italy; Thaner M. Elder,
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All the houses of the Jews in Woloszca, on cloth comes next. With this I put on the etc. Pamphlets free to any address. Seth W.
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Consul at Guyaquil, 8. A.; Albert Rhoades,
me
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Oxford, Me.
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Dover, N. H.
finishing touch, rubbing off any dust that may
Consul at Rouen, France: John A. Halder- the Russian frontier, have been destroyed by
Fowle & Sons, Boston.
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to sel.
man, Consul-General at Bangkok, Siam.
the populace, and over three hundred families
remain.
The wisp is made of straw and is
the best Family
HnitUnited States Consuls: —George F. Mosher,
have fled into Galicia for safety.
Mt. Morris, N. X., is responsible
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used for dampenic g down the coat and brushing
Machine ever invented.
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Editor of the Morning Star, located at Nice,
stockings, with HEEL and TOE compl
y in
after the comb. A foot hook and sponge should
for the following valuable statement from Mrs. M.
The Russian General Melikoff has resigned
20 minutes. It will also knit a great variety of fancy* France; John B. Glover of Indiana, at Havre,
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France; William B. Wells of Michigan, at his position as commandant of St. Petersburg,
or circular an
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Cure has done me wonders of good for catarrh of
horse's feet. I find the stall to be a very unhandy
Rotterdam; N. B. Wharton of Georgia, at and General Ignatieff has been appointed his
Machine Co., 409 Washington St.,
n, Mass.
the bladder and female weakness.”
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place to groom in, so I usually hitch him on two
Sonneburg; David Vickers of New Jersey, at successor.
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This book of Hymns and Tunes, reMatanzas; E. H. Rogers of Nebraska, at Vera
pillar reins, cne on each side, which prevents the
The Chinese laborers at Yale, B. C., struck
SUICIDE AND DYSPEPSIA.
Cruz; H.S. Raley of Nebraska, at Chemitz;
cently offered by the Printing Establishhorse from nipping and biting, and allows plenty
John G. Crawford of New Hampshire, at Co- against the tax of two per cent. imposed on
A most remarkable cure for dyspepsia ‘ Wells’
of room to get around thé horse quickly. When a
ment, is issued in two separate volumes.
aticook, P. Q.; James C. Buck of California, each man’s wages by the Chinese bosses, and
Health Renewer.” The greatest tonic, best bilious
horse
comes
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very
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with
perspiration
he
at Tientsin, China.
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The
one for
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Three of the New York nominations (Messrs. a serious riot ensued. All the Chinese, two should be covered with a warm blanket and the and Liver Remedy known. ‘$1 Druggists. DeCHURCH AND CHOIR,
thousand in number, employed on the Canada
pot, Lothrops & Pinkham, Dover.
doors closed to prevent any draft of cold air from
Woodford, Tenney and MacDougall), recent!
Pacific Railway have struck work.
‘.
withdrawn by the President, were sent bac
coming in upon him. After a short time he should
Contains 1,086 hymns, and about half as
to the Senate Thursday.
In
place of Messrs.
DON’T DIE IN THE HOUSE.
The recent numerous arrests have not ma- be scraped and covered again, and if he continues
many
tunes.
They constitute a choice
Payn and Tyler, Mr.
Henry
E. Kaox for U. S. terially checked the agitation in Ireland. At to sweat scrape him again; as soon as he stops
Ask druggists for * Rough on Rats.” It clears
]
hal for the southern district, and Mr.
andcomprehensive
selection,
having
sweating,
rub
him,
off,
then
walk
him
around;
let
out rats, mice, bed-bugs, roaches, vermin, flies,
Gen. Managers,
Charles A Gould for Collector of Customs at Ballyroan on Sunday week, Michael Brennan
’
those which are old and substantial, as
Buffalo, were nominated. These have 4ll been made an incendiary speech, characterizing the him take a swallow of water, and finally return ants, insects. 15¢. per box.
'
ri
alin
confirmed.
land bill a miserable measure, and advocating a him to the stable and blanket him.—W. Blend,
well as those which are new and stirin Christian Union.
QUERU’S COD LIVER OIL JELLY.
Thomas J. Jordan of Pennsylvania has been general strike against the payment of rents.
into

glory.”’

In the revised version the word

God is changed to ‘* He who,” and the reasons
given for it are that it is supported by the
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appointed as agent of the Ponca Indians in the
1

erritory in place of William Whiting,

removed,
The nomination of William i}
Chandler of New Hampshire as Solicitor-Gen-

eral,was rejected by a party vote in the Senate,
the Democrats opbostog its confirmation on

the ground that

Mr. Chandler has been hostile

to the South, and is too

pronounced a Republi-

can partisan for the position.

The revised edition of the

was published in America

A

New

Testament

Friday.

At sun-

New York publishers, representing

unique

performance

took

place in the

Harvard University theater last Tuesday, being

-rise
a large portion of the 250,000 copies intended for the trade had been delivered by the

the Eng-

lish Universities, who have issued the work in

Great Britain, and very early in the day were
in the hands of retailers. Besides this large
supply, 100,000 additiona] copfes are stored for

the exhibition of one of -the old Greek plays—
the
tragedy of
(Edipus
Tyrannus—with
Hellenic costumes, etc. The event attracted
many people from a distance, and the success
of the experiment is pronounced by the critics,
a great achievement.

The dispatches describing the royal wedding
in Austria stated that at the most solemn stage
in the ceremony the Princess Stephanie burst
out in a fit of weeping, and for a few moments
%®
her emotion was almost uncontrollable.
special dispatch says that the cause of the demonstration was the recognition by the bride,

~«" retail purchasers, The new translation contains about 10,000 changes from the King
James version. The translators have carefully
sacrificed every word add expression which
among the spectators, of a young American
could not be verified in the original editions with whom she
much in love, buat
was
upon which their work is based.
whom royal etiquette prevented her from marOne of the most notable changes is the entire rying..

we

Vg

omission of the doxology of the Lord’s Prayer

"not found in any of the authoritative uncials,

The new articles of postal agreement between
Canada and the United States provide, in
effect: 1. That insufficiently prepaid letters
in Canada for the United States, and in the
United States for Canada, will be sent forward
to the address if prepaid one fall rate, leaving

and fit does not exist in the Latin Vulgate.

the deficient postage tobe collected on delivery.

Another important change is making the con-

2. That the Canada post-office may charge
double rates on United States printed matter

at Matthew 6: 13.

The words,
* For thine is

the kingdom and the power and the glory forever, amen”,

are expunged

from

the

text,

The reason given for this is that the clause ‘is

cluding chapter of the Gospel according to St.
Mark endat verse 8, which reads: ‘‘ And they
went out quickly and fled from the sepulcher,
for they trembled and were

amazed;

neither

said they anything
to any man, for they were

th

King James. version, Jescine. he

Ee

NS

city. Gen. McClellan is President of the Company. The estimated cost of the road is thirteen millions. The locomotives will be run by
compressed air. The speed will be'25 miles an
hour, and fare 5 cents.

The Revised New Testament,

Roath

are

SL =

a heCone

are
pr in ted, but but they fin

» goes

to show

that they were no

ob

It is stated that arrangements have been
made for the early construction of an underground railway the whole length of New York

brought into Canada and

posted

for distribu-

‘tion in the United States in order to evade'the
United States postal law.
;
:

Spain is short in her balance for the nurren
fiscal year just $3,000,000.

L

The Merv chiefs have asked
tor ai allianéd;

Approved by the Academy of Medicine of New

» AGRIQULTURAL ITEMS.
(From the American Cultivator.)
Great Britain averages a yield of 165 bushels

of

potatoes to the acre.

Cape Cod raises about half of all the cranberries
grown in the United States.
“
In’ an average year France produces
more
wheat than any other nation in Earope.

One of the oldest and

most

successful

corn

growers in the country says that he invariably obtains more shelled corn -to the acre from the

eight- rowed

than

from

the twelve-rowed

varie.

ties.

:

Never use a curry comb on a horse’s legs

below

the knee and hock. A corn broom is best, since
it takes out the dirt and does. not hurt the horse.
When the curry comb and common brush are all
that are used to clean the horse its legs will sel
dom be found properly cleaned.
Land plowed after the middle of May will ‘gen.
erally yield better crops of corn than. if plowed in’
Apail.. To obtain good results in corn culture
first spread the manure upon the surface of the.
ground, then plow not more than four or five
inches deep, finally dropping a little phosphate in

the hill,

-

most mild, bland, and nutritious form in which
Cod Liver Oil can be used, and with more benefit

secured to the pedcnt by a single teaspoonful of
this Jelly than by double the quantity of the liquid
oil, and the most delicate stomach will not reject
For sale by all druggists, and E. H. TRU
Platt St., New York.
;
1y6,

& Hamlin were played before the Royal family by
Carlo Ducci of ‘Rome, and were warmly. compli- mented by the Queen in person.—Boston Daily

ire
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Itis also

efficient

&c.
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o

in destroying the rose | Minnesota and Wisconsin, patents.

;

A general election is deemed inevitable tn
[ Italy’; there have been popular demonstrations
on aeedunt of the change of ministry,

800

t

A Berlin dispatch says: ‘A ‘large number
Socialists will shortly be expelled from Leip-

ofzie,

including probably three leading members
of the Reichstag,”
’

Second,
to return
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through
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Third, to destroy all weeds, that they

may not fedd upon that fertility of the” soil which
‘the plants require.

“
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WORSHIP.

prefer

it to

the

is furnished at half

the price, and the hymns and tunes are
selected for both purposes, and are especially devotional.
:
:
with

a

view of supplying the congregation, we
gend one of either, or both, at one-third of
the retail price, 50, or 25 cents.

So far as we know, every church -that
has used them is entirely satisfied wjth
them.

EE~

Send orders to
L D. STEWART,
Dover, N. H.

E MORNING STAR

- TERMS:

$2.00 per year, if paid strictly in:
$2 ao if Dol within the first thirty:
60 if not.
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‘The three following processes pay be laid down Jadin
as the foundation of all good farming: First, by | 8¢. Toais.
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draining; to get Ci of all the superfluous water,
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bug. Appliedto the rose bushes and grape vines as
WINTER WHEATS,
ie
soon as these insects make their appearance, | Patents, Choice, ...civuevseinaty. i700 @ 750
- The plague in Mesopotamia has caused a ‘the
vines ‘and bushes’ A are quickly relieved of | Patents, common to good..............625 '@ 775
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BOSTEN, Saturday Morning, May 21, 1881.
FLOUR.
iere is no change in prices and the
demand since our last has
been quite moderate,
trom the trade.
EET

£5

hymns and tunes of the larger one, from
which it is abridged, and is adapted to

The New Sunday School Song Book

KE pA CR

ns
apples,
Market, ror
ig
?

as one of the number. We share the express expenses with the purchasers.
The smaller book contains half of the

Now ready for Agents. Most desirable edition,
low priced, and wanted by thousands everywhere.
e chance
for men or ladies to
make money fast. Particulars free. Outfit 500.
Act quick. Address HUBBARD BROS., Pubs.,
4619
Federal Street, Boston,
10

Boston Produce Report.
Reportedby HILTON BROS & CO., Commission
8
SY

WANTED

REVISED
NEW TESTAMENT
and Full Histery of Its Revision.

MARKETS.

bug so effectively as Paris green, when applied to Sominon extras. .
the vines as it 1s to potatoes for destroying the Minnowota; bakers...

‘beetle.

AGENTS

can recommend it as a safe and reliable remedy
for Coughs and Colds,”

Cig

silk-bound, gilt-edge copy for the pulpit,

FREE
TO YOU!
FREE
TO ALL!
Containing not only the Revised Text, but much
Historical matter of ‘great interest not contained
in any other edition.
Large volumes of about
500 pages.
Address giving name, town, count:
and State, with two 3.cent stamps. The Revise
New Testament Pub. House, 79 Milk St,
Boston, Mass.
421

gress there, the American Organs made by Mason

. THE

the Gospel Hymns. Price, $1.50; or,
when a church is supplied, $1.20, with a

Free,

REVISED JEW TESTAMEIT.

COMPLIMENT TO AMERICAN ORGANS.
A dispatch from Milan, Italy, says that at the opening
of the Grand Industrial Exposition, now in pro-

There is no agent that will protect the vines
SPRING WHEATS,
from the ravages of the striped bug and squash | Western superfine...

‘offepsive and defensive, with England.
20d inst, .

Catalogue

Those who desire good large currants should
Journal.
trim the bushes, cufting out the old wood. The
present is also a good time to work in some maIf you-doubt the merits of DAY’S KIDNEY PAp,
nure. Currants will pay for extra care and cul- try one, or ask your neighbor who has used one,
tare.
.
£5
!
and-it will be all the evidence you will need.
A rather moist soil and a season not too hot are
An eminent physician of large practice says,
the best for oats, barley and Spring rye, conse
‘» I have examined the formula from which
quently they shoald be sown early that they may
get their growths before the hot, dry weather sets Adamgon’s Botanic Balsam is prepared and
in.

ring, including a large number found in

BOSTON.

York for coughs, colds, bronchial and tubercular
consumption, scrofula and general debility. The
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